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Cherry Hill East is more than just a high school. It symbolizes a melting pot, a conglomeration of gifted and talented students and staff working together to achieve a common goal - success, strengthened by a strong common denominator called pride.

Our achievements in academics, athletics, the arts and a diversity of activities demonstrate this inner goal to succeed. No one at East feels like a number, no one simply takes up space. Cherry Hill East is a warm, trusting, caring family - so much more than long hallways, spacious classrooms and sprawling campus.

It has been said that in a very large school one can get lost in the system, become insignificant. We do not believe that for an instant. We glory in what East has to offer us and what we, in turn have created for East's image. East's size and scope do more than merely educate us. Because of our size we are offered more courses, more activities, more opportunities, which, in turn nurture us. We are well-rounded, better equipped, self-sufficient individuals. The bigger we are, the more we have to attain and the more we can offer. Our philosophy is "bigger is better!" However, we are not merely "takers." East has also taught us how to care about others. Our philanthropic endeavors speak highly of us and our heritage.

In the same vein, this yearbook means more than the print and paper with which it has been constructed. Instead, it is every smile each of us shared and every tear we cried, every triumph we celebrated and every defeat from which we learned.

This collection will remind each of us of our experiences at East, our very life and the joy derived from these hallowed halls. If, perhaps one day in the future, we look back upon these words and pictures and smile, or shed a single tear for the memories hidden in these pages, then the 1987 EIDOLON has rightfully followed in the East tradition of success. This book, like our school, gives each one of us a library of memories to be remembered and cherished forever.

With this volume we endeavor to honor East, to showcase her splendor. The award-winning people, groups, organizations and teams that have passed through these halls are mirrors of what we dream to become. Thus, while the primary purpose of EIDOLON 1987 is to report the annual happenings, this volume is also intended to be a reference work of lasting values, for that is what East has given us.
Freshmen: Small creatures worried about entering East... We were the first freshman class to be on early session with the upperclassman in many years, would we be O.K.? How many would be sent to the pool or third floor B-wing? Would we learn to by-pass C-wing intersection? Adjustment to our new surroundings was quick — East no longer seemed outrageously large. Spirit Week unified groups and believe it or not, we were no longer Beck or Heritage — now there was the Class of '87, competing together under the Olympic Theme. With Spirit Week behind us, our high school experience could continue. We learned to do Geometric proofs or Algebraic equations. To Kill a Mockingbird and Romeo and Juliet, along with
Are you guys sure we're going the right way?

That was Then, This is Now, became familiar. Mr. Kim taught us about "Kim-Wipes" as we struggled through Q.P.S., Environmental Geology and Management, and Earth Science. The choice of clubs and activities was overwhelming, but each of us found a personal niche. The Drama department saw the opening and closing nights of "American Jubilee" and the overworked cast and crew finally got some sleep. December heralded Candy Cane time. After collecting our messages, we headed for Winter Vacation. Valentine's Day appeared with hearts and flowers, as we sent carnations and plastered hearts on the walls.

Spring was ushered in by the show — *Barnum*, live on our stage. In a flash, Spring Break had come and gone and we faced finals. Would we survive? Finals only count 1/9 of the grade, but — HELP! Freshman year was over, and with awe and relief, we took our places among the upperclassmen.

Feeling more secure and much more confident, Sophomore year started with a boom! The 50's look invaded as we used the *Grease* decade as our theme. The spirit continued with participation in the WMMR sponsored "Hooters Contest." Countless nights were spent writing "Hooters-93.3 WMMR CHHSE", instead of studying *Moby Dick* and *Of Mice and Men*. When hopes of a Hooters' concert didn't pan-out, many consoled themselves with the memory of seeing Bruce Springsteen, LIVE, IN
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CONCERT... that September. Neon oversize, hips, and cropped jeans be joined us on the screen while here at

The Class of '77 would dazzle with brilliance at least once during their Back Seat to the Park more or less memory from Sophomores. The after party was a large audience for his film debut before we saw Prince made his film debut upon us. We were captivated by an exciting East and West. Overall, it was a part of being "Red" in the USA to the girls while the girls would "Never Surrender" their "Jesus" and East listened to a local radio station. However, Madama to us each night. "Who was the First ever vice-presidential candidate and when did she run?"
production of the Broadway show *Pippin*. Sadly, life wasn’t all fun and games. The Move disaster in Philadelphia was not only local news, it was an international topic. To add to our misery we were bombarded with term papers, but we got through and anxiously awaited the Sophomore Cotillion. On May 18th the exuberant class arrived to find Cafeteria II looking like “Heaven”. With the help of Josten’s, Cotillion night would never be forgotten as long as our class rings remained on our fingers. So as sophomore year ended we said farewell to the Class of ‘85 and set our sights on returning in September, as Juniors!
Junior year began with unmatched optimism. With two years behind us, we were sure that we could make the second half of our time at East even better. Spirit week arrived before we knew it. Who can forget our theme: Greek Toga! We decorated Cafeteria I, and awaited the culminating event, Pep Rally, but this Spirit Week was different as the festivities were interrupted by Hurricane Gloria. When she rolled into the area, we taped windows, found flashlights, and feared the worst. We were given a day off because of the predicted intensity of the storm. When Gloria turned out to be nothing more than an overgrown rainstorm, we gladly took the opportunity to spend some extra time with friends. When school resumed, we completed Spirit Week with the delayed Pep Rally. Once again the school year was off to a big start. We listened to the Morning Zoo on WMMR on the way to school, and Springsteen and the Grateful Dead on the way home. We saw a rejuvenation of the Psychedelic Age and the birth of pastel age with "Miami Vice". In the fall we laughed over "Charley's Aunt" . . . imagine a man dressing up in a woman's clothing! O.K. if this were San Francisco, but it's Cherry Hill. On the serious side of life there were P.S.A.T.s, regarded by some as
practice S.A.T.s, to others the test meant reaching for the title of Merit Scholarship Finalist.

Thirteen from our class would make Finalist and 64 would receive Letters of Commendation. Yet we didn’t stop there, we went on to take S.A.T.s and Achievements, sacrificing beauty to arrive at school in sweats, with undone hair, and unmade faces. We struggled through Macbeth and A Tale of Two Cities, wondering if our French, German, and Spanish exchange students understood our classes, or were simply smiling politely. We’d be sure to ask them over dinner at one of the new Food Courts which were blossoming all over the area. Junior year was not without its tragedies. We watched tearfully as the television showed and reshowed the Space Shuttle disaster, and we mourned with the families of the seven lost astronauts. These men and women had truly given their lives to science and to space. Closer to home we all learned a lesson about drinking and driving when Flyer’s goalie Pelle Lindbergh lost his life in a fatal alcohol related accident. As the terror of the horrifying events passed, we looked towards the Spring hoping it would be a little more cheerful. We were shocked when our school made national news in Newsweek and USA Today as America praised schools for standing up to drugs. One by one driver’s licenses became ours, giving extra joy when after attending Funny Girl, we had the freedom to drive ourselves to cast parties. The year’s activities finished with the Junior Prom. Months of tux and gown shopping ended at the Hyatt in May, with Billy Joel’s “The Night is Still Young” as the theme. With memories of the elegant evening in our hearts we said goodbye to junior year, the Seniors of ’86, and anxiously awaited the prospect of being SENIORS . . . at last!
September 3, 1986! We drove to school, in our cars, at 7:55 — at last we were Seniors! First choice at parking stickers. We were respected by the freshmen. The hall of fame board boasted our pictures. This was it and we were going to make senior year count. Gathering in the auditorium, we listened to Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Cost speak about senior spirit and pride. We, however, didn’t need this pep talk, we knew what we had to do. For starters there was Spirit Week. This year would prove our supremacy! We found the cougars, jumped rope, and transformed Cafeteria II into Gilligan’s Island. Four years of practice paid off as we completed our last Spirit Week with victory and joy at the concluding pep rally.

As we settled back to work, however, we all knew that senioritis could not set in yet. We still had college applications to send, acceptance letters to wait for, and the state monitoring session to prove that East was #1! As we watched the preparations end and the monitoring begin, we were all proud to show off our school. East was described as a quality school with varied course offerings and enthusiastic, proud, and well prepared students and staff. Also praised was the newly implemented Breakfast Club-like system for Saturday school, a program instituted to cut down absences. Rave reviews were followed by a visit from Japanese educators, whom we also treated to the special qualities of our Super-school. Before long the fall show chilled our blood as we watched Dracula materialize on East’s stage. Suddenly it was Thanksgiving and we all cheered as we won the annual East-West homecoming football game. Anxiously we awaited the FOP Christmas party, the food drive, candy canes, early decision acceptance letters, and winter vacation. As vacation arrived some of us knew
that yes, we were definitely going to college and senioritis began to bite. Sadly, we were faced with tragedy as well as triumph. New Year’s Eve was marred by the deadly San Juan hotel explosion and we returned from vacation to learn that our beloved guidance counselor, Mr. Gibson, had passed away. Our feelings of helplessness, however, were diminished when our blood drive sent over 200 pints of blood to the

tle of the Bands. We listened to either the Morning Zoo on WMMR or Howard Stern on WYSP on the way to school and the newly released Springsteen Live: ’75-’85 on the way home. We claimed to be at guidance, “Yeah, yeah that’s the ticket,” as we finally experienced senior cut day for ourselves and counted the days until senior trip. Finally we collected our Valentine’s, carnations, and suitcases and made sure that Florida would never be the same. We came home with tans, memories of Mickey and Epcot, and full fledged senioritis as we basked in the envy of the underclassmen. We cheered for our friends in Man of LaMancha, knowing that this would be our last major East performance. We cried as one by one our acceptance letters arrived and the realization that soon East would be a memory hit home. Senior prom arrived and we danced the night away in our gowns and tuxes. Were we really approaching graduation? The last weeks flew by as we received “Kiss a Senior Goodbye” messages, attending the yearbook signing party, and said a last goodbye to friends and teachers. Bursting with pride, we finally reached graduation day, wiping away tears of joy, as well as tears for what we were leaving. That day we crossed the bridge to the future and although we promised to keep in touch, nothing could ever be the same.
To The Class of 1987

For the past four years Cherry Hill East has been an important part of your life. The familiar surroundings, the teachers, and the many friends that you saw there each day provided a feeling of security. Each year you became more confident as the experiences provided for you enabled you to grow and mature.

As you look back and recall the memories of the last four years, you probably realize how some experiences which were once very meaningful are now insignificant. However, each new experience has contributed to your growth and development.

And now, straddling two worlds, the past and the future, you must venture out into new surroundings and once again establish yourself. Armed with the knowledge of the past four years, you will be well prepared to deal with the new challenges you encounter. As you face each new challenge, use your talents and abilities to create a future that is better than the present. Continue to leave behind you the same tradition of excellence and pride that you demonstrated during your four years at East.

Memories of East are yours to enjoy for a lifetime. May your future be a time when the happy memories continue to grow. On behalf of the staff I congratulate you upon your graduation from Cherry Hill High School East. I wish for you good health, happiness, prosperity and the fulfillment of all your hopes and dreams.

Sincerely,

Anthony R. Cost
Principal
Dear Seniors,

The past four years have been exciting and rewarding years for all of us. Academically, the Class of '87 includes thirteen National Merit Scholars, in addition to sixty-seven students receiving letters of Commendation. Our athletic teams have been consistent contenders for conference and state championships, and many Seniors have been recognized for exceptional individual contributions. All-State Chorus, Band and Orchestra have had a large contingent of East Seniors within their ranks. Members of the class of '87 have enhanced drama productions and Student Congress activities with their spirit and dedication.

The true history of the Class of '87 is told not only in these recognitions of individual and team achievements; it is in the tapestry of every day moments from the past four years. The student who decorates a friend's locker on her birthday, who helps put together a float for Homecoming, who helps deliver candy canes or participates in the FOP Christmas Party - all these are part of your Class. Selling frankfurters at the Football games, trying to get the Gilligan's Island song right at Spirit Week, rejoicing after getting an A on the math test - all these are part of your Class. You have juggled the demands of school, parents, friends, and employers, and have done very well.

The faculty and administration look to your graduation with mixed feelings. Although we are sorry to be losing your talent and enthusiasm, we are confident that you will succeed in whatever you attempt. We hope that your memories of your days here at East are as happy as are our memories of the Class of '87. Best wishes for a healthy and fulfilled career.

Sincerely,
James Gallagher
Assistant Principal

Mark Pinzur
Advisor
Celebrating of East 20
East is 20. It is hard to imagine a time when East did not exist. But before August 7, 1965, the date that the ground-breaking ceremony took place, the land on which East is now situated was merely acres of farmland. In January of 1967, the partially completed building of Cherry Hill High School East opened its doors for the first time to the students of the Class of 1970. Previously, these students were attending Delaware Township High School, now known as Cherry Hill High School West. At this time, the mayor of Cherry Hill was John C. Gilmour. The first principal of East was Thomas N. Cannavo with assistant principal Alexander DiBartolomeo. The official dedication of the building took place on Sunday, May 21, 1967.

In the years that followed, East grew. The building was enlarged with the addition of B-wing (which incidentally was originally designed to have three floors), the boys’ gymnasium and the annex to the library. After B-wing was completed, it was first used to house an elementary school which never interacted with the rest of the high school.

Every year, the size of the student body increased. From 1974 through 1983, East had an extended day, with freshmen reporting from 3rd to 10th period to make the best use of classroom space. The size of the faculty and staff had to be increased to meet the growing needs of the school. Many new classes and programs were offered with innovative ideas such as the English labs first being started here.

The students and staff soon earned a reputation for excellence, both academically and with the expanded extra-curricular programs. When the time came to publish the first yearbook, many names were presented and voted by ballot of the student body. Finally, the very fitting name of Eidolon, meaning ideal, was chosen. Mrs. Marguerite Smaldore and Mrs. Louise McDonnell were the first Eidolon advisers, only then they were known as the Marino sisters.

Over the years, East’s faculty has grown and changed. From the original staff in 1967 we still have with us: John W. Clowar, Julia Y. Hayes, Elaine D. Kooperstein, Ernest B. Mayo, P. Richard Oliver, James E. Sabin and Donald Savitz. Mr. Anthony R. Cost, our current principal started at East in September of 1967 as a biology teacher. During the past twenty years East’s students and faculty have steadfastly worked to be the best that they can be. This volume of Eidolon is a celebration of the excellence that Cherry Hill High School East has represented for so long.
No one will ever forget the grief and horror our country experienced in the wake of the Challenger disaster last January 28th. The sadness felt by this nation for the families of the seven astronauts whose lives were taken that day was shared all over the world.

In an effort to show our respect and sympathy for those courageous seven, our school has planted seven trees, one representing each of the fallen astronauts. The trees, graciously donated by the Lipinski Landscaping Contractors, were planted in early November of 1986 and are currently situated outside of the Boys Gym. When Mr. Cost issued the bid to all local garden centers, the Lipinski Contractors felt compelled to be a part of the dedication since four of the Lipinski family graduated from East.

A dedication ceremony took place on January 28th of 1987 to mark the one year anniversary of the Challenger tragedy. Mr. Cost and a representative from Lipinski conducted the dedication. Others present included Mr. Belchikoff and the Student Government Officers. Pat Kurie, a senior and a member of Student Government, first suggested the tree dedication and aided Mr. Cost with arrangements and with the actual ceremony.

Though the Challenger mishap will linger in all our minds, a new hope for the future is symbolized by the flourishing trees we have planted. Their beauty and strength will stand as a constant reminder of the seven dedicated and heroic souls who gave their lives for the advancement of our country. Through the trees, their sacrifice and heroic efforts will never be forgotten.

REMEMBERING . . .

William R. "Bill" Gibson II, guidance counselor, teacher, athletic coach, and friend to the Cherry Hill East community since 1969. We will miss this unique man for a rich variety of reasons: the unusual decor of his office; his sense of humor; his concern for human rights; his interest in environmental protection; his strong interest in the visual and performing arts; his emphasis on good sportsmanship, as well as the perfection of athletic talents; his special ability for effective work with students who were experiencing a variety of problems; his creative and intellectual talents.

We are proud to have had the opportunity to work with Bill as a colleague and a friend.
Theme from
POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE
March No. 1
(Land of Hope and Glory)

THE GRADUATES

Molto maestoso

of Eighty Seven
Remember When —

Literary Cocktail Party

A cocktail party fifth period on second floor B-wing? Were they really drinking champagne? No, it was sparkling cider. Those people were not dressed early for Halloween, they were Miss Beck’s junior honors English students. They all had a lot of fun and laughs dressing up as literary characters last June thirteenth. Miss Beck, playing Madame Defarge, acted as hostess. Grendel, the Wife of Bath, and Othello attended just to name a few, and Mr. Carr made a surprise appearance as Huckleberry Finn. Exotic dishes representing the characters and their time period were prepared with much thought and creativity. It was all captured on video tape showing that literature is alive, well, and living at Cherry Hill East.
Remember When-Courtyard Hackie

It was almost as popular as the Hula-Hoop, about as world-renowned as the Trivial Pursuit game and was up to the caliber of Frisbee. This entity is known as HACKIE-SAC. The actual sac is an amazing invention, being both solid and soft. It resembles a beanbag, flies with the ease of a tennis-ball. HACKIE has become a major recreational past-time and is indulged in quite frequently at East. Any warm day finds a group of dedicated HACKIE-ers clustered together for an enjoyable game. Keeping the HACKIE-SAC in the air is the object of the game and if the past year is any indication, the new sport of the 80's' popularity should continue to soar.
Remember When -
Suits, Shorts & Sneakers

The afternoon was stifling and senior portraits were being taken that day. The halls were cluttered with girls in blouses and pearls, and the guys looking mighty sharp in shirts and ties. Yes, at first glance the seniors looked quite spiffy, but closer examination revealed slight imperfections. Beneath those dashing blazers were Hawaiian jams, knobby knees, and hairy legs. Although the ensemble was slightly off-key and many a tie was tossed with relief into a locker, the pictures were completed successfully and the students returned to their normal attire with pleasure.
Recognizing, encouraging, and rewarding excellence in high school, the Junior Miss Competition is open to all senior girls who are United States citizens. Finalists are chosen from the applicants in a schoolwide competition. The five categories judged were: creative and performing arts, scholastic achievement, a personal interview, physical fitness, and poise and appearance. This is not a beauty contest and there is no category such as “bathing suit competition.” Each school advances to the county competition. Places among the state finalists are earned by those who are victorious at this level. Congratulations are in order for all of those who competed, you’re all winners!
Boys And Girls State

Cherry Hill East gives a select group of students the unique opportunity to experience the actual workings of government each year. This chance is obtained through participation in Boys and Girls State. The "states" are sponsored by The American Legion with only six students chosen to attend the activities of a mock government. They hold a gubernatorial election to select the Governor of Boys and Girls State. Selections took place at Rider College and all participants were enriched with the experience of learning firsthand about government and leadership roles.

Governor's School

Four of East's top mathematics students were chosen from hundreds of New Jersey applicants to attend the 1986 New Jersey Governor's School of the Sciences. These four bright East people were awarded full scholarships to study science, computers and mathematics last August at Drew University.
N.J. Distinguished Scholars

Nicole Avedissian
Gautam Bar
Gary Bean
Debra Bluth
Edward Buckley
Mithra Busler
Atul Butte
Tracey Lyn Chester
Deborah Cohen
Julian Cohen
Joelle Cooperman
Lisa Cutler
Jennifer Dando
Michael Datto
Nicole Ducat
Glenn Dunoff
Monica Edelstein
Laura Fein
Cynthia Freeman
Joseph Fugaro
Leslie Glick
Andrew Goldman
Garrett Grage
Brian Hamilton
Patrice Hargis
Susan Heusler
Jason Hoffman
Theodore Howe
Andrew Jaffe
Kenneth Kaplan
Ellen Klein
David Kruse
Srinivas Lingareddy
Anita Machar
Patricia Marronello
Eaan McCarthy
Michael Mendelson
Carol Pak
John Park
Pavan Puri
Mukund Raghavachari
Nancy Resman
Sashi Rantala
Jonathan Rosenblum
Daniel Rothberg
Suken Shah
John Shipley
Kay Sickles
Maria Slutzker
Karl Smith
Jeffrey Soler
Lara Soowal
Raquel Stote
Douglas Uhben
Eric Vannell
Manish Warhra
Lisa Weitzman
Michelle Wien
Nancy Yorinks

National Merit

Mithra Busler
Laura Fein
Joseph Fugaro
Theodore Howe
Marc Meikler
Mukund Raghavachari
John Shipley
Raquel Stote
Michelle Wien
Nancy Yorinks
Stefan Zecharow
Joseph Zellnik

Finalists

Carolann Adamick
Scott Albert
Kenneth Baird
Gary Bean
Debra Bluth
Edward Buckley
Atul Butte
David Censita
Jennifer Chandler
Julian Cohen
Lisa Cutler
Jennifer Dando
Michael Datto
Jennifer Delbenedictis
Nicole Ducat
Glenn Dunoff
Monica Edelstein
Michelle Eisenberg
Eric Estes
Leslie Glick
Sanjay Goel
Andrew Goldman
Susan Goodwin
Brian Hamilton
Susan Heusler
Rebecca Humphreys
Andrew Jaffe
Jenn Kalata
Michael Katz
Ellen Klein
Linda Krutza
David Kruse

Letters Of Commendation

Joel Kuginskis
Eric Lemont
Derek Lenehan
Srinivas Lingareddy
Malini Majumdar
Eaan McCarthy
Michael Mendelson
Deborah Pagell
Carol Pak
John Park
Timothy Patrick
Richard Peck
Cassandra Peters
Sashi Reslata
Jennifer Rhoad
Jonathon Rosenblum
Mark Sever
Susen Shah
Linda Shashoua
Brett Sherman
David Sherry
Kay Sickles
Karl Smith
Lara Soowal
Lisa Sorokin
Glen Stallop
Neil Stein
Douglas Uhben
Chung Wang
Todd Weber
Lisa Weitzman
Eileen Yamnul
Cum Laude Society

The Cum Laude Society is a nationally recognized Academic Honor Society consisting of the top 15% of the senior class. On February 25, 1987, its members were formally inducted. The guest speaker was Mayor Maria Barnaby Greenwald and the program ended with the traditional candle lighting ceremony.

However, this society does more than recognize outstanding academic achievement. It provides a special service for the rest of the school. When a student has difficulty with a course, he has the opportunity to request a tutor from the society without any charge. Members who specialize in the specific course are then appointed to help the student. The Cum Laude Society is an exceptional group in the way that it unselfishly aids other students to excel in school.

John Shipley—President
Jennifer Dando—Vice-President
Srinivas Lingareddy—Secretary
Mr. Mark Pinzur—Advisor

A quick quiz for all students:  
1) Who can graduate in the top one percent of their class?  
2) Who have grade-point averages ranging from 3.7 to 4.0?  
3) Who stays up half the night studying and still manages to arrive in class on time?  

If you answered a ranking scholar, you were correct. These special students are the highest achievers in the class and constitute the top one percent of the seniors. Their academic merits enable them to graduate with honors and only seven students receive the privilege of being a ranking scholar. They are honored at graduation and represent all the talent that the senior class contains. Ranking scholars are a mixture of intelligence and hard work, a combination from which the entire school benefits and the parents, peers and teachers of these students take great pride in their accomplishments.

Ranking Scholars
A Ranking Scholar approaches her hard-earned position with dignity
Throughout high school, dating varies in importance to each individual, but no matter how nonchalant a person is about 179 nights a year, there is one night that stands as a monumental achievement in the minds of high school students everywhere. This night is ... PROM NIGHT.

Preparations for this event include searching for the perfect theme, searching for the perfect date, and hardest of all ... searching for the perfect prom costume. On this night fairy god parents have their jobs cut out for them. Every raggedy Cinderella must be turned into a Fairy Princess and every guy, who has lived in torn Levi's and a concert T-shirt, must be turned into a handsome prince. Just seeing everybody in their finery is worth the torment of the search, as each person assures himself that he looks the best.

Another important aspect of the Prom is transportation. The parking lot overflows with limousines and cute little sportscars. The limousines appear to be a tempting ride home to any girl who squeezed herself, gown and all, into the cute little sportscar on the way to the Prom.

Most important is the Prom itself. For one night there is heaven on earth. As dates stare dreamingly into each others' eyes, it seems as if the night will never end. They dance the night away, aware only of each other.

The night itself does not simply end there ... there are post-Prom parties, the shore, and the memories that, like fairy magic, will undoubtedly last forever.

A Night Of Glitter
Mickey Meets East

No one who participated in the class of '87's Senior trip to Florida will forget the wonder and magic of the four days spent in the Magic Kingdom. “Fun in the Sun” was their motto and this image was played to perfection. Each day held memories to last a lifetime.

Memories that include Mickey Mouse ears, thrilling rides, and all the sparkle of the Magic Kingdom.

Even though tans faded and the seniors returned to the real world of pressure and academics, the enchantment of Disney World remains with them through pictures, Micky Mouse dolls and a lot of wonderful memories. Awakening early to catch the plane only added to the excitement and the visit to the extraordinary Epcot center completed the weekend.
This is the time to remember
Cause it will not last forever
These are the days
To hold on to
Cause we won't
Although we'll want to

Sometimes it's so easy
To let a day
Slip on by
Without even seeing each other at all
But this is time you'll turn back to and so will I
And those will be days you can never recall

Billy Joel
Six and one-half hours a day — five days a week — one-hundred and eighty days a year — these are the hours of a student. But what about the teachers? — the intellectual advisors who guide us through four seemingly endless and confusing years of high school. Who are these leaders?

Education without representation is tyranny. So you may ask, “Who are the representatives?” The faculty. Often understated but highly motivated, these teachers and advisors dedicate their daily hours instructing, guiding, and often befriending their students. In return their charges treat them with the utmost respect or condescendingly ignore them, (depending on whether it is 8:01 in the morning or 2:24 in the afternoon). The faculty has the responsibility of listening to their proteges, frequently helping them to cope with the pains and struggles of adolescence. As a result, the social lives of faculty members are often hampered by their dedication to their students. With this in mind, one question recurs: How does the member manage his own private life? The fact is that to many of the faculty members, the students represent a main portion of their lives, and they willingly share their time.

The educators of East play a major role in the life of each student. Their influence steadily affects the student’s behavior, values, and judgments throughout his high school career and his future endeavors. Thus, the faculty of East is greatly worthy of commendation.
Central Administration

Dr. Phillip Ebrardt  
Superintendent

Rowland C. Hill  
Deputy Supt.

Dr. Joseph Picogna  
Asst. Supt.

Dr. Robert W. Ferris  
Asst. Supt.

Richard W. Serfass  
Asst. Supt.

William Laub  
Admin. Asst. Personnel

Dr. Richard D. Levy  
Super/Secondary Ed.

Board Of Education

Barbara Richterman  
President

Eleanor Stofman  
Vice-President

John Wydra  
Member

Robert N. Freedman  
Member

David S. Molotsky  
Member

Stephen C. Barbell  
Member

Faith L. Jerome  
Member

Marianne Raphaely  
Member

James G. Marino  
Member
The majority of East's student body knows Mr. Cost as a dedicated principal, a hard working administrator and sometimes as a firm disciplinarian. The truth exists that Mr. Cost is a lot more complex and fun-loving than most students think. During his eight years as a principal, Mr. Cost has no doubt had his share of aggravation, but he has persevered to obtain his goal of working together with students and teachers in an effort to make Cherry Hill East a better school.

Come Saturday though, our principal's first concern is not with school. Mr. Cost can be found bowling, walking or enjoying football, baseball and basketball games on T.V. He relaxes to 50's tunes, the "big bands", and classical music, and prefers to dine on Italian food, steak or lobster. Chocolate-chip cookies and red Jello also rank high on his list of favorites. Above all, Mr. Cost enjoys traveling and has spent many vacations in exotic lands. The senior trip to Disney World is a treat for him as well as for the class.

The question students ponder most is how Mr. Cost feels about his position. He enjoys contact with the students more than any other aspect and always appreciates a friendly "hello". Unfortunately, one drawback to being a principal is that Mr. Cost often finds himself spread too thin. No matter what, students will find that Mr. Cost is not only a qualified and dedicated principal but also an interesting and outstanding individual.
JAMES J. GALLAGHER
Advisor to the Class of 1987, Mr. Gallagher has been a grade level principal for 7 years. His duties include student scheduling and handling student parking. However, when weekends and free time are his, Mr. Gallagher enjoys football and baseball on TV, and pizza with the works! With his wife and young daughter, the Gallaghers ride in horse shows and compete in horse jumping competitions.

LEONARD A. TERRANOVA, JR.
The junior class advisor is a twenty year veteran principal, his work involves bus scheduling and transportation. At the end of each semester, Mr. Terranova plans the final exam schedule. While he does paperwork (his least favorite item) strains of music from Bach to Springsteen can be heard. Mr. Terranova is a weekend sports fan. He enjoys all kinds of foods as long as they can be served with a pasta.

RICHARD N. LACOVARA
In charge of East's budgets and purchases as well as the general well-being of the building and grounds, Mr. Lacovara is one of our busiest people. A twenty year veteran, who loves administrative education, except the discipline end of the job. A armchair coach, Mr. Lacovara enjoys college basketball and pro football. His favorite restaurants serve Italian or Mexican food and chocolate chip cookies are vastly improved with the addition of peanut butter.

EDWARD H. COLLINS
Freshman class advisor administrative supervisor of English, Foreign Languages, Basic Skills and the visual Art areas, Mr. Collins puts in a busy week. He enjoys his direct involvement with the student body. Mr. Collins is also the person who is responsible for interim progress reports and grade reporting sheets. Weekends finds him relaxing watching TV sports or a movie with a super sandwich.

EDWARD H. BRANIN
This twenty-eight year veteran of administrative education is the advisor to the Class of 1989, supervises East's student activities and all of our athletic programs and scheduling. He is high on all forms of East sports activities and enjoys his Sunday afternoon armchair coaching of Pro and college football. Mr. Branin is a seafood enthusiast and loves any combination with Italian food. His joy is in his student involvement and we think our personalbe Mr. Branin knows everybody in the entire school!
Grade Level Offices

Freshman and Junior Grade Level Office: Edward Collins (Freshman Class Principal), Theresa Pawlowski (Junior Class Secretary), Anna Crac (Freshman Class Secretary), Leonard Terranova (Junior Class Principal), Fielda Flemming (aide), and Myrna Furman (aide).
Grade Level offices are an integral part of East’s administration. They are not only places where discipline occurs, but they serve a much needed purpose. The secretaries and aides who work in the grade level offices help keep accurate attendance records for the twenty-eight hundred students that attend East. They are responsible for keeping up to date records, taking messages, and scores of other tasks that keep East functioning well.

East has two grade level offices to help accommodate each and every student. It is rare that a person graduates without seeking the help of one of these ladies during his four years. These helpful, dedicated secretaries are needed members of the East staff.
Main Office Personnel

The main office personnel are vital to each and every one of us. These secretaries and aides are responsible for accurate attendance records, distribution of mail, processing records, issuing lockers, keeping track of money and disbursement of funds, distribution of keys and a variety of tasks that keep East functioning on an even keel. Through them, East maintains updated records and a proper filing system. The talents of each one keep us well-informed and current with all information needed.

Communications

The two ladies who oversee our communications center are much more than telephone operators. Of course they do channel all incoming calls to their proper destination and they do keep the internal telephone network from getting snarled and overloaded. They also keep us abreast of important information through announcements, but they provide the place where keys, pocketbooks, lost jewelry, lunches and messages are retrieved. And they do it all with a smile in their voice.
Child Study Team

The Child Study team, a branch of Pupil Personnel Services, consults with students, parents, teachers, and other staff members in order to provide information. By analyzing a student's needs they are able to create an individual educational plan that can alleviate social pressures and academic frustration. Through social and psychological evaluations they help students to perform successfully in a happy productive atmosphere.

Special Education

For a variety of reasons, some students need special attention to maintain their academic achievements. Luckily, they have the Special Education team to work with them to evaluate and monitor their progress. Because of the individualized attention these students are assisted in reaching their maximum potential.

Resource

Mrs. Rosa Mc Call, a Special Education Resource instructor, works with Remedial Needs students. According to the qualifying students abilities, course work is assigned and adjusted. Math and English are emphasized. Individual growth and strengths are encouraged and developed.
Most of us take for granted that we will understand our coursework because we can understand our teachers' language. They speak in English for that is our native tongue. We may not be able to understand the abstract language of math or the technical terminology of science, but we can still understand the words. Yet, our school has some foreign-born students who have a greater difficulty in their classes. They speak a different language at home and must adjust to a new environment here at East. For this reason, East does a special service for these students, by offering English as A Second Language. This valuable program helps to integrate the students who speak other languages with the main body of East students who only speak English. As communication skills are developed and meshed into English, the students are able to increase their knowledge of the English language. Through English as A Second Language, foreign students can better adjust and function in a more comfortable class setting.

The Reading Department has a two part goal- to improve the student's reading skills while developing their interest in reading. This department believes and encourages reading for enjoyment and personal growth. Students in this department are aided in their reading abilities by areas of word recognition and comprehension.

In addition students are urged to do independent reading. Through small classes, the reading faculty is able to give their students plenty of individual attention. This attention helps the students in their growth and understanding. With skillful dedication, East's Reading specialist create a relaxed and personal atmosphere which enhances the learning experience for their students.
Guidance

Each department at Cherry Hill East serves a vital purpose, but the East guidance department may be one of the most important. Without the help of our concerned counselors, how could college applications and recommendations ever be completed? Who would compile our class ranks or help with scholastic complications? In reality, the guidance department aids East's students in countless ways and is always ready to lend a hand or solve a problem.

The guidance department is particularly helpful and productive due to the dedication and hard work of Mr. James Sabin, Director of Guidance. Mr. Sabin has acted as Director of Guidance for twenty years and was honored as the 1986 "Man of the Year." This prestigious award emanates from Mr. Sabin's involvement with scholarship programs fund-raising and school activities. The entire staff and student body of East recognize and appreciate the devotion and efforts of this exceptional man. Without his help and the assistance of the whole guidance department, East would not maintain its outstanding reputation.

This past June, Mrs. Kay Hunt received the Camden County School Counselors Association's "Counselor of the Year Award", in recognition of her outstanding service and dedication throughout her career at East. Mrs. Hunt's accomplishments are admired and appreciated by both staff and students.

Mrs. Hunt is not the only counselor to have been honored by the Camden County Personnel and Guidance Association. Mrs. Linda Zalusky, another of East's esteemed counselors, received the "Counselor of the Year Award" for 1982-83. She has also won the National Exemplary Award for New Jersey for her project concerned with Video-Vision Careers. This prestigious award was presented to Mrs. Zalusky in 1985.
Biology

The biology department, dedicated to the development and furthering of student interest in the life sciences, offers a number of opportunities for student involvement. The biology department sponsors three clubs: the Biology Careers Club, led by department chairperson, Mr. Stanley Krantz, investigates science-related professions that can be of interest to student members. The Biology Research Club allows interested students to research biology related studies of the student's choice in an independent project in which they will have the chance to work one-to-one with a biology teacher. The Biology Science League offers students the opportunity to academically compete with other state high schools.

Cherry Hill East is proud of its biology faculty and their many achievements. One of the Biology I teachers, Mr. Dale Wiltsee, had been selected by the New Jersey School Boards Association to present his Museum Techniques course at its annual Curriculum Fair in Atlantic City on October 15-17, 1986. Also, the biology department's very own chairperson, Mr. Stanley Krantz, had been honored with the prestigious RCA Outstanding Teacher Award for 1986.
East's Business Education department offers students with a penchant for business a variety of courses. During their four years at East most students will take typing. Its practicality appeals to their sense of value. However, for others who are more dedicated to the business world, East offers a program spanning all four years of high school. Skills such as stenography, keyboarding, accounting, retailing and management prepare these students for life in the wide world of business. Upon graduating, these East young people have the experience and foundation necessary for a future as business professionals.

Recognizing the people who help to make East the Home of Champions, one cannot overlook Joan Bruno. For the second year in a row she has won a national award for her work with the Junior Miss Competition. As one of the four national winners, Miss Bruno was commended for the manner in which she runs this program in all of New Jersey. In addition to being a state chairperson, she is also the coordinator of the entire program here at East. We congratulate Miss Bruno on her double achievement, and say "Keep up the good work and thank you!"
Mr. LaVoie, a popular English teacher, has an unusual hobby that has evolved into an illustrious "moonlighting" career. An avid admirer and collector of trains, Mr. LaVoie has written and published a book concerning the production of Lionel trains. Titled *Greenberg's Guide to Lionel-Fundimensions*, the book researches the modern production of these trains from 1970 to 1985. In addition to this book, he has served as editor to another guide on trains and serves in the role of demonstrator of layouts three times a year in Philadelphia. Currently, Mr. LaVoie is in the process of writing another book on operating layouts of Lionel Trains.

**English**
The English Department, the largest one at East, has a highly skilled and dedicated faculty. Since every student who enters East is required to take four years of English, the interaction between teachers and their students within this department is immense. The relationships that develop between the English teachers and their students are special and unique. Everyday, English teachers lead their students on an exploration to delve into the mysteries of literature while also emphasizing the importance of basic grammar, vocabulary, research abilities, as well as writing skills. Through regular classes and additional weekly writing labs, they further guide and encourage the growth of the writing ability of their students. For students who want to work on their English skills even more, the department offers an elective course in which students with the aid of a teacher may work individually in specific areas and interests. In Individualized English, students can improve their literary skills and as a benefit do better in their
required class. No student will ever depart from Cherry Hill East without lasting memories of their English experience and the ability to write better than ever before.

In a student’s senior year, the relationship with one’s English teacher can be especially important for the future. When recommendation time swings around, English teachers are normally swamped. Not only will English teachers write college recommendations, they will most likely help their students write their college essays. When those acceptance letters flow in, a grateful applicant must never forget to thank those special and ever-devoted English teachers.

Miss Margaret Beck, a devoted English teacher, was recently awarded the National Fellowship for Independent Study in Humanities. The award was given for Miss Beck’s outstanding research on Dante’s Diving Comedy. The fellowship was funded by the Council for Basic Education. Along with Miss Beck’s prestigious award, the Council also provided East with $200 for new library books.
In the tradition of Easts' winning spirit, four students were awarded prizes for their outstanding essays on Americanism last year. The theme was "What the Statue of Liberty Means to Me" and the contest was sponsored by the Fleet Reserve Association. Each grade submitted a certain number of essays and the best were selected to compete in a national contest. East provided three first place national winners. These exceptional students are Lisa Reedich, a sophomore, Greg Heyt, a junior and Kerrylea Etter, a senior.
Foreign Language

The faculty of East's Foreign Language Department teaches many students to appreciate and understand the cultures, traditions, and languages of foreign countries, specifically those from France, Spain, Germany, and Latin America. Impressing the students with foreign literature and art, the students gain valuable knowledge of not only foreign mannerisms but also that of their own native language by comparing and contrasting the different lifestyles and behavioral patterns between the countries. The students retain all of this knowledge that will later influence them in their career choices, as the ability to speak a foreign language basically constitutes a requirement of many jobs. Thus, the incredible responsibility of the faculty of the foreign language department lies with preparing the students for their future careers as well as teaching them how to adapt to foreign languages and cultures.

Mrs. Ann Eck has been working diligently for the last five years toward her doctorate in secondary education. This summer she plans to complete her dissertation on the transfer of writing skills from English to foreign languages.
One of East’s main concerns is the student’s knowledge of Health issues and his stamina resulting from physical conditioning. The core of the Physical Education curriculum offers a variety of packages in which the student is encouraged to choose activities that will enable him to develop his strength and tone his body, in addition to having fun. The students also become knowledgeable in the principles of First Aid, in the effects of alcohol abuse, and in basic health issues. The Physical Education and Health Department allows the student to develop disciplined and well-conditioned bodies while exposing him to different areas in the allied health fields.

Health And Physical Education

Mr. Robert Adelizzi has been the director of East’s Developmental Gym program for some time now, and his caring attitude has helped to rehabilitate many injured or handicapped students. Recently, Mr. Adelizzi was awarded his certification in Biological Sciences when he passed the state exam.

Aside from his academic contributions to our school, which includes teaching Athletic Injury, Mr. Adelizzi is the advisor for the newly formed Sports Medicine Club.

Her words and beliefs are almost as well known as her pleasant smile and indefatigable compassion and understanding. Her motto is “It’s not wrong, it’s not right, it’s just different.”, and the lady is Mrs. Joan Saltzer.

Mrs. Saltzer, who currently teaches health and Family Living, an extremely popular senior elective, describes herself as being tolerant and understanding of others. This is the goal she hopes to achieve with Family Living. Through openness and awareness, Mrs. Saltzer helps her classes to develop the same awareness and tolerance of their own and others’ beliefs.

Perhaps the most special aspect of Mrs. Saltzer’s personality is that her job doesn’t end when she leaves the building. Loving what she does enables her to help students with a variety of problems, both academic and social. Mrs. Saltzer, to many, is more than just a teacher. She is also a friend, on whom we rely.
The faculty of the Industrial Arts Department concerns itself with helping the students prepare themselves to adapt successfully to various vocational fields. Adding to the student's knowledge of industrial tools, materials, processes, and products, the teachers also enhance students' understanding of the industrial system and the means by which man produces his necessities. The students studying within this department learn the basics of small home appliance repair and advance to those courses dealing with power energy. With all of its specially designed courses, the Industrial Vocations Department adds to the flexibility in education offered at East.

Industrial Vocations
Cosines, sines, logarithms, vectors, asymptotes, proofs – taking a math class can be likened to studying a foreign language. Fortunately, the process is made much easier by the teacher’s of East’s mathematic’s department. The major goal is to provide students with the skills they will later need.

With classes ranging from computers, calculus and even remedial math, East students are offered the opportunity to develop abstract thinking as well as acquiring practical knowledge. Although many of us may fail to see how computing the area under a curve could apply to life, we know that some day it all will become perfectly clear.
The Performing Arts Department provides music and drama classes for the East student. Those interested in the various choral and instrumental groups and the drama classes, covering numerous aspects of theater, find a home in this department. During their four years at East students are given the opportunity to expand their creativity, further their techniques, and improve as artists. While some work to gain skills for future careers, others welcome the opportunity to find personal fulfillment as well as relaxation. This department is a valued part of East’s world.

Music

Barbara Solly
Rotating District
Department Chairperson
From Q.P.S. and Earth Science to Physics I/II, East's students are offered a world of physical science classes. Maintaining a standard of excellence which measures up to the abilities of its students, the Physical Science Department offers a well-developed program which can challenge students on all ability levels. The courses instill study habits in the students, as well as shape the students' thought patterns. East's science courses prepare their graduates for thinking clearly, college, and careers.

Science
All students take two years of American history. This insures that everyone is touched by the Social Studies Department. In addition, for the more motivated students, there are Western Civilization, law, and psychology classes. Enhancing the understanding of the past, the present, and the future, teachers help students to read, to analyze, and to draw conclusions about the world around them. While studying the events of the past, students see vital links between yesterday, today, and tomorrow. Comprehension and exposure to world culture is molding this generation's attitude towards the future. The Social Studies Department is an important part of this process.
Visual Arts

The Visual Arts Department touches everyone at Cherry Hill East. For those in its classes, it brings culture and beauty to an otherwise mundane day. Those who are not in an art class have at least one friend, in photography, who includes them in the arts by taking 1,001 pictures for class. The creativity of this area moves from painting, sculpture, and pottery to graphics, photography and films; from development of home decorating, culinary skills and fine needlework to art history and mass media. Every aspect and dimension of the arts is covered in these courses, encouraging the students to explore, discover, polish, and round out their education.

Mrs. Barbara Hopp, adviser to the award-winning EIDOLON, has had an article published dealing with the effects of media on high school students. Mrs. Hopp has been teaching a course on Mass Media since she came to East in September of 1980 from 10 years at West High School.

Mrs. Rita Barnes and Ms. Elaine McDonough teach Home Economics courses under the direction of the Art department.
Library Staff

The library and audio-visual department makes up the media center, located in the library wing. This area is the network for informational services as well as providing students with much needed equipment and supplies for special assignments or projects. In addition to use of TV monitors, slides, tapes and print material, many classes are conducted in the library, making it more than just a place to go to read. So, next time you have a research paper on Zulu tribes (due in two days), don't despair! Just walk down to the library wing and watch your problem get solved.

Audio Visual Staff

Eleanor Gallagher  Rhoda Richards  Ruth Fleischer

Yolanda Hales  Sy Schwartz  Department Chairman
The Crew Who Keep Us Running

A Well-Oiled Machine

Did you ever really look at East? Where do the washed boards come from? Who scrubs the graffiti from the desk tops? Who picks up the candy boxes from the floors? Who picks up mountains of trash daily and keeps our hallways litter free? Obviously it is not the result of little elves, nor is it the result of our own efforts. Most students at East take the building and all of the behind the scenes effort necessary to maintain it, for granted. Our school is full of unsung heroes, people who are as necessary as our teachers, but rarely get any recognition for the job that they do.

Under the direction of assistant principal, Richard Lacovera, these people keep East, the Home of Champions, a clean home. In a school as large as East, maintenance could become overwhelming. To keep East running is a twenty-four hour a day, seven days a week job and Jim Crowley and George Curtis, along with their staff, are invaluable to our school and its well-being. We also cannot forget the constant efforts of Bob Mascio, our school engineer. East is the only school in the district with its very own engineer and we consider ourselves quite lucky to have him.

Have you ever wondered who that nice cheerful man delivering supplies and mail is? The man who is in charge of collecting books and provides classroom supplies and shares his abode with the Lost and Found? Tony Trombetta is always there with a smile and a helping hand. He is an integral part of each day at East as he delivers packages, books, candy orders and dozens of other tasks that keep us functioning.

Lastly, when all is said and done, how many of us would truly miss the cafeteria if it were to disappear? Where would we go between labs and during study halls? And most of all, now admit it, we really would be lost without our french fries, hotdogs, bagels and ice cream. Bernice Gehret is the driving force behind the kitchen we too often gripe about. Feeding 3,000 people is not an easy job, but Mrs. Gehret and her staff do just that and do it well.

So, as we recognize the gears that help East perform smoothly, we want to thank all of our unsung heroes who help East continue to be the well-oiled machine that we have come to call home.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maintenance</th>
<th>Cafeteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C. Alvarez</td>
<td>T. Banasiewicz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Cabon</td>
<td>C. Basile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Cloherty</td>
<td>S. Bell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. Crespo</td>
<td>R. Bitman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. Ditullio</td>
<td>A. Busa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Dougherty</td>
<td>D. Colace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Farrington</td>
<td>C. Corradetti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Ferguson</td>
<td>A. D’Ambrosio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Finklea</td>
<td>J. Del Marmol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Freeman</td>
<td>M. Del Rossi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Freeman</td>
<td>D. Fricker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Gomez</td>
<td>B. Gehret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. Hertzog</td>
<td>R. Gialanella</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Hunter</td>
<td>C. Hedden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Ingram</td>
<td>N. Horiates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Johnson</td>
<td>E. Lambiasi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. Locantiore</td>
<td>D. Lubiejewski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Ludovico</td>
<td>A. McKee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S. Mealo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F. Moulton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V. Pasamihalis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R. Rimby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M. Ring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M. Saia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A. Tasiopoulas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P. Thurston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H. Vitagliano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L. Wagner</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Special Needs

Assisting the Campus Police by keeping the flow of students moving (especially through the infamous C-Wing corridor), verifying passes and dozens of other duties which help East get through the day are our hall monitors CAROL BRENBURGER and RENE DEACON.

In an attempt to cut down on repeated latenesses and other unacceptable student behavior, the administration has instituted our current in-school suspension program. This concept is offering students valuable educational activity and learning in replacement of out-of-school suspension. The students designated for this program receive individual class assignments from respective teachers. They are confined to a specific room for the period of their day, where they are obligated to complete the assigned work. The stress of this new program is to provide better work habits, keep the offending students in school and retain the educational strength which is the reason for our being. Hopefully by making this activity unpleasant, yet educationally sound, it is hoped that our “rule-bending” students will realize that the goal for all must be the best education possible. This program is conducted by faculty member ANDREW DODULIK.
Guidance Secretaries

top row: (right to left) E. Ann Beattie, Marie Zappasodi, Evelyn Rivers, bottom: JoAnn Jacoby

Special Education Aides

Glenna Steward
Muriel Petterson
Elining Lappinott

Barbara Pollard
Mary Muscat
Nurses

Diane Cunningham

Jacqueline Sauro

Athletic Trainer

Anthony Decker
Enthusiastic
Admirable
Successful
Talented

Fun-loving
Agreeable
Caring
Understanding
Likeable
Thorough
Youthful

"A student's mind is the seed and a teacher's work, the nourishment that helps it grow..."
The alarm ringing at 6:00 AM is not a welcome sound to a student who studied all night, hoping to pass that test first period. After being revived by a quick shower, deciding what attire to wear and eating the last chocolate Pop-Tart, the dash for the bus is under way.

Unfortunately, school does not provide relaxation since one must survive C-wing intersection (karate lessons are available), attempt to remove books from "tempermental" lockers and arrive in homeroom before 8:00.

After homeroom, the Three-Ring-Circus begins. Students rushing to class, and teachers enforcing crowd control fill the halls to maximum capacity. The day proceeds in this manner except for lunch and study hall, which provide a much needed rest.

The dismissal bell, signifying day’s completion does not necessarily mean the day is over for some students. After school activities such as sports, clubs, and music allow the opportunity to become more involved and the trusty late bus transports students home in time for dinner at McDonalds with friends.

A typical evening in the life of a student consists of homework, watching prime-time soaps, listening to the radio, talking on the phone (while the homework is supposed to be getting done), and finally, sleep.

Eventually, after what seems like an eternity, the highlight of a student’s life arrives: the weekend. For those fortunate enough not to be members of the working world, weekend festivities may include hanging out at the mall or taking in the latest flicks.

The truth is that a student’s life is diverse and complex. Whether studying for an exam, or partying with friends, one thing is sure, an East student’s life is never dull.

Cherry Hill East like any other institution, has its share of unsung heroes. We often overlook the value and importance of the people who get us to school alive and on time each morning. These remarkable heroes are the East bus-drivers. There are no students who have not silently thanked their drivers for depositing them at school on time that morning of the biology mid-term. Though the buses are sometimes crowded, proper rules are enforced and students always feel safe. Most students undoubtedly appreciate the opportunity to step onto a late-bus in the afternoon, rather than trek home, in rain or freezing weather. Our big yellow-busses are an important and appreciated asset to our school.

For those who inhabit the roads adjacent to Cherry Hill East, the East parking lot is a unique entity.

Wall to wall cars line the asphalt and a person may wonder if it is possible to enter or exit without being involved in a thirty car collision. Fortunately, it is very unlikely that a collision will occur and countless automobiles leave East safely every day.

When gazing out at the sea of cars, many types and colors can be identified. Beautifully kept Porches, Mercedes, and Jaguars sit next to "souped up" Mustangs and VWs. Some cars are obviously owned by students, while others appear "on loan" from generous parents. Whatever the make or year of the cars, the important fact stands that Cherry Hill East students are always diverse and individual right down to their transportation.
8:00 A.M. — “I Pledge Allegiance . . . ”

The bell rings while you’re running to homeroom and that means only one thing: it’s 8:00 and you are late. Another consequence is a trip to grade level, a day after being issued three late passes. With this in mind, you rush off to first period, having learned your lesson.

Amidst the mass of bodies that parade through the halls above the newest East students, bright balloons and a balloon toots the nominal sound. Balloons, a bunch sensation. Balloons, a bunch sensation. Bright, colored balloons and a special message can be sent to a friend or teacher or sibling from the occasion to just simple "cheering up" reasons.

In addition to the grade level homerooms assigned each year, there are several special homerooms designed for creativity and skill development. These provide an opportunity to several school groups. They can be connected to these groups, newspaper, yearbook, student council, and others. These groups are unique and provide a constant meeting place to discuss and communicate in the daily business of the day.

East not only has newsworthy activities and meetings, but we have our own news network. This network is broadcast to the student body to keep us well-informed of any and all activities.
8:15 AM The Day Begins

Incoming freshmen are fascinated by the confusion we affectionately call C-Wing intersection. This section of school may be crowded, but it is never dull. Students milling about, teachers trying to keep everyone in motion, and unfortunate “wheelers” of A.V. carts all merge into a sea of humanity.

When the student emerges on the other side of the intersection, he proceeds to visit his home away from home” - the locker. Each locker has a personality unto itself. Many are adorned with pictures, mirrors, stickers, and a bunch of old test papers.

The journey to the locker completed; the student moves hurriedly to class. Oh no! It’s day 3 and the smile fades. Lab!
Having a **BEST FRIEND** is a special privilege that many of us can experience if we are willing to work for it. Although the good times and the bad times may come and go, our best friends remain with us always. We may not remember our test grades, roommates, or teachers, but we will cherish our best friends forever.
Once long ago we entered East and someone said today is your lab day. For 85 minutes you will listen to your teacher. You will not go to lunch, you will miss one elective class a week. Lab provides an extra period to do in-depth scientific work or in-class writing. We scoff at the idea of missing lunch but when all is said and done, the experience is invaluable.

Lunch is the oasis in our day when we can relax, socialize and know that we will not be faced with a pop quiz. Actually, lunch is the time when the "grapevine" is in full swing and we learn about the upcoming pop quiz. Grab a pretzel, snatch some fries, down a Hi-C, get caught up on the latest gossip and proceed to the next class very well informed. That's what lunch is all about.
Eat To Live Or
Live To Eat?
TO EACH HIS OWN

1. This casual dress is polished off by the classic denim jacket and jeans accompanied by the flannel and concert shirts. Sunglasses and long hair complete this laid-back image.

2. Bobbed hair and scholarly glasses enhance the hand-knitted, wool sweater and button-down blouse; penny loafers and bobby socks top it all off.

3. An argyle sweater, oxford, and corduroy pants furnish an All-American look as shown in GQ. His clean-cut appearance is highlighted by a friendly smile.

4. This sport attire includes a loose T-shirt, comfortable sweatpants, and assorted equipment. Always on the go, she can make her outfit work for any activity.

5. From a teased hairdo to rhinestoned shoes, she manages both comfort and style at the same time. The fashionably oversized sweater and short skirt represent the look of the 80's.
So A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man is due tomorrow and you haven't read past page 7, or Hamlet has you completely baffled... well there are always Cliff's Notes. Their bumble-bee covers are hard to miss, so be careful about bringing them to English class. The bane of English teachers' existences, could it be possible that they never use them? Remember the little warning at the beginning of the books, "Read the real book first, then use Cliff's." They really are a big help!

A Time To Be Scholarly

It's 6th period and you're about to take the big Physics test. You've been studying all day for this and now you just want to get it over with. If you look at another formula or square root, your brain will explode. So you sit down and the teacher passes out the test. This is it. All you need to do is ace this test, (Yeah, right!), and then you will be happy and so will your parents. "OK class ... you may begin!"
Senior Shots
2:25 PM ... After School
At Freshman orientation we are told not to waste our years at East going home to watch the soaps. Although many people at East do leave at 2:30 to go watch who’s cheating who, many more of us stay and do get involved.

As we travel on our journey through East’s halls we see the accomplishments of those who have gone before us. These halls seem to tell us to do something more than study. They tell us to get involved and leave our mark on our home away from home. To anyone who has ever stayed up all night preparing for the Spring Musical, FOP Christmas Party, or an Eudolon deadline the value of getting involved will remain forever.

Our Separate Ways
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Bricks, mortar and steel construct a school. For that school to live and breathe takes people. And when that building is filled with caring, dedicated people who strive to be the best they can be, the building then, becomes... East Superschool

Mike McAleer - one of 15 football players to be honored by The Brooks-Irvin Memorial Football Club at their “Unsung Heroes” Day, December 1986.

Diana Rossi - Award for superior performance on National Education Testing.

Jon Koutcher - Class participation award for service to Student Congress.

Dave Censis - Garden State Distinguished Scholar Award, National Letter of Commendation, Marcella Leadership Award and placed 1st in All-State Piano Finals.


Rory Tomin - Student Congress Award for Distinguished Service, Varsity Letter in Field Hockey and Lacrosse, All-Conference field hockey honorable mention and Most improved player award in field hockey.

Dana Gerstenfeld - Student Congress Award for Distinguished Service, Magna Cum Laude in National Latin Exam and Junior Varsity Letter for field hockey.

Mark Chase - Pennsylvania Suburban All-Star team and All Pennsylvania 1st team for Ice Hockey.

Jennifer Bloom - Junior Blood Drive Chairman, Number One high school Blood Drive Chairman of Delaware Valley region.


Maria (Toni) Westerfield - 1986 Teen Arts Festival Certificate.

Nancy DeClemente - 1986 Teen Arts Festival Certificate.

Pat Kurej - Award for one of Top Ten Student Council projects on State level, Elected to Executive Board of New Jersey Association of High School Student Councils.

Suzanne Ruepepp - East Girls Swim Team Championship, Team Captain.

Katie Mead - East Girls Swim Team Championship, Team Captain.

Tim Babcock - Honorable Mention for playwriting in New Jersey Council of Teachers of English Writing Contest.

Iwona Karpinska - Honorable mention for essay by New Jersey Council of Teachers of English Writing contest.

Kerry Lee Etter - 1st place winner in the nation as a junior for the Fleet Reserve Essay Contest.

Julian Cohen - won 2nd place for poetry in New Jersey Writer's Contest and received a 2nd place for New Jersey Technology Institute essay contest.

Anita Macchar - won 3rd place for short story in New Jersey Writers' contest.

Bob Papas - State and Regional Champions USGA Junior Championship Golf Tournament, qualified to play in National Finals.

Wendy Young - Girls Soccer Varsity starter for 4 consecutive years, All Group IV team, 2 years All Conference team, 2 years All South Jersey team, Alltime team leading scorer and Regional All-American for Girls Soccer.

Crystal Parks - 1987 National Achievement Scholarship Program for outstanding Negro students as semi-finalist and honoree of Joseph E. Coleman Award for Negro Students by Albright College.

Eric Vannell - Garden State Distinguished Scholar Award, Varsity letter in Track and member of the Cum Laude Society.


James Wallace - Candidate for Individual State Golf Championship.

Dana Walton - All-South Jersey Band, Orchestra, Wind Ensemble, Drum Major and Marching Band.

Dan Pepper - Outstanding achievement 1986 Computers Contest.

Jason Altman - All South Jersey Wind Ensemble, All State Symphonic Band, Southern Jersey Wind Symphony and All South Jersey Symphonic Band.

Dave Kruse - Garden State Distinguished Scholar, National Merit Scholarship Letter of Commendation and Cum Laude Society.

Steve Kelly - Pennslyvania Suburban I All Star Ice Hockey Team.


Brian Paul - B'nai B'rith Bronze Shield Award.

John Owens - Representative to Rotary Youth Leadership Awards Conference.

Debbie Bluth - Camden County Junior Miss.

Jennifer Dando - Award from George Washington University for Outstanding Achievement in Mathematics and Science.

Pavan Puri - Rensselaer Medal for outstanding achievement in mathematics and science from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.

Karl Smith - Cornell University Award for Outstanding achievement in mathematics and science.

John Sibley - Mock Trial Team lawyer Extraordinaire, Tennis Champion and Merit Scholar.

Atul Butte - Volunteer at West Jersey Hospital and does their Pharmacy Computer programming.

Jennifer Johanssen - Winner of Delaware Valley Tri-Stare Regional Scholastic Art Exhibit - Blue...
What is almost as vital to a student's existence as McDonalds? No, Not Roy Rogers, it's M&Ms! These little multi-colored beauties are perhaps more important at East than Cliff Notes and only cost 50¢. These suppliers of nourishment and smiles are sold by clubs and organizations and have sent innumerable students to Florida or paid for many debts. All profits go to respective clubs and happy students seem to follow these "walking vending machines" known as candy sellers.

M&Ms are especially appreciated on lab days by those students who didn't take a lunch. Where else could a junior with six majors find such delicious pick-me-ups? Blow Pops have become the biggest test necessity ever and every classroom has its emphatic munchers. Though teachers aren't always thrilled by the candy store atmosphere, they realize that M&Ms have a certain allure that ravished students can't seem to resist.

So, next time the sweet tooth strikes, help is nearby. Just look for the student with the bag marked "Candy Fund-Raiser" and hand him 50¢. Relief is that easy.
The Sum Of The Means
Equals
The Sum Of The Parts

For the past four years, we have been filling in these pieces of our lives. From the first day of school to Spirit Weeks, to the murals which brighten our halls to the plays we've performed, to the homework lugged home - the pieces have surely fallen into place. We have shared so many things that they are now tightly interlocked. The bonds can never be broken as they build to complete the memories of our Student Life.
Recognized by East in 1984, PAVAS is a national society honoring juniors and seniors who have contributed their precocious talents to the arts. These talents focus primarily on the industrial, creative, culinary, and visual arts, in addition to the performing arts, including drama, dance, film and stage productions.

In the spring, the members of the society display their talents during the annual PAVAS Festival. In the courtyard, the artists construct booths to show their pieces for East's viewing pleasure. In the auditorium, the performers present a variety of specialized assemblies each period of the day.

After the Festival ends, the work of the artists and performers continues. Their efforts are further shown on exhibit and in other assemblies for everyone at East to enjoy. PAVAS, acknowledging East's finest in the arts, contributes significantly to the entertainment and culture at East.
The Debate and Mock Trial teams are two of the most demanding and challenging club activities at East. Both require intense preparation, research and analytical thinking. In addition, extraneous speaking skills are developed. Both teams are highly competitive and diversified for their topics can range from the trade policy of the United States to the rights of the individual. These young people are well-trained by adviser, Robert Nation and if you are going to tackle one of these youngsters in an argument, you best have your facts straight!
Le Cercle Français

President: Scott Mazer
Vice President: Sheela Athreyan
Secretary: Jenny Kim
Treasurer: Sheila Gujrathi

Marie Curty
Vibhu Gambhir
Sukha Kang
Angela Lin
Bobby Lal
Vivek Malhotra
Naomi Spirt
Niketa Spirt
Adam Kaplan
Punam Vannai
Chrysali Banas
Hannah Sohn
Shera Gruen
Gabrielle Thorne
Romeen Kohlhor
Ravi Goehl
Samir Ahuja
Greg Chin
Nidhi Kapoor
Shomita Momdil
Marshall Weller
Mini Siwiatz
Patti Marruchello
Roopal Dave
Neha Shah
Sharron Hicks
Seema Shah
Ruby Chang
Philip Chang
Steve Leuthem
Raquel Cruz
Young Kim
Megan Shiflet
Helen LaRose
Christina Olearchyk
Chris Bittner
Stacy Asbell
Jennifer Lobel
Randi Eidman
George Gabalo
Sandy Wu
Patty Lee
Michelle Chornick
Steve Chang
Lily Chang
Howard Yernish
Agnes Kang
Conway Kuo

What does the 5th of May signify? This is an official Spanish Holiday and the club provides an authentic feast for the entire student body. Tacos, Spanish desserts and sodas are sold and all profits go to the Spanish Club's treasury. The Cinco de Mayo festival is always a memorable event.

President: Jan Robbins
Vice President: Cindy Federman
Secretary: Patrice Hargis
Treasurer: Ted Buckley
Publicity Manager: Casey Peters
Activities Coordinator:

Erin Di Gregorio
Linda Krass
Herb Grossman
Kellie Bennett
Debbie Beran
Alice Stanford
Janice Kang
Donna Kraft
Assem Chaun
Howard Ty
Greg Rozansky
Adam Rotherstein
Monica Villar
Sara Beran
Mindy Beran
Shilpa Misty
Rachel Zihbel
Swati Nanduri
Alan Shusterman
Christine Krug
Lily Chang
Brad Yarnell
Amit Patel
Jason Fuzor
Gary Bean
Maria Jasquez
Cecile Flynn
Susie Kaplan
Maria Polopoulos
Cindy Paul
The Junior Classical League (Latin Club) participates in a wide range of activities. In September, the members attended a regional meeting of Latin Clubs. All of the members dressed up to take part in a Roman fashion show. In addition to cultural activities, the Latin Club competes in various sporting events.

The Language Clubs

Whether your language is Spanish, French or Latin, East has a club for you. The language clubs are among the most enjoyable and productive in the school. Most of their activities provide an opportunity to practice the respective language and to enhance the understanding of foreign culture. Events include dinners, parties, trips and foreign films. In addition, the language clubs have their own sports league and compete against each other in softball, bowling and volleyball.
Stage Crew

Monica Edelstein
Jason Alexander
Brandon Kaufman
Tony Ardito
Todd Weber
Doug Wendell
Kathy Shaw
Cindy Barr
Rick Pekala

Advisor: Mr. Tom Weaver
Mime Company

Ellysa Stern
Erin DeGregorio
Amy Carpenter
Monica Edelstein
Julia Varbalow
Nancy Reisman
Cindy Barr
Jason Alexander
Miriam Zibbell
Janet Greenberg
Sindy Kahn
Rachel Zibbell
Milli Apelgren
Tim Babcock
Kathy Shaw
Director - Mr. Weaver

Thespian Society

officers - Tim Babcock
Erika March
Jean Kalata
Matt Portella
Joe Zellnik
Jason Alexander
Monica Edelstein
Cindy Barr
Janet Osherow
Janet Greenburg
Nina Jaffe
Richard Serata
Kathy Shaw
Miriam Zibbell
David Weiner
Derek Caney
Advisor - Mr. Nation
EIDOLON starts the first day of the school year with formation of ideas that develop into pages of planned designs that become layouts that slowly develop into a pictorial story of what East is and what we are.

It takes dedication and countless hours, many times mixed with frustration. We worry about pictures that are horizontal for vertical spaces, copy that doesn't fit, rosters that are incomplete, deadlines that have to be met and if there will be enough money to pay for it all. But dedication to a belief and hard work (a lot of fun too), pay off and the book is completed.

On that last deadline date, a heavy burden is lifted from tired shoulders and pride takes over. We laugh, cheer and feel good about what we accomplished. We realize that we represent you and your journal for posterity. That's a pretty sobering thought. You have entrusted us with this job. AND WE DID IT!
In keeping with the tradition: EIDOLON 1986 - 1st place winner of the American Scholastic Associated Press Award.
Students Against Drunk Driving, better known as S.A.D.D., is perhaps the most influential organization at East. It began only a few years ago, and has grown and developed tremendously. Today, with its twenty co-chairpersons leading a large number of members, S.A.D.D. definitely gets its message across - "Don't mix drinking and driving!" These people have clearly dedicated themselves to informing their peers as to the seriousness of drunk driving. If there's one word that comes to mind when thinking of this organization, it is commitment. S.A.D.D.'s commitment to creating awareness and its concern for everyone is well worth our thanks. Publicity is the key word to this group. Whether it be through sweatshirts, pins, posters, or "This Turkey Drove Drunk" fliers in the parking lot, the S.A.D.D. chapter of 1987 has had a profound influence on all of us.

The most impressive S.A.D.D. event took place on February 10th when East hosted students from all over New Jersey and Pennsylvania for a seminar on drinking and driving. This event was part of S.A.D.D. awareness week which brought Ron Jaworski to East to talk to our students on this very important issue. The seminar consisted of guest speakers as well as several workshops aimed at illustrating how each school deals with the problem of drunk driving. The program was a huge success, and all S.A.D.D. members are to be congratulated for their terrific job throughout the year.
Students Against Drunk Driving

"Friends don't let friends drive drunk."

"Drinking and driving can kill a friendship."
Student Congress

Pat Kurlej - NJ Association of Student Councils — Executive Member — State Charity

Student Congress Officers

David Fleisher - President
Lorri Blank - Vice President
Jim Lloyd - Vice President
Jennifer DeBenedictis - Publicity Manager
Stephanie Block - Secretary/Treasurer
Mr. Steele - Adviser

Seniors
Sue Skinner
Tom Balderstone
Mark Chase
Chris Cowan
Melissa Cravitz
Jennifer Dando
Jennifer Dubrow
Alison Fendrick
Sharon Foley
Liza Fox
Sonny Goel
Debbie Grika
Devin Gross
Sue Heusler
Lynn Kelly
Sondra Masino
John Owens
Brian Sloan
Dave Snyder
Sharon Soprano
John Park
Leanne Pike
Brooke Schmoll
Julian Cohen
Jayne Feld
Cindy Forest
Dina DiRenzio
Sean Bogda
Ellen Fenigstein
Nina Jaffe
Maribeth Marcelli
Hayley Ramer
Diana Rossi
Sherri Rothman
Marci Sechtin
Gary Bean
Dave Briskin
Amy Cohen
Robin First
Margot Kaufman
Malini Majumdar
Srinivas Lingareddy
Sue Barra
Lisa Cutler
Tem Feuer
Amy Stein

Juniors
Fabian Bartolozzi
Chris Blair
Alison Brodnick
Daria Comuzzi
Mike Diamondstein
Brian Donaldson
Lisa Earl
Dan Feldman
Nicole Fox
Scott Hodes
Dan Hutter
Gerald Jerome
Peter Kravitz
Angela Lee
Stacey Levinson
Emily Linnens
Tim Mertsock
Greg Miller
Mindy Myers
Rebecca Neulander
Robyn Okie
Dan Palazzo
Terry Pearl
Robert Price
Amy Reinstein
Naomi Spinn
Eric Thomas
Jennifer Warren
Ashley Wood
Leslie Wynne
Laura Bloom
Blair Levin
Elisa Pollack
Robin Winitsky
Steve Pearson

**Sophomores**
Alison Bell
Amy Beringer
Derek Braslow
Lee Ann Coen
Adam Cohen
Lisa Corrado
Amy DeBenedictis
Kara Kramer
Scott Harper
Brian Kurlej
Tisa Ladow
Mike Lemont
Ina Li
Sue Magosin
Scott Podolsky
Jennifer Purnell
Todd Schulman
Colleen Shields
Rona Shorr
Melissa Sussman
Lisa Voltaggio
Patty Yen

**Freshmen**
Samir Ahuja
Kenny Baer
Todd Bogda
David Cohen
Mitchell Cwanger
Cecile Flinn
Eric Hoffman
Jennifer Koehl
Billy Kramer
Carolyn Martus
Laura Millman
Ellen Obermayer
Ryan Pearson
Dina Ruttenberg
Megan Shiflet
Randi Strosberg
Lisa Udell
Melinda Weiss
Denise Marone

Betsy Ducat - President
Eric Rellosa - Vice President
Allison Pouls - Publicity Manager
Heather Sheehan - Secretary/Treasurer

**Sophomore**
Alison Lees - President
Brian Chon - Vice President
Amy Shapiro - Publicity Manager
Lauren Brandt - Secretary/Treasurer

**Class Officers**

**Junior**
James Appelsen - President
D. J. Chausky - Vice President
Stacy Asbell - Publicity Manager
Randi Green - Secretary/Treasurer
(not pictured)

**Senior**
Kenny Barroway - President
Pat Kurlej - Vice President
Sukin Shah - Publicity Manager
Jenny Bloom - Secretary/Treasurer
Cable Company

Liz Ahl
Eric Avedissian
Alison Brodnick
Neil Cohen
Linda Cutler
Glenn Dunoff
Eric Friedman
Jill Glaeser
Jeff Gross
Milan Gupta
Dara Less
John Park
Ribin First
Mehol Mehta
Niketa Patel
Alyson Poulis
Evan Ringer
Amy Shapiro
Marci Shapiro
Raquel Stote
Liz Sufrin
Monica Weiss
Anne Sichtel
Jason Mangel
Jeff Kahn
Suken Shah
Alison Bell
Rena Platt
Eric Ascalon
Kenny Baer
Atule Butte
Manish Butte
Mitchell Cwanger
Jonathan Ford
Valerie Garfield
Jon Goldstein
Sheila Gujrathi
Drew Katz
Dawn Kellerman
Jennifer Matarrese
Marge
Krezminski
Rebecca
Newlander
Jason Pescarsky
Karshik
Ramanathan
Michael Sacks
Lisa Schwartz
Marshall Siegel
Jeff Silverman
Richard Simmers
Andreas Weissberg
Jon Kellerman
Lori Fein
Sheela Athreya
John Shipley
Alison Katz
Dan Rothberg

Broadcast Team

John Shipley
Liz Ahl
Suken Shah
Rena Platt
Scott Hodes
Dan Horton
Darshak
Sanghavi
Aman Mansour
Crystal Parks
John Park
Dave Sherry
Robin First
Mark Mekir
Atul Butte
Stacey Craddolph
Dan Rothberg
Pete Kravitz
Val Hamilton
Michelle Siemiet-
kowksi
Glenn Dunoff
Lori Fein
Sheela Athreya
Marge
Krezminski
Richard Simmers
Manish Wadhwa
Brian Hamilton
Raquel Stote
Mike Mendelson

Alternates
Sherri Rothman
Adrienne
Zimmerman
Lauren Brandt
Neha Shah
Mindy Ellis
Roopal Dave
Michele Sills
Marci Shapiro
Linda Maute
Tim Kutz
Manish Butte
Lauren Shipley
Mark Miles
Ted Buckley
Jon Langer
Anne Schweck
Michelle Darnell
Jessica Michaelis
Karen Kaimowitz
Scott Angsteich
Jon Kellerman
Amy Shapiro
Adviser: Miss Peggy Beck
Under the new leadership of Mr. Tony Sipp, the EASTSIDE staff has met and exceeded even last year's standards. Although there are only thirty staff members, EASTSIDE provides opportunities for writers, photographers, and artists all over the school. The paper is issued once a month. However, the staff is constantly developing new ideas and working to surpass everyone's expectations.

This year's staff is anxious to test its creativity. Thus far, it has created an editorial section, a sounding board, and has used companion pieces to make EASTSIDE a more colorful piece of journalism.

All this brain-storming culminates each month in a late-night visit to the printer in Medford. But when reading an issue of EASTSIDE, one must remember—although the paper is only issued every four weeks, the minds of these journalists never cease to produce new ideas.

Assistant Sports Editors: Jon Kellerman Marc Cohen
Creative Writing Club

Jenny Friedman
Liz Ahl
Lisa Yellin
Wendy Kiniar
Sharon Herbert
Pam Flax
Eric Avedissian
John Mann
Christine Jackyra
Betsy Danneberg
Renee Schatz
Demetrio Ford

Demogorgon

Sarah Hinrichs
Masha Slutsker
Danielle Pletzer
Demetrio Ford
Jen Friedman
Jackie Block
Lori Winkler
Barry Crelt
Mike Arons
Jeff Kahn
Liz Ahl
Milan Gupta
Darshak Sanghavi
Sharon Herbert
Lisa Yellins
Pam Flax
Brad Hollowiwzky
Renee Schatz
Margot Kaufman

Demogorgon
Officers:
Crystal Parks, President
Tracie Adams, Vice President
Kim James, Secretary
Venita Forchion, Treasurer
Garret Hendricks
Kevin Young
Eddie Cobbs
Stacey Craddolph
Carla Mercer
Tamara Congelton
Maya Gibbons
Preston Still
Darryl Mapp
Terri Ruffin
Marvin Davis
Tom Rosario
Jeffrey McNeal
Karen Savin
Wende Armstrong
Chriasy Phillips
Derek Gold
Danielle Sinclair
James Mac
Rhonda Van Ness
Tricia Jackson
Keith Parham
Tammy McCall
Khary Davis
Carla Harrison
Hasana O'Neal
Diane Rodgers
Judith Robinson
Tracy Gold
Mort Brown
Lovey Scott
Jennifer Terry

Lisa Santiago
Manisha Desai
Chrysalis Banas
Leah Ross
Alok Kapoor
Manish Butte
Agnas Kang
Yoonsun Chong
Craig McCall
Scott Kam Holz
Greg Bachrach
David Levine
Atul Butte
Kim Gore
Bobbi Lal
Cassandra Peters
GRADE LEVEL AIDES

Sue Barra
Allison Lees

Lisa Cutler
Terry Pearl

Stephen Pearson

PHOTOGRAPHY AIDES

Michelle Cooper
Liz Rose
Christie Tyndall

Tina Markee
Mimi Singal
Nina Vasa

NURSES AIDES

Lisa Duval
Fred Medli

Beth Mandel
Lisa Sorokin

Kathy Steinberg

BIOLOGY LAB AIDES

Susan Curran
Anita Machhar

Dave Edmonston
Jeanne Palme

Lisa Sorokin
Respect For Drugs

Ellen Fenigstein
Jen Dubrow
Amy Stein
Jenny Bloom
Lori Blank
Judy Ketch
Stephanie Block
Lynne Hatoff
Julee Baker
Tema Feuer
Ali Soeval
Shari Lonker
Sherry Weaver
Ira LaVoe
Brian Sloan
Dan Horton
Eric Weissman
Dave Wooley
Kenny Turner
Claudine Bechard
Mark Chase
Krista Zirpoli
Jamie Dollinger

adviser:
Mrs. Brahms
Approximately forty student models pose in a range of casual to formal wear. (It's interesting to note that last spring the majority of models were male!) Students who aren't participating as models work in various other capacities as the demand warrants. The final show lasts about an hour and a half, witnessed by 200-300 enthusiastic adoring fans.

DECA, the largest youth group in the nation, is a co-curricular club which is an important aspect of the Marketing Education program. Other DECA (Distributive Education Club of America) activities include running the school store and competing at local, state and national levels in specific interest areas such as art, fashion, food, advertising and finance. Also included in the Marketing Education curriculum is on-the-job training, a true to life experience for which the students receive a course grade.

Mr. Charles Martine and Mr. Anthony Fiocco, Cherry Hill East's Marketing Coordinators attempt to place students in jobs which reflect their special interests and specialties.

Our DECA program is highly active and demanding with its success factor running very high as students are given the opportunity to "practice" for their futures.
Future Business Leaders of America

Melissa Smith President
Lisa Santiago Secretary
Lucy Santiago Treasurer
Sara Beitz
Beth Burnette
Christine Fields
Kathleen Higgenbotham
Kathryn Kalten
Joanne Manino
Debra Miller
Marianne Muscella
Maria Paolino
Crystal Parks
Mary Spagnolia

Advisor: Miss Joan A. Bruno

GREAT GROUPS

ROTC

Ted Anderson
Edmundo Ford
Greg Packin
Rodolfo Siobal
James Santos
Charlie
Megginson
Student
Advisor:
Amony
Mansour
BIOLOGY LAB AIDES
Maria Poulopoulos
Lisa Yellin
Lauren Shipley
Lisa Sorokin
David Edmiston
Linda Maute
Manish Wadhwa
Charlie Chou
Soni Sinha
Stacie Levinson
Cindy Forrest
Christy Allen
Susan Curran
Janine Palme
Anita Machhar
Jeff Williams
Bobby Lal
Swati Namburi
Jenny Kim

BIOLOGY SCIENCE LEAGUE
Ted Fisher
Neil Thakur
Rob Pielchik
Mike Choi
Lara Soosal
Manish Butte
Rajni Prasad
Darshak Sanghavi
Julian Cohen

BIOLOGY CAREERS CLUB
Suken Shah
Tom Sedlak
Julian Cohen
Rob Price
Jenny Kim
Madhavan Krishnan
Todd Beresin
Paul McBride
Jennifer Higgins
Haleh Rabizadeh
Madhavi Reddy
Sheila Giriathri
Sanjay Goel
Ravi Goel
Krisha Miles
Fabian Bartolozzi
Nidhi Kapoor
Mark Sever
Bart Goldstein
Kevin Coogan
Shomita Mandal
Susan Curran
Adam Rothenstein
Dave Gordon
Lisa Sorokin

BIOLOGY RESEARCH CLUB
Parag Patel
Swati Namburi
Atul Butte
East Music Review

Dan Pepper
Jams With
Jazz Ensemble

MADRIGALS:
Concert
A Success

Winter Concert
Creates A
Festive Mood

Ecen McCarthy
Prepares For
Soviet Union
All-South Jersey Bands, Chorus & Orchestra

**BANDS**
Jason Altman  
Nicole Avedissian  
Gary Bean  
Mithra Basler  
Tracey Chester  
Pat Cotter  
Mike Datto  
Suzanne Datto  
Elizabeth Eastwood  
Alexander Franco  
Sheryl Goldstein  
Garrett Grega  
Ken Haigh  
Adam Hoffman  
Todd Hoffman  
Grant Hunter  
Ellen Hurwitz  
Mark Iskowitz  
Scott Kamholz  
Eric Kim  
Greg Lacy  
Nicole Lang  
Jon Lund  
Andrew Maroko  
Earen McCarthy  
Meenal Mehta  
Kevin Milner  
Alexa Mitten  
Vicki Pastor  
Jeff Pratt  
Pavan Puri  
Jon Ratner  
Sashi Rentala  
Bob Rich  
Brad Rothenberg  
David Sherry  
Barry Simkin  
Raquel Stote  
George Sun  
Scott Updike  
Dana Walton  
Nancy Yorinks

**CHOIR**
Chris Albrecht  
Amy Anderson  
Lisa Anderson  
Erie Asealon  
Cindy Barr  
Sandy Choe  
Maryanne Dobbs  
Leslie Dobrenski  
Kerry Lea Etter  
Jason Fiabane  
Michelle Hurwitz  
Scott McKenzie  
Stephanie Reisman  
Linda Shashua  
Maia Praczyk  
Lisa Yellin  
Larry Zazzo  
Miriam Zibbell  
Rachel Zibbell

**ORCHESTRA**
Alexander Chien  
Brian Chon  
Chris Chon  
Arthur Chow  
Eddie Chung  
Pat Cotter  
Seth Goldkratz  
Debbie Grika  
Teresa Grisham  
Ken Haigh  
Ken Hoke  
Sarah Kang  
Nico Lang  
Patty Lee  
Angela Lin  
Rhonda Litto  
Kenneth Liu  
Stanley Liu  
Linda Maute  
Mike Mendelson  
Alexa Mitten  
Dave Park  
John Park  
Vicki Pastor  
Matthew Salzman  
Michelle Siemietkowski  
Harry Simkin  
Terry Tsai  
Dana Walton  
Sandra Wu  
Nancy Yorinks
ALL-STATE

BANDS
Jason Altman
Tracey Chester
Pat Cotter
Mike Datto
Suzanne Datto
Ken Haigh
Adam Hoffman
Grant Hunter
Scott Kambolz
Jon Lund
Alexa Mitten
Vicki Pastor
David Sherry
Barry Simkin

George Sun
Scott Updike
Dana Walton
Nancy Yorinks

CHOIR
Chris Albrecht
Eric Ascalon
Sandy Choe
Maryanne Dobbs
Leslie Dobrenski
Annabelle Estacio
Kerry Lea Etter
Jason Flabane
Linda Shashaua

David Sherry
Larry Zazzo
Miriam Zibbell

ORCHESTRA
Mithra Busler
Alexander Chien
Brian Chon
Debbie Grika
Ken Haigh
Kenneth Liu
Alexa Mitten
John Park
Barry Simkin
Kim Tambascia

ALL-EASTERN

Brian Chon
Leslie Dobrenski
Kerry Lea Etter
Ken Haigh
Kenneth Liu
Alexa Mitten
David Sherry
Barry Simkin
Orchestra

VIOLINS
Debbie Grika
Kenneth Liu
Kimberly Tambascia
Brian Chon
Conway Kuo
Charles Chou
Michelle Siemietkowski
Angela Lin
John Park
Edward Buckley
Sarah Kang
Eddie Chung
Seth Goldkrantz
Sandra Wu
Linda Maute
Stanley Liu
Arthur Chow
Denise Wasielewski
Cathy Jacobowitz
Ken Tseng
Karen Chung
Juan Gonzalez-Castelao

VIOLAS
Alexander Chien
Michael Mendelson
Jane Cowley
Rhonda Litto
Matthew Salzman
David Chang
Kim Hoke
Mary Anne Dobbs

VIOLONCELLOS
Chris Chon
Jacqueline Cowley
Dave Park
Leslie Dobrenski
Andre Hu

BASS
Teresa Grisham

FLUTES
Nancy Yorinks
Vicki Pastor

SUSAN LOBEL (Piccolo)

OBOES
George Sun
David Sherry
Jon Lund

CLARINETS
Nicole Avedissian
Jason Altman

BASSOONS
Alexa Mitten
Dana Walton
Ean McCarthy

HORNS
Ken Haigh
Nicole Lang
Bret Isaacson
Natasha Waterman

TRUMPETS

Adam Hoffman
Garrett Grega
Leslie Glick

TROMBONES
Barry Simkin
Mithra Busler
Pat Cotter
Sashi Rentala

TUBA
Jim Alexander

TIMPANI
Tracey Chester

PERCUSSION
Eric Koff
Josh Mintz

KEYBOARD
Tim Babcock
A taste of Communism will be shared with a small fraction of East students this summer, the Cherry Hill East Wind Ensemble. Though the school as a whole vaguely knows about this group, Wind Ensemble stands proudly in the public eye, and the long hours of practice and vigorous effort are rewarded. At competitions, their professional attitudes shine and judges score accordingly.

Over the past five years, this talented group has combined their efforts, acquiring a national reputation. This acknowledgement has led to the planned trip to Russia after the 1987 graduation. The Wind Ensemble's reputation emanates from past years of competitions and invitations to play. Perhaps the first significant performance, taking part in the Newport CAWS Festival, set the course for years ahead. After receiving a perfect score there in 1982, an invitation was issued to return in 1985 for a second showing. They impressed the judges once more with selections including "The Shostakovich Symphony No. 5" and "Incantation and Dance" by John Barnes Chance. The Newport Festivals became a major reason for their being chosen to represent the United States in Russia. In addition to Newport, Wind Ensemble has performed at Trenton State College in the New Jersey Concert Festival for the last four years, coming in first place every time, with the highest score of thirty High School bands that took part in the competitions. In 1986, the Wind Ensemble was invited to Temple University for a lecture and performance because of their reputation as "... one of the
most outstanding Wind Ensembles at the High School level...

A prestigious nomination for the John Philip Sousa Award fulfilled this title easily. A final triumph for the group was a superior rating at the New York Festival at the end of the 1986 school year.

A few weeks before summer of 1986, Mr. Yurko announced the trip. The invitation for cultural exchange with Russia was no longer a rumor. This program with Russia is in its first year and the C.H.E. Wind Ensemble was selected along with one other group from Texas. This honor, after being accepted by the school board, will become a reality if foreign relations permit. The tour will include visiting and playing in the cities of Moscow, Tallinn, and Leningrad, as well as making stops at various museums and landmarks, and discovering what it is like to ride in a sleeper train. The combined talents of a Russian band and its conductor with the Cherry Hill East Wind Ensemble and Mr. Yurko will present an unforgettable concert to end the trip on a high note.
Wind Ensemble

PICCOLO
Susan Lobel

FLUTES
Nancy Yorinks
Vicki Pastor
Manisha Desai
Raquel Stote
Michelle Waitz

OBOES
George Sunn
David Sherry
Jon Lund

BASSOONS
Alexa Mitten
Dana Walton
Kaen McCarthy

Eb SOPRANO CLARINET
Jon Ratner

Bb SOPRANO CLARINETS
Nicole Avedissian
Jason Altman
Suzanne Datto
Sheryl Goldstein
Ellen Hurwitz
Jeff Pratt
Scott Kamholz
Pavan Puri
Neil Stein
Elizabeth Eastwood
Debbie Cohen
Meenal Mehta

Bb BASS CLARINET
Grant Hunter

Eb ALTO SAXOPHONES
Gary Bean
Scott Updike

Bb TENOR SAXOPHONE
Mike Datto

Eb BARITONE SAXOPHONE
Marc Iskowitz

HORNS
Ken Haigh
Nicole Lang
Brett Issacson
Natasha Waterman

TROMBONES
Barry Simkin
Mithra Buider
Pat Cotter
Sushi Rentala

BARITONE HORN
Brad Rothenberg

TRUMPETS
Adam Hoffman
Garrett Greger
Leslie Glick
Scott Albert
Alexander Franco
Andrew Moroko

TUBAS
James Alexander
Greg Lacy

PERCUSSION
Tracey Chester
Eric Koff
Tim Babcock
Josh Mintz
Stuart Goldkrantz
Aaron Auerbach
PIECOLO
Rachel Dichter

FLUTES
Stephanie Boyle
Deborah Yorinks
Michelle Darnell
Catherine Chern
Jennifer Johansen
Carolyn Gargaro
Valerie Smyser
Christine Kanzler
Cassandra Peters

OBES
Karen Waterman
Lisa Weitzman
Philip Chang

BASSOONS
Kristie Lenahan
Michelle Erdman

CLARINETES
Daniel Pepper
Eric Kim
Gilad Rosen
Lisa Anderson
Kirsten Ballweg
Todd Weber
Christina Eleazer
Michelle Maroldo

ALTO/BASS CLARINETES
Rebecca Gross
Karen Beichtner
Marta Santiago
Karen Milstein

SAXOPHONES
Neil Gerstein
Todd Hoffman
Robert Rich
Matthew Dautle
John Tinker
Ray Maslowski

HORNS
Lisa Redmond
John Mann

TRUMPETS
Andrew Swers
Charles Megginson
John Ko
Brian Rykaczewski
Charles Busack
Kevin Bittle
Richard Spiro
Bart Goldstein

TROMBONES
David Pratt
Steve Weitzman
Frederick Dold

BARITONE HORNS
Jacob Gertman
Mark Wilkins

TUBA
Kevin Milner

PERCUSSION
Melissa Brody
Glenn Kershner
Leah Ross
Charles Trohman
Josh Weber
Howard Yermish

Symphonic Band
Concert Band

PICCOLO
Susan Bean

FLUTES
Candice Mack
Cathy Biancardi
Jennifer Dey
Kimberly Koff
Cindy Cho
Ranjoo Prasad
Grace Chan
Kerry Hoke
Stewart Wachs
Glenda Turner
Graham VanKeuren

CLARINET
Ari Levine
Sharon Hicks
Jack Rosenbloom
Rebecca Stein
Rae Wolf
Thao Ngo

OBOES
Melanie Santos
Alaine Alonso
Tara Harmer

TROMBONES
Brian Dobbs
Lee Ender
Michael Lang

BASSOONS
Jennifer Cusato
Jennifer Wydra

ALTO SAXOPHONES
Richard Hyland

Tenor Saxophones
Kimberly Cuning
Matt Brodnick
Joel Schwartz

Tenor Saxophones
Stacie Levinson
Joel Domingo

Baritone Saxophones
Sean Michaels
Sean Rose
Sue Seibelm

Trumpets
Dave Hackenberg
Carrie Hohnan
Edward Cobbs
Dave Sola
Frank Liao
Blaine Busler

Horns
Denise Marone
Lewis Lazarow
Evan Sorokin
Paula Abiussi
Amy Moore
Amy Anderson

Baritone Horns
Kai Huang
Mitchell Markowitz

Percussion
Allison Hyman
Frank Libbi
Zach Messler
Michael Peeler
Andrew Shaw
Scott Wenger
East Singers

Because it is comprised of the most maturely developed voices, East Singers has become the 'honors' curricular choir of Cherry Hill East. Mrs. Barbara Solly, who is the current director of music for the township of Cherry Hill, began this group sixteen years ago, until Martha Fletcher took charge of it in 1978. Under the guidance of Mrs. Fletcher, East Singers traveled to Orlando, Florida in the spring of 1986 for the All-American Choral Competition, where it performed and won first place in the mixed choir (SATB) category. Moreover, East Singers in past years has sung with the Haddonfield Symphony and the South Jersey Wind Symphony, along with performing at Temple Emanuella every year in the month of February.

This year East Singers is under the direction of Mrs. Marilyn Grisham, whose first year in conducting the group will hopefully reward her as much as her presence does to East's music department.

Christopher Albrecht
James Alexander
Jason Alexander
Lisa Anderson
Eric Aesclon
Tanya Ayres
Timothy Babcock
Eric Bahroff
Tom Balderstone
Rex Carter
David Chang
Christopher Dankowitz
Marla Diamond
Christopher Dobbs
Maryanne Dobbs
Leslie Dohrensk
Lori Doe
Glenn Dunoff
Annabelle Estacio
Kerryea Etter
Jason Fiabane
Eric Fair

Cyndilee Freeman
Hanna Fuentes
Janet Greenberg
Christy Groves
Daniel Horton
Jean Kalata
Matthew Portella
Leah Reveliotti
Michele Rosen
Susan Sample
Richard Serata
Linda Shashoua
David Sherry
Eric Teves
Mails Traczyk
Kristy Tyndall
Sue Yocus
Larry Zazzo
David Zelnick
Joseph Zelnick
Miriam Zibbell
In addition to leading the EAST SINGERS, Mrs. Marilyn Grisham also conducts THE VOCAL WORKSHOP and THE CHANSONS. Vocal workshop is East's introductory choir where students learn the fundamentals of group singing. Chansons is the more advanced of the two choirs and consists solely of female voices.

**Chansons**

Sheela Athrey
Randi Baer
Cindy Barr
Sara Beran
Robyn Bryson
Kim Calo
Michelle Chalphin
Sandy Choe
Janet Chow
Jennifer Cooper
Maria Deckter
Stacey Dorn
Susan Foster
Rachel Goldberg
Patrice Hargis
Alison Hyman
Laurie Johansen
Lisa Kain
Iwona Karpinska
Justin Karpinska
Robyn Kohana
Annie Law
Beth Mandel
Erika March
Stephanie Reisman
Ellie Tong
Debbie Walton
Jennifer Warren
Denise Wasielewski
Stephanie Wolff
Kristine Wolnyes
Lisa Yellin

**Vocal Workshop**

Amy Anderson
Peggy Crocker
Dawn DiSimone
Brian Dobbelaar
Kim Dupke
Amy Driben
Christina Eleazar
Annabelle Estacio
Ellen Feinberg
Leesa Furhman
Tracey Geisler
Meri Glass
Vanita Goel
Tara Harmer
Will Heitman
Karen Hirschman
Michelle Hurwitz
Bret Isaacson
Jennifer Kaufman
Cindi Lafferty
Bobby Lal
Candace Mack
Shomita Mandel
Scott McKenzie
Sean Michaels
Randy Miles
Kevin Milner
Karen Milstein
Phaedra Niemczak
Hosanna O'Neal
Jason Pachman
Shobita Parthasarathy
Gina Ricci
Rachel Richter
Evan Ringer
Alison Roth
Mita Sanghavi
Melanie Santos
Heather Sines
Jennifer Spink
Rebecca Stein
Ellysa Stern
Gabrielle Thorne
Daniel Traster
Julia Varbalow
Dana Walton
Stephanie Watters
Rae Wolf
Henry Yu
Rachel Zibbell
Belles Of East

Tanya Ayres
Cindy Barr
Sandy Choe
Marla Diamond
Leslie Dobrenski
Susan Foster
Hannah Fuentes
Christy Groves
Lisa Kain
Jean Kalata
Leah Reveliotty
Michele Rosen
Denise Wasielewski
Madrigal Singers

Lisa Anderson
Christopher Albrecht
Eric Ascalon
Jennifer Cooper
Kerrylea Etter
Eric Fair
Jason Fiabane
Karen Milstein
Stephanie Reisman
Linda Shashoua
David Sherry
Maila Traczyk
Larry Zazzo
David Zellnick
Miriam Zibbell
BRASS ENSEMBLE
Jim Alexander
Garrett Grega
Ken Haigh
Adam Hoffman
Barry Simkin

PIT ORCHESTRA
Scott Albert
Jim Alexander
Jason Altman
Mithra Buser
Tracey Chester
Pat Cotter
Suzanne Datto
Leslie Glick
Sheryl Goldstein
Garrett Grega
Ken Haigh
Adam Hoffman
Ellen Hurwitz
Eric Koff
Nicole Lang
Sue Lobel
Jon Lund
Andrew Maroko
Eaan McCarthy
Josh Mintz
Alexa Mitten
Dan Pepper
Jeff Pratt
Sashi Rentala
Barry Simkin
Dana Walton
Nancy Yorinks

PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE
Aaron Aurebach
Kirsten Ballweg
Christina Klezzer
Allison Hyman
Eric Koff
Zach Messler
Mike Peeler
Jack Rosenbloom
Leah Ross
Chuck Trobman
Howard Vermish
SAXOPHONE QUARTET
Gary Bean
Mike Datto
Mark Iskowitz
Scott Updike

HOLIDAY ENSEMBLE
Scott Albert
Jim Alexander
Gary Bean
Mithra Busler
Tracey Chester
Pat Cotter
Mike Datto
Elizabeth Eastwood
Garrett Grega
Leslie Glick
Ken Haigh
Adam Hoffman
Ellen Hurwitz
Mark Iskowitz
Nicole Lang
Sue Lobel
Baen McCarthy
Josh Mintz
Vicki Pastor
Brad Rothenberg
Neil Stein
Raquel Stote
Scott Updike
Nancy Yorinks

CHAMBER WINDS
Jason Altman
Nicole Avedissian
Ken Haigh
Nicole Lang
Jon Lund
Alexa Mitten
David Sherry
Dana Walton
Nancy Yorinks
Trombone Ensemble

Bazex Simkin
Sara Hentala
Pat Cotter

Not Shrinking Mirrors Buster
The image contains two photographs of bands, with text listing the members of each band. The upper section is titled "Jazz Ensemble" and lists the members as follows:

**Saxophones:**
- Gary Bean
- Mike Datto
- Todd Hoffman
- Bob Rich
- Scott Updike

**Trombones:**
- Mithra Busler
- Pat Cotter
- Sashi Rentala
- Barry Simkin

**Trumpets:**
- Alex Franco
- Leslie Glick
- Garrett Grega
- Adam Hoffman
- Andrew Maroko

**Rhythm:**
- Eric Koff
- Dan Pepper
- Dave Perro
- Gilad Rosen

**Managers:**
- Raen McCarthy
- Dana Walton

**Director:**
- Mr. Roy Hough

The lower section is titled "Lab Band" and lists the members as follows:

**Saxophones:**
- Matt Dautle
- Mark Iskowitz
- Eric Kim
- Rick Murawczyk
- John Tinkler

**Trombones:**
- Brian Dobbeleare
- Dave Pratt
- Brad Rothenberg
- Steve Weitzman

**Trumpets:**
- Howard Ding
- Kevin Grega
- David Hackenberg
- Chuck Megginson
- Andy Swers

**Rhythm:**
- Pat Cotter
- Scott Hodes
- Howard Yermish
- Brian Zenoe

**Director:**
- Mr. Robert Goldman
Four years ago the Marching Cougars Band was simply a pep band for the team's football games. Now, under the leadership of Robert Goldman, the band has entered its second year of competitive marching. This year the group received several awards including the "Best Drum Major Award" for Group IV in the Chapter Championships and an invitation to participate as a finalist in the Atlantic Coast Conference Championship Competition.

The band deserves accolades for enduring cold and rainy football games, long practices, and grueling parades. All the hard work was paid off in May with an exciting trip to Montreal.

FLUTES: Alaine Alonzo, Susan Bean, Cathy Biancardi, Peggy Crocker, Michele Darnell, Jennifer Dey, Michelle Erdman, Carolyn Gargaro, Kerry Hoke, Candace Mack, Ranjoo Prasad, Glenda Turner, Karen Vitosky, Debbie Yorinks, Nancy Yorinks

Section Leaders: Jason Altman, Jeff Pratt, Neil Stein

MARCHING COUGARS BAND

A Step Towards Excellence

CLARINETS: Lisa Anderson, Kirsten Ballweg, Karen Beichner, Debbie Cohen, Suzanne Datto, Elizabeth Eastwood, Marta Folio, Sheryl Goldstein, Rebecca Gross, Sharon Hicks, Grant Hunter, Meenal Mehta, Pavan Puri, Jack Rosenblum, Marta Santiago, Merideth Weiss

TRUMPETS: Charles Busack, Kevin Grega, David Hackenberg, Carrie Hoffman, Howard Maisel, Andrew Maroko, Brian Rykaczewski, Andrew Swers

Section Leaders: Scott Albert, Leslie Glick, Garrett Grega, Adam Hoffman, Charles Megginson

PERCUSSION: Amy Alamo, Jenny Hill, Kim Hoke, Alison Hyman, Glen Kershner, Frank Libby, Jon Lund, Zach Messler, Loan Ngo, Michael Pooler, David Perro, Judy Rosenberg, Leah Ross, Andrew Shaw, Debbie Walton, Rae Wolf

Section Leaders: Tracey Chevalier, Eric Koff
SAXOPHONES: Todd Hoffman, Mitchell Markowitz, Ray Maslowski, Bob Rich, Sean Rose, John Tinker

HORNS: Randie Friedman, Lewis Lazarow, Lisa Redmond, Evan Scrokin

BARITONES: Jake Gertsman, Kai Huang, Mark Wilkins

SECTION LEADERS: Mithra Busler, Barry Simkin

TROMBONES: Brian Dobbelare, David Pratt, Stephen Weitzman

TUBAS: Jim Alexander, Michael Kohn, Kevin Milner

DRUM MAJORS

Dana Walton Gary Beamer Eileen McCarthy
String Workshop

VIOLINS
Patty Lee
Carynlsa Erllick
Terry Tsai
Amy Knobler
Michael Buomincontro
Yoo Sun Chung
Eric Asealon
Rajnish Prasad
Jason Pachman

VIOLAS
Christopher Dobbs
Neil Thakur
Cindy Paul
Anu Gowda
Susan Hoegel

CELLO
Andrew Lawrence

BASS
Cara McCarthy
An exact replica of Gilligan’s Island, a reproduction of the Atlantic City boardwalk, a very authentic looking haunted mansion, complete with ominous tombstones and a wonderful rendition of Barnum and Bailey’s Circus - where else could you find such wonderful attractions but at Cherry Hill East, during action-packed SPIRIT WEEK.
How To Get Bitten By A Cougar And Love It!

SPIRIT WEEK 1986 began Sunday, the 21st of September with the Cougar relays, including speed dressing, pushing eggs into one's mouth and a free-for-all apple bob.

At the conclusion of these strenuous activities, the senior class took the lead.
Monday brought the long awaited Tug-of-War and the bicycle race. (We couldn’t figure out if the bikes were too small or our legs too long), but as expected, the senior class conquered the bike situation and tagged to victory in the boys Tug-of-War competition. The junior girls defeated their opponents, racking up the class of ’88’s first score.

The next morning, the entire student body began their voting for the class King and Queen. The contestants were: Eric Savitch and Ellen Fenigstein for the senior class, Terry Pearl and Chris Blair represented the juniors, Jeff Fenigstein and Marci Shapiro ran for the sophomore class and Ernie Borrelli and Lara Kaplan battled for the freshmen.

The seniors won hands down and were awarded a big 500 points.
Tuesday's event was the famous pie-eating contest. These contests were held during lunch periods with the seniors taking a messy 3 to 1 victory over the scrappy freshmen.

The competition continued into Wednesday with enthusiasm peaking. Students searched all over the school looking for the coveted hidden cougar cards which carry a value ranging from 5 to 250 points. The ultimate find is the gold cougar, which always seems to elude finding. The class of '88 discovered the most amount of cougars and the tension heightened.

Wednesday's events started with the popular cake decorating contest. Each class designs a designated number of cakes which are judged by an exclusive panel of professional cake decorating "experts." The class of '87 took the awards with their four foot tall palm tree!

The milk drinking opened Thursday's activities. In this sophisticated event a guy from each class drinks milk from a baby bottle while seated on a female classmate's lap. The winners this year were divided almost equally among all four classes.
On Thursday evening, the most extensive and creative event took place; the hall decorating competition. These creative endeavors ranged from the senior's "S.S. Minnow" to the freshmen class' facsimile of an Atlantic City Casino. All were brilliantly designed, making the judging a most difficult task. After much deliberation, 1st place went to the Seniors.
SPIRIT WEEK 1986 concluded with the student body, clad in red and white stuffing into the gym for a Pep Rally to honor the Fall sports teams. During the rally, the seniors clinched the jump-rope contest which put them over the top to capture the lead and emerge victorious as the winners.

Though each class strives to win we must remember that the true meaning of Spirit Week always shines through. Pride and Spirit for Cherry Hill East, that’s what it is really all about.

In the words of Mr. Cost, “Whether seniors or freshmen, we are all Cherry Hill High School East.” This is the unity of pride and image that makes us what we are, a truly winning school.
The autumn breeze burned the eyes as the players exchanged determined glares. Jaws clenched and muscles tensed as the competitors stood face to face, waiting to release their pent up fury. It was October 18, 1986, and the year's Powder Puff football game was about to begin.

The senior and junior classes' most menacing football players go head to head in this annual show of female spirit. Don't think the guys weren't in on the action too ... Who do you think were our cheerleaders and fearless coaches? The men of East un-daubingly tried to cheer and coach their teams to victory.

As juniors, the Class of '87 was successful in the Powder Puff competition, winning 14-6. Unfortunately their senior attempt was not quite as glorious. The hex remains ... no junior class has yet returned to the Powder Puff fields as seniors, and left victorious. The juniors won 6-0, will they break the curse and win as seniors as well? Each player, victorious or defeated, deserves a hand for a battle well fought! None of us will ever forget . . . .

POWDER PUFF FOOTBALL
"There are no such things as vampires!" you say, and that "Such an idea is bloody batty!"

Oh is it? ... Well I'm sorry, my dear chap, but I beg to differ. Where were you during the fall of 1986? Did you not hear Miss Lucy's blood curdling screams of terror echoing through East's halls? Or Renfield babbling incessantly about the Master (Dracula)? Perhaps you were safely tucked away on October 24 and 25, and November 1. There are witnesses, you see, Professor Van Helsing, Mrs. Seward, and Jonathan Harker, Miss Wells and Butterworth, Collins and Mina. Explain the six vampire wives! We must not forget the hundreds who came especially to see the Count. Not one was disappointed as Dracula appeared with a puff of smoke and an air of mystery. As the plot brought out the secret of Lucy's illness, East's drama department chilled our blood! What would the Count say about that?

So, just remember on that dark, dreary night — when you hear a wolf howl, and see a white face with red eyes staring down at you ... yes, my friends ... vampires do exist!

**CAST**

Tim Babcock
Doug Harris
Kathy Shaw
Sindy Kahan
Chris Blair
Will Heitman
Amy Driben
Nina Jaffe
Joe Zellnik
Stefan Zechowy
Derek Caney
Brad Hollowiczky
Ellysa Stern
Amy Carpenter
David Weiner
David Zellnik
Eric Bahroff
Monique Elwell
Miriam Zibbell
Janet Osherow
Marla Diamond
Cindy Barr
Dawn Wilen
Vicky Gervasoni
"Homecoming is so much fun, so exciting... but for me it is really sad... I've spent so much time here and really love East, this game, the students... and now I've got to leave for winter hibernation, and they won't even let me bring my banjo..."

"There's a lot of pressure on the team. With everyone watching and expecting us to beat our archrival West... We've practiced long and hard and it's great to see it all pay off."

"It is so much fun being a part of this excitement! I love being in the limelight and seeing all the former students return for this great game. I like knowing that I've contributed to the spirit of East."
Homecoming is the most exciting and best attended football game of the year. The fact that East plays archrival West in this classic event is far from secondary. Homecoming is always on Thanksgiving morning and seems to be the perfect way to start the long holiday weekend.

The preparations go on for weeks with the float assemblies, practices, signs and banners being readied while emotions and spirits run high. It is not just a school event. It seems that Cherry Hill comes out to watch and cheer. But most important is that our graduates come home, back to friends, families and the excitement of bands and floats and the pride of once again being an active part of East.

Who are these people who contribute to the activities going on this day? East's Yearbook took a closer look and profiled the many people who make Homecoming the special, exciting event that it is.
"Homecoming is an opportunity for alumni to join with present students and keep the traditions of East alive... an opportunity for the students to show their pride in their individual class and in their school in a spirit of friendly competition both on and off the athletic field."

"This is my last year of homecoming, but I'm really proud that I've been picked to represent my school... When I see this game next year, I'll have graduated, but East will always be first in my heart."
"Being elected Homecoming Queen is an honor I will always cherish. This has been one of the most exciting and memorable days of my life. I will be back next year as a graduate...I just can't believe it's almost over!"

Queen

"Homecoming is our last performance...no more late night practices, no more long busrides, no more being called "bandies", but this is also our last chance to bombard Mr. G. with confetti and cereal. Sure, we'll miss it all, but we've got the memories."

Band Members
F.O.P./Rotary Christmas Party

December 15, 1986
It is true that we of East are very proud of our award-winning reputation, but even more important is our reputation as a giving school. Once again, our students demonstrated this caring generosity through two incredibly successful blood drives that were held in January and May. Students and staff gave their time and much-needed blood to help fill the depleted quotas.

The two blood drives were sponsored by the American Red Cross with over 300 pints collected at each session. Students worked as chairmen and volunteers to organize the procedures with over fifty students assisting the Red Cross personnel.

With doughnuts and juice as energy boosters, our people lined up in the library and filled bottle after bottle with much needed blood. A deep sense of care coupled with a strong desire to help was the only reason needed for these dedicated donors.

Givin' It All Ya Got!

Blood Drive • 1987
U.N. Session Held At East

Experience, or in this case simulated experience is the best teacher. The Model U.N. is proof that the best way to learn is through doing. Over 200 students are given the opportunity to represent countries in human rights and international terrorism, as they plan and execute their own U.N. session. Paralleling the proceedings of an actual meeting, proposals are debated and voted upon. Participants are given the rare opportunity to discuss and argue differing ideological viewpoints. Through this unique activity, students learn about the U.N. and how it affects their world.
Step Behind The Scenes

as we track

Man of LaMancha

through early stages of production

Choreographing a musical production requires a unique attention to detail. It is more than blocking a show, working the dance routines, rehearsing the music. It is auditions and crew calls, lighting design and costume fittings, stage sets and props, photos and publicity, musical scores and dozens of countless details which culminate in a successful spring musical production.

Over three hundred students involved themselves in the Broadway smash hit, Man of LaMancha. After nearly ten weeks of grinding rehearsals, the curtain went up Friday, March 27th, overwhelming the opening night audience with talent, enthusiasm and confidence from the East drama students.

The story takes place in a 16th century dungeon during the terrible days of the Spanish Inquisition. Don Miguel de Cervantes has been arrested for crimes against the church and state. He and his man-servant, Sancho Panza are thrown below to a room overflowing with murderers and thieves. To survive amongst them, he acts out his story, using the other prisoners as characters in his imagination - a play-within-a-play. The material of this type of production presents unique challenges to those students working all facets of production.

The technical crew, led by Mr. Thomas Weaver, has constructed the largest set ever at East, with a fourteen foot tower, a 27 foot staircase, a raked stage (slanted toward the audience on an angle), multi-levels and platforms.

Mr. Bruce Yurko conducted the Pit Orchestra with a difficult musical score of unusual rhythm, requiring great endurance and stamina from the highly talented musicians. Audiences found the musical presentation to be "unbelievably exciting." Mr. Robert Nation, as director, moved the cast flawlessly through the saga of Don Quixote, as the student thespians met the challenge of playing characters who play characters. Miss Linda Denne choreographed the show with former vocal instructor, Mrs. Martha Fletcher developing the vocal strength.

Putting a show of this calibre together took the combined efforts of a dual cast of over 80 students, a stage crew of 150 and a pit orchestra of forty who offered endless hours, limitless dedication and talent - both from the students and their teacher/directors whose love and patience are the ultimate ingredient necessary to produce the show we will never forget!
Cast of Characters
Don Miguel de Cervantes: TIM BABCOCK
Sancho Panza: DAVID ZELNIK, DAVID WEINER
Aldonza: MIRIAM ZIBBELL, SUZANNE YOCUS
The Duke/Dr. Currasco/Knight of Mirrors: DEREK CANEY, REX CARTER
Innkeeper: ERIC TEVES, RICHARD SERATA
Housekeeper: MAILA TRACZYK, JEAN KALATA
Antonia: KERRYLEA ETTER, LISA KAIN
Barber: ERIC BABROFF, MATT PORTELLA
Padre: CHRIS ALBRECHT, JOE ZELNIK
Governor: BRAD HOLLOWNICKY
Captain of the Inquisition: DOUG HARRIS
Fermínina: MARLA DIAMOND, LORI ROLAND
The Horses: AMY DRIBEN, STEPHANIE ARASIM, MIMI ZLATKOWSKI, LINDA MAUTE
Pedro: MATT MARKOFF
Andre: ERIC ASCALON
Carlos: ALEXANDER FRANCO
Jose: JASON FIABANE
Tenorio: ERIC FAIR
Anselmo: DEREK BRASLOW
Juan: PRINCE LAL
Paco: DANIEL TRASTER
Pavlo: DAVE CLIFF
Julio: JASON ROSSMAN
National Scholastic Art Award Finalists

East placed 17 winners in the Tri-State Regional Exhibition of the 60th Annual Scholastic Art Awards Competition. The art awards program took place in Philadelphia in January 1987 at the Philadelphia College of Art.

Following the exhibition of regional winners at the College, the pieces move on to New York City for national judging. Honors are awarded in 15 fine art classifications which range in all media; two and three dimensional design, drawing, painting, printmaking and photography.

Starting in mid-March and continuing through July, a team of distinguished artists and art educators jury the finalist pieces following recommendations by the National Advisory Committee of art educators. This process of elimination will continue until on the national level, the top student achievement in the creative arts is selected.

National honors will include tuition scholarships granted by art schools and colleges, gold medals, certificates and special recognition awards by national co-sponsors. The final pieces will be exhibited at the National High School Exhibition of the IBM Gallery of Science and Art in New York City.

There is, in addition, a separate exhibition for the national photography winners which is under the auspices of the Scholastic committee and Kodak photography awards. Senior Christine Dolan is the first East student to place as a finalist in the Kodak judging with her entry, winning the Best of Show Award, the Kodak Medallion of Excellence. The photography judging will not be completed until September of 1987, which unfortunately will be too late to announce the time, place and winner for this edition of Eidolon.
FOCUS ON SPORTS
Robert Adelizzi, the present part time trainer at Cherry Hill East has been aiding our athletes for more than ten years. He has been a certified athletic trainer in the state of New Jersey since 1974. One of the first high school trainers to work in this state, he studied at Penn State and took his graduate work at Temple University. Mr. Adelizzi earned a dual M.Ed. in Physical Education/Health and Biology.

As a result of East hiring a full time trainer, Mr. Adelizzi is no longer burdened with the additional tasks of this position. However, he still carries out the duties of rehabilitation and teaching Physical Education for students who are handicapped, traumatized or suffering from sports related injuries.

In addition to this responsibility, he also teaches a semester course, Analysis of Athletic Injury. This course has been offered since 1976 and Mr. Adelizzi was the first in the state of New Jersey to teach this subject matter. There are two classes every semester with an average of thirty students. Mr. Adelizzi is also the adviser of the newly formed Sports Medicine club, founded by Ira LaVoe and Sonny Goel for those students interested in sports medicine related careers.

According to Mr. Adelizzi, "my job takes up many hours, but it is enjoyable and very rewarding."

Tony Decker, the present trainer is the first full time trainer in the school's history. Mr. Decker did his undergraduate work in sports medicine at East Stroudsburg College and completed his graduate work at the University of Virginia. While attending both schools, he worked as a student sports trainer. He now devotes time to those students interested in athletic training and teaches them as an integral part of his daily program.

Why did Cherry Hill East take on a full time trainer after eighteen years without one? When Mr. Cost was asked this question, he stated, "There was a need for more than just after school services." The school converted the once bleak weight room into a complete, sophisticated rehabilitation/prevention center. So far, it has been well-received, for the need was there.

Presently, in addition to a full time trainer, there are eight student trainers who help Mr. Decker and in re-
Highland
No Match
For The Cougars

East Under The Lights

The essence of getting rough, hitting hard, scrambling for the elusive pigskin and a pile of bodies is enough to excite players and fans alike when it comes to the sport of football. However, when this action takes place under the lights, a magic spell seems electrifying and all encompassing. As the glaring lights burst through the night sky, each play seems to send shock waves through the stands.

The added dimension of football under the lights seems to motivate and drive the players to the peak of their ability. They surge forward with a new energy and an enthusiasm that keeps the fans on their feet. Screams of delight come from the fans as each play is executed on the field.

A hard-hitting line, that long pass, the run for extra yardage and the touchdown take on new meaning as the glaring lights illuminate the field. With every first down, the stands echo thunderously.

Adding to the thrill of having our East team in total control, the Marching Band in all its splendor with twirlers and flags and rifles all create a special excitement that captures a moment forever.

This is what was experienced by the East players and fans alike for a few games this past season. It even seems to bring out the fans in record numbers for everyone seems to enjoy the thrill that only a night football game can bring.

Even a cold hot dog and a flat soda seem to taste so much better under the lights. But the best taste of all is the victory that we of East tasted on this wonderful Fall night when the stars were not only in the sky but on the gridiron as well.

At present, we shall have to enjoy this magic on away fields, but day or night, the Cherry Hill East Cougars are some winning team!
Cougar Roster

Tom Balderston
Rich Bell
Rich DiVerniero
Todd Flemming
Cliff Foley
Jim Fox
Andy Freedman
Mark Holden
Derek Lenahan
Mike Medinger
Dennis Miller
Chris Moore
Brent Owens
John Owens
Dave Pischke
Erik Radbill
Brian Reinert
Brooke Schmoll
Brett Sherman
Glenn Stallop
Jeremy Trinidad
Ed Welch
Dave Zmijewski
Greg Casamento
Matt Dautle
Gavin Eccleston
Bob Ellis
Bill Fisher
Brian Foster
Mike Goehringer
Derek Gold
Steve Goldstein
John Gramigilia
Jordan Hall
Gus Kokolis
Steve Malloy
Howard Marcon
Brad McIntyre
Rob Price
Dennis Quinn
Len Terranova
Jim Tucker
Robert Velde
Frank Walker
Mike Walker
Rich Zazzu

Coaches:
Bo Wood
Herb Fisher
John Griffenberg
David Grubb
Richard Oliver
Keith Britten
James Pieler
Girls Clinch Conference!

Lisa Fox
Susie Heisler
Nancy Piotrowski
Heather McDevitt
make 1st team in Group IV and 1st team All Conference - Olympic American Division!

Susie Heisler makes All South Jersey!

This year, East Field Hockey clinched 1st place in the Olympic Conference American Division. They then went on to the Semi-Finals in the State Tournament-South Jersey Division.
Boys Vault To State Finals

This year's boys' gymnastics team has produced outstanding results. Many of the team's members broke individual as well as school records. Brian Cullemacine, a senior, reached the State Finals performing exceptionally on the high bars. Sophomore, Scott Drucker, set a personal best by breaking the school record on the parallel bars. Furthermore, Alexander Franco reached the individual state final and performed outstandingly well. Richard Hyland also qualified for the individual state finals as well. Sophomore, Evan Richman, who was injured for most of the year, earned a position for himself on the Junior National Gymnastics team. Overall, the boys' gymnastics team, led by captains Kenneth Serviss, Spencer Turer and Michael Czuzak, ended with a superb season.
GIRLS' GYMNASTICS

Becky Astmann
Sharon Barna
Erica Caliri
Claire Cardelia
Stephanie Chorney
Brandi Cohen
Krista DiGiallorenzo
Lisa Franks
Andrea Griese
Lynn Harrelson
Stephanie Harrison
Christine Kanzler
Jennifer Kaufman
Julie Klevanoff
Ellen Klein
Beth Mandel
Jennifer Mintzer
Tami Sidweber
Valerie Sills
Holli Sullivan
Michelle Wien
Robin Winitisky
Carolyn Corbi
Our Girls Go To The State Finals!

GIRLS' VARSITY
Marlene Albaugh
Eileen Albaugh
Tanya Arres
Kathy Blumberg
Jackie Block
Kathy Brown
Michelle Errezuriz
Alonna Kramer
Archana Panda
Samantha Ridge
Dana Rovinsky
Lauren Shipley
Kay Sickles
Michelle Silverstein
Laura Sweeney
Sima Vasa
Lori Winkler
Coach:
David Cole
John Heisler

JUNIOR VARSITY
Christy Allen
Kim Boulmetis
Amy Claffie
Lisa Davol
Kelly Durkin
Andrea Felixon
Caren Garfield
Anith Kapoor
Kara Kramer
Stacy Levenson
Angela Lin
Wendy Nardi
Nicole Palmieri
Anne Peronne
Rena Platt
Dina Ruttenberg
Allison Seligman
Kathy Serra
Merideth Siegel
Leslie Wynne
Boys Dominate Court

Last Spring, under the expert tutelage of coaches Ralph Ipri and David Cole, the East Boys Tennis Team dazzled the opposition and clinched The Olympic American Tennis Conference.

Special recognition was given to Andrew Jaffe and Marc Weintraub for making All South Jersey! To add to the accolades, the entire starting Varsity team made the Group IV First Team. The starting Varsity included Mark Levenberg, Frank Scarlett, Marc Weintraub, Andrew Jaffe, John Shipley and Jon Langer.

To keep in shape and on top of the situation, the team holds intramural matches every month when they are not playing in Conference matches.
LACROSSE

Coaches:
SUZANNE SCHOOLEY
SANDY BODINE
CROERLEAEDERS

VOCAL POWERHOUSE TO VICTORY!

FOOTBALL CHEERLEADERS

Seniors
Sue Barra
Julie Berger
Stephanie Block
Jennifer Dando
Jen DeBenedictis
Cyndi Freeman
Kelly Johnson
Danielle Lavalla*
Debbie O'Neil*
Sherri Rothman
Sue Sample*
Dianna Suleta*
Krista Zirpoli
*Captain

Juniors
Karen Berman
Nicole Cavallaro
Angie Lee
Shellie Lumpe
Sue O'Neil
Elisa Pollack

Sophomores
Sue Nicolazzo
Melissa Solomon

Coach
Charles J. Musumeci
Coach Heisman Reaches 200th Win!

This year marked a certain milestone for the soccer program at East. Towards the end of the season, coach, Ed Heisman, captured his 200th win at the helm of the Varsity soccer team. Although the boys finished a close second to Cherry Hill West in the Olympic Conference, they still compiled a very impressive record this year. Most of the team will without question be back next year. On that note, we can all look anxiously forward to an impressive season next fall. Good luck to all!

Mike Branch
David Gruber, Captain
Jay Young
Scott Freedman
Emir Rubio
Dan Palazzo
Mark Pelosi, Captain
Mike Joseph
Todd Kinney, Captain
Dave Wooley
Andy Sever
Greg Roth
Tim Mertsock
Steve Parsons
Eric Thomas
Bob Allen
Evan Rekant
Jerry Jerome
Dan Berney
Jim Murphy
Cris Errazuriz
Fabian Battolozzi
Bill Curley
Coach: Edward Heisman
East Girls Kick Their Way To State Semi-Finals!

Coach Lee Troutman makes "Coach of the Year" as girls win Coaches' Tournament

GIRLS' SOCCER

Ina Li
Kristi West
Kathy Kunkel
Mary Anne Dobbs
Christine Sanial
Erin Halpin
Kristy Tyndall
Marge Krzeminski
Katy Fox
Lucinda Hyde
Debbie Cohen
Andrea Rubio
Cheryl Horvaysky
Karen Haines
Jenny Hoch
Julia Parsons
Jenny Ford
Barbara Buehler
Marci Sechtiin
Ashlen Cherry
Wendy Young
Kirsten Cherry
Katie Sheerin
Andrea Jackson
Margaret Elison

Coaches: Lee Troutman and Rick Santrone

Wendy Young makes All American!

Wendy Young
Andrea Rubio
Marg Krzeminski
make All South Jersey!

East Girls' Soccer given Team Sportsmanship Award of the Year!
HOME COMING CLASSIC

The Cougars Vs. The Lions

November 27, 1986. Thanksgiving Day. A cold clear day after a day of rain. It is the day to sit in the damp cold on wood-splintered benches and be a part of the most exciting sporting event of the year. It is the Cherry Hill Turkey Bowl. It is the day when the two "sister" schools fight it all out on the gridiron.

The stands are a sea of expectant faces. Red and white and purple and white colors are dazzling. On this day, we are not Cherry Hill, we are East and West. The classic brings out not only football enthusiasts, but also the former classmates, teachers and friends. The moods are exhilarating. This is their day!

East wins the toss and to the delight of their fans, elects to receive. The noisy, excited crowd is on their feet as West kicks a beauty. The ball tumbles through the air with the approval of the spectators and is caught by the Cougars on their own ten yard line.

As the Cougars make their way up the field, it is obvious to the team as well as the fans that the muddy field is going to be a major factor in the outcome of the game. Running would not be a pleasant chore for the halfbacks. With these field conditions, successful passing would be the key to victory. With this realization in mind, the Cougars took to the air. Senior quarterback Cliff Foley threw remarkable pass after pass to be caught and moved by wide receiver Eric Radhill. (Foley would complete before the end of the game, 10 of 22 for 120 yard gain in spite of a slippery ball and unsure footing.) Despite the Foley-Radhill passing efforts, the Cougars were unable to get the ball into the end zone for the coveted touchdown. They had to settle for a field goal by senior Mike Medinger which gave East a 3 - 0 edge. Senior Brett Sherman capped a 60 yard drive in 10 plays and drove home that elusive touchdown. Medinger added the conversion point and the East Cougars had a comfortable 10 - 0 cushion with almost 10 minutes left in the first half.

The East defense also had their day. They had four takeaways in the form of one fumble recovery and three interceptions by seniors Rich Di Veniero, Dave Pisckie and Dave Zmijewski. The Cougars defense held the West Lion's offense to a total of only 118 yards.

The second half also belonged to the Cougars. As running back Brian Reinert sloshed 72 yards down the field, splashing into the end zone with a mud-caked ball held high, the stands roared with the thrill of victory. Medinger spiked through the uprights with the final point and the game belonged to the Cougars 17 - 0.

Cherry Hill High School East would end their season with a 7 and 2 record and their 16th win out of 18 Thanksgiving Day games. This win over Cherry Hill West also gave the Cougars third place in the Suburban Cup standings.

Despite the enthusiasm this classic generates, this may possibly be the last game played on Thanksgiving Day. The state has passed a ruling that would make the football season start a week earlier ending on the Saturday before Thanksgiving in 1987. There is a remote possibility that this ruling may take two years to enforce and if that is the case, we will have this exciting appetizer to our turkey day dinner, a little longer.

Hopefully, the powers that be will realize that this is the official "Homecoming" for hundreds of Cherry Hill alumni and that there is much more to lose here besides a football game.
John Sloan
Scott Harper
Chung Won Wang
Todd Harper
Matthew McAleer
Brian Sloan
Gary Goldblatt
Michael McAleer
Jeff Coolahan
Jason Mayfield
Greg Casamento
Robert Velde
Chris Witting
Neal Gerstein
Mark Earl

Coach: Frank Newman
BOYS' VARSITY
Ernie Borrelli
Jim Bulicki
Scott Ford
Dave Gawron
Robert Johnson
Larry Lane

GIRLS' VARSITY
Amy Dutt
Sheila Gujrathi
Kim Jones
Nidhi Kapoor
Casey Peters
Coaches:
Donald Witzig
Dick Oliver

* indicates team captains
Coach: Donald Witzig
BOYS SWIM TEAM
Steve Alberti
John Arcaroli
Tom Arcaroli
Kevin Bittle
Scott Brawley
Dan Broft
Mort Brown
Angelo Cardone
Joe Carnell
Chris Cowan
Mike Dault
Matt Dault
Rich DeMichele
Greg DeMichele
Jay Dillenschneider
Joe Doyle
Brian DuBois
Eric Estes
Jonathan Ford
Bill Futin

GIRLS SWIM TEAM
Wendi Armstrong
Jennifer Autry
Jayne Autry
Kristy Duras
Jennifer Buonocore
Donna Bruno
Dina Davis
Audrey Faby
Kristin Kisselbach
Michelle Kauffman
Deidre Lynch
Moira Lynch

Sue Marion
Carolyn Martins
Gretchen Martins
Katie Mead
Gail Mullen
Kathy Patrick
Sue Rueppel
Stephanie Schwab
Jennifer Torrisi
Kym Zeller
Coach: Bill Sheppard
VARSITY TEAM
Mark Pelouze  Dave Stewart
Dave Pischke  Steve Goldstein
Dan Karback  Glenn Foley
Ed Cobbs  Floyd Lewis
Daryl Mapp  Sean Sarkees
Eric Ward  Adam Shorr
Dave Gruber

JR. VARSITY TEAM
Matt Geis  Carl Freidricks
Tim Kutz  Mike McLaughlin
Joe Marcelli  Scott Podolsky
Glenn Surowiec  Paul Surowiec
Sam Sussman

Coaches:
John J. Valore, Head Coach
Joseph Campolieto, Assistant
Ed Canzanelle, JV Coach
East Court Action

GIRLS' BASKETBALL

Kelli Baselice
Cheryl Horodysky
Wendy Young
Ashlen Cherry
Jenny Hoch
Jenny Rhoad
Joanne Jennings
Venita Forchion
Margaret Easterday
Heather McDevitt
Gina Scarduzio

Coaches:
Daniel Fleming
Robert Boyle
Fred Belchikoff
BASKETBALL CHEERLEADERS

COUGAR SPIRIT SOARS!

Karen Beck
Lorri Blank, captain
Jill Brandolf
Michelle Cutler
Wendy Gall
Abby Hershkowitz
Selena Hilbert
Sondra Masino
Mindy Meyers

Kim Okie
Carol Pak, captain
Valerie Sills, captain
Toby Seltzer
Naomi Spirn
Madeline Stoniolo
Denise Wasielewski
Toni Westerfield, captain
Ashley Wood

Coach: Charles J. Musumeci
Coaches:
Dick Oliver
Frank McAleer
Track

Coaches:
LOUIS FRANK
VINCE GRIMALDI
DAVID GRUBB
PAULA AHIUSO
102 North Valleybrook Road
"Power to You!"
Best Memory: Best times with K.B., G.P., R.S., J.D., D.H., and my best friend A.M. Also thanks to J.L. and M.H. for the biggest laugh of my senior year.
Activities: Concert Band 1,2,3,4; Marching Band 1; JV Basketball mgr. 3; Spanish Club 3; Choir and Band 4.

DAVID C. ABOUCHAR
1213 Fullwood Road
"We have all put the quarter in, now we are playing the game of Life. Make the best of it, hope you win for remember there is no replay."
Best Memory: The non-stop laughter provided by M.H. throughout 4 years. Hanging out weekends with M.M., C.M. and the rest of the gang.

JENNIFER ACKOVITZ
CAROL ANN ADAMCIK
7 Buxton Road
"Don't walk in front of me, I may not follow; don't walk behind me, I may not lead; just walk beside me and be my friend."
Activities: Concert Band 1; Rugby Manager 2,3,4; Band Manager 2.

STEPHEN ADAMS
TRACIE ROCHELLE ADAMS
4 Henfield Terrace
"From sunup to sundown try to see each person as a brother or sister. Look for ways in which we are similar, not different."
Activities: Softball 1; Afro-American Club 1,2,3; Vice-President of Afro-American Club 4; Girls Track Manager 2.

EILEEN MARY ALBAUGH
103 Philmar Avenue
Activities: Varsity tennis 1,2,3; Varsity Tennis team captain 4; Softball 1,2,3,4.

KENNETH ALBAUGH
MARLENE ANN ALBAUGH
103 Philmar Avenue
Best Memory: The Zoo Junior year. Lunch with Beth.
Activities: Varsity tennis 1,2,3,4; Softball 1; Varsity Softball 2,3,4.

SCOTT MATTHEW ALBERT
1101 Heartwood Drive
"Long live Esmo! Too much of a good thing is wonderful; make the best with what you have."
Activities: Concert Band 1; Spanish Club 1; Symphonic Band 2,3; Marching Band 2,3,4; Wind Ensemble 4, Holiday Ensemble 4; Pit Orchestra 4; World Affairs Club 4; Model UN 4.

CHRISTOPHER WEBER ALBRECHT
214 North Woodstock Drive
"Friends are never more than a thought away."
Best Memory: American Music Abroad - Europe 1985, Music trip to Florida.
Activities: Concert Choir 1; Chamber Singers 2,3,4; Madrigals 2,3; Madrigal officer 4; Spring Musical 3,4; All-South Jersey 3,4; PAVAS 4; All-State 4.

BETH ALLEN
1761 Longfellow Drive
Best Memory: All the good times with N.R., S.R., & C.A. Lunch in the library(?) and Kentucky '85.
Activities: Raquet ball 2.

WILLIAM ALLEN
JASON DANIEL ALTMAN
16 Lavenham Court
"The day after tomorrow is the third day of the rest of your life."
Best Memory: Reading "Bloom County" in Bio. dissections with Doug. Brainstorming in English. the room in Florida, 7th period with Dan, Aaron & Gilad.
Activities: All-South Jersey Wind Ensemble 1,2,3,4; All-State Symphonic Band 1,2; Marching Band 1,2,3,4; Symphonic Band 1,2; Wind Symphony of So. N.J. 2,3,4; Pit Orches.
trta 3,4; Wind Quintet 3,4; American Music Abroad 4; Orchestra 4; Holiday Ensemble 4; BBYO 1,2,3,4.

LYNN ANDERSON
12 Tracey Terrace
"Live for today, forget about tomorrow."
Best Memory: The night of May 20, 1986 - Mike and all the Squiggles.

PAMELA JANE ANDREWS
1094 Smylll Run
"A day will come when everyone will have their due respect, hate will no longer be a twisted form of love."

NORMAN ANGEMI
JAMES ANTHONY
"Don't confuse wealth with intelligence for seldom are they related". J.A.
"If you ever wonder why you ride the carousel, you do it for the stories you can tell" - J.B.

STEPHANIE ARASIM
496 Viking Lane
"And we will always carry on, something is lost but something is found, and we will keep on speaking the name, some things change, some things remain the same."
Best Memory: Not being a new girl, wet leaves, Vitamin E secrets, going to Spain's, power tools, Great Adventure, parties w/Cornell, Mrs. Forchino's class.
Activities: "Barnum" 1; Student Congress representative 2,3; SADD 2,3; SADD Chairperson 4; Spring Track 2,3,4; Eastside 2,3,4; JV Football Cheerleader 3; Winter Track 3; Advanced Acting Show 3,4; "Funny Girl" 3,4; "Dracula" 4,5; "Man of La Mancha" 4.

DOMINIC ARCAROLI
403 Cranford Road
Best Memory: To Dave, Dennis and Stacey - "This Bud's For You!" Also Spanish class freshman year, an insane class.
Activities: Swimming 1,2; Diving 3,4,5.

SUSHEILA ATHREYA
21 Lakeview Court
"They're eyeballs, okay? Don't ask!"
Best Memory: Marakash, Cooper River Park, New Year's Eve, Junior Prom.
Activities: French Club 1; French Club secretory 2; World Affairs Club 1,2,3; Demorgorun 1; Model UN 1; Model UN Sec.-general 2,3,4; Cable TV anchor 1, Cable TV & Broadcast Team 2,3,4; Yearbook section editor 3; Eastside 4.

PAUL ATLAS
302 Hille Drive
"It was long ago, it was far away, it was so much better than it is today."
Best Memory: Prom & W.W. with C.A.; McDon-
ald's with D.D., C.F. & C.B.; Brigitone with MF, MM, BB, DD, DS, CC & PM.
Activities: Football 1; Lacrosse 1,2,3,4; FOP Christmas Party 3; CIE 4.

AARON AUERBACH
12 Wicklow Court
"Play for keeps, try to never lose, make it fast, but live it as you choose."
Best Memory: RUN D.A.J. - 70 cuts, Philly women, KB, CJA and the rest of the Indians.
Activities: German Club 1,2,3; Concert Band 1,2; World Affairs Club 2,3; Symphonic Band 3; Wind Ensemble 4.

NICOLE AVEIDISSIAN
1 Dunbarton Road
Activities: Marching Band 1,2; Wind Ensemble 1,2,3,4; Pit Orchestra 2,3,4; Chamber Winds 3,4; Orchestra 3,4; Baseball manager 2; PAVAS 4; Com-Laude 4.

TIMOTHY PAUL BABCOCK
328 Borton Mill Road
"You can't go back."
Best Memory: Watching N.J. while no one else did - Showscases with J.Z.
Activities: Drama 1,2,3,4; Chamber Singers 1,2,3,4; Concert Band 1; One-Act 1,2,3,4; Model UN 1,2,4; Thespian Society 2, Officer(1), (President)(4); Advanced acting 3,4; Wind Ensemble 4.

CRAIG BABROFF
10 Peppermint Road
Best Memory: New Year's Eve, Rocking Chair with EW(Heaver), Whiteface with ER, Warwagon with JA, BA and MF.
Activities: Tennis 1; Spanish Club 1,2; JV Basketball 2; Latin Club 3; FOP Christmas Party 3; CIE 4.

JEAN BAJDLI
RANDI LEE BAER
105 Kingsdale Avenue
"A ship in the harbor is safe, but that's what ships are built for."
Best Memory: the 6th period Calt class that never seems to reach 11:00, good times with EH, DB, SS, NA, KL & GD. Summer of '86!
Activities: Lacrosse 1; Cougarettes 1; French Club 2; Student Congress Rep. 2; Marching Band 2,3; SADD 3,4; Color Guard 4; Chansons 4.

KENNETH S. BAIRD
1003 Kreson Road
"Look for the girl with the sun in her eyes and she's gone."
Activities: Soccer 1,2; Latin Club 1.

LORETTA BAIRD
JULIA AMY BAKER
203 Kettering Court, Marlton
"You only have one shot at Life - do it right and live it up."
Best Memory: Every moment with BR - my "pen
tylover", Having our wave length on the same frequency, meeting the Villanova guys, spending one more night in Florida, the whipped cream fight with BR, JC & TF.
Activities: Student Govt. 1; Lacrosse 1; Cheerleading 1; Yearbook staff 1,2; Spring Show 1; SADD 2,3,4; FOP 2,3,4; Newspaper 2,3, Eastside columns
THOMAS CRAMER BALDERSTONE
104 Fieldstone Road
"No better time than the last minute."
Best Memory: time with Pat and Chris after the lasso (laughing)
Activities: Acting class President 1; One-acts 1, 2, 3, 4; Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Variety show 1, 2, 4; Class President 2; Boys State 3; Chamber Singers 5, 4; Student Congress Rep. 4; Lip Sync 4.

JAMES MARTIN BALDWIN
900 Chancellors Drive
Best Memory: Florida Road Trip with JL, MH, Weekends with BK, SH, JW, CF, DP, Junior year with NF and Summer '86 with LW.

JAY BAR
4 Pawtucket Drive
"Life is like a jigsaw puzzle - when you think you finally got it, there's a piece missing."
Best Memory: The good old basketball days and the night of total domination and destruction. Rada, Dr. A., The Sheik and Tower of Power.
Activities: D&D 1, Winter track 2,3, Spring Track 2,3, Physics League 5, Cum Laude 4, Athletic, In- jury Club (Treasure) 4, Intramural basketball 4.

AMY BARAG
221 Sandingham Road
"There are bad people, there are good people and some get stuck in the middle."
Best Memory: Freshman Hawaiian dance withKF, CB and the trip to Florida with JC (Z).
Activities: Spanish Club 1, JV wrestling team manager 2, Demogorgon 3, 4, DECA 3, Easteaide 4.

CORI BARANKIN
SUSAN M. BARRA
38 Strathmore Drive
"The best part of breaking up is when you are making up."
Best Memory: M.M., L.B.I.; the summer of '86; Jr. PP w/the "S.B."
Activities: Gymnastics 1, Cheerleading 2, 3, 4; Track 2; Student gov't 2; Orchestra 3; Powder Puff football 3, 4; FOP 3; Prom Chairman 4.

KENNETH LEE BARROWAY
110 Mews Lane
"Like yourself and then others will like you."
Best Memory: Gun Show "You Be Illin" with Glenn and Rick on Lip Sync night.
Activities: Latin Club 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (V.P.) 2, 4 (President 3); Varsity Golf team 1, 2, 3, 4; Bowling Intramurals 2, 3, 4, 5.

KELLI ANN BASELICE
104 Ashbrook Drive
"Live each day to the fullest."
Best Memory: Poncio's with Deasy, summer of '86 in Wildwood with JF.
Activities: Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4, (JV) 2, 3, 4 (Varsity) 4.

TRACY BATT
1745 Country Club Drive
"Someone said don't cry because of absence, re- member the memories and let them warm you."
Best Memory: DB, HG, MY, HR, JD, EB, LD, NM, LB, NR. Play the Trustees. My BHCM, Ski- ing at Killington ??? JW Concert and Strawberry jellies.
Activities: Football manager 1, 2; FOP 1.

ED BAUZENBERGER
1930 Delicious Way
"If you love something set it free; if it doesn't come back, hunt it down and kill it."
Best Memory: Weekends at Drexel Frats, 4 x 4's and 8 pointer.
Activities: Spanish Club 1; Soccer 2, 3.

GARY L. BEAN
1212 CrowWell Road
"Dave, how close was I?"
Best Memory: Epcot, Fribrese, anyone - 10-35, su-

plendid.
Activities: Wrestling 1, 2; Marching Band 1, 2, 3, 4; Concert Band 1, Spanish Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Symphonic Band 2, Lab Band 2; Wind Ensemble 3, 4; Jazz Ensemble 3, 4; Holiday Ensemble 4, Sax quartet 4; Student Congress 4; Cum Laude 3, 4; Yearbook section editor 4.

CLAUDINE M. BÉCHARD
106 Highgate Lane
"You can never have too much fun."
Best Memory: Memories "roomies" JB, JC, & SB.
Activities: Laughing weekends with BB, MB & KB; Flating with JC, SB & JB; Skiing with RD & LH.
Activities: Winter track 2, 3; Spring Track 2, 3.

ROSEMARIE NICOLE BECKMAN
1524 Chalet Drive
Best Memory: "cheerleader" 2, 3, Girls Basketball team manager 1, 2; DECA 2; Guidance Aide 4.

SHIREN BEIDAS
1823 Russet Drive
"Que sera, sera - whatever will be will be."
Best Memory: Summer of '86 in Switzerland.
Activities: German Club 3; World Affairs Club 3.
Stage Crew 4; Yearbook staff 4.

SARA J. BETZ
6 Tendring Road
"Thank you everyone for making for these 4 years I'll never forget!"
Best Memory: Cruse Concert w/SS, 16th B-card, Shore Aug. '84 w/ DB, KM & SH, meeting Tommy Keef, Galaxy, Taco Bell, G.A. w/ HR & HB.

RICHARD C. BELLI, JR.
2 Elbow Lane
"Ten miles behind me and ten thousand more to go."
Best Memory: Playing football, Killington with C.M., meeting Paul Newman.
Activities: Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Wrestling 1; Track 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8; Powder Puff 3, 4; Prom Chairman 4.

KELLIE ANN BENNETT
9 Cobblestone Road
Best Memory: Virginia Beach, ice skating with JG and my senior year.
Activities: Marching Band 1; Concert Band 1; Soft- ball 1; Spanish Club 4.

DEBORAH BETH BERAN
Kelli - Poncio's, Mr. Wonderful, McD's.
Activities: Spanish Club 1, 2; Colorguard 1, 2, 3, 4; DECA 4.

JULIE BERGER
15 Karen Drive
"Aim at the moon and you may not reach it, but your arrow will fly higher than if aimed at an object on a level with yourself."
Best Memory: Four years of homework with SB, CB, JG & AB, Molecular Biology, Florida class trip roomies JC, CB & SB.
Activities: Gymnastics 1; Cheerleading (JV football) 3; Cheerleading (Varsity Football) 4; Spanish Club 3.

SARA BERINSON
1910 Birchwood Drive
Best Memory: H.R. - How is P.A.T., Janna - who's driving?, 6th period gym social group.

CHERYL LYNN BERKES
6 Briar Road
"When it rains, it pours; but when the sun comes out, a rainbow appears."
Best Memory: Anticipation of graduation.
Activities: Mime Company 1, 2, 3, 4; DECA 3, 4; Junior Achievement 1, 2; Latin Honor Society 3.

ELISA PEARL BERKOWITZ
618 Society Hill
"Always follow your dreams, you never know where they may lead."
Best Memory: "The Clan", 6-20-86 (sic), summer of '86 and "the tomato" for getting us there. Best of times with Lisa D., T.B.I. - Hi Lea!
Activities: Chairperson SADD 3; FOP 3.

JOSEPH BERLINGIS
MARLA BERN
1820 Morris Drive
"Once in awhile you get shown the light in the strangest of places if you look at it right."
Best Memory: Electric Music Club 3; Photography Club 4.

WENDY BERN
1283 Kent Road
"Love to my Dad and Leslie."
Best Memory: Weekends with the girls at Lake Plastered ski Club, Hot summer nights with CF and POKE, you owe me a Coke!
Activities: Football mg. 1, 2, 3, 4; Varsity Swim team, Student Congress 1; DECA 3, 4; SADD 3; Powder Puff 3, 4.

ILA BHATNAGAR
HEATHER BIGGS
1908 Birchwood Drive
"And if the band you're in starts playing different tunes, I'll see you on the dark side of the moon."
Best Memory: Best Times with HR - we just GOTTA GO! SS, JH, Mark the Shark & KH.
Activities: Gymnastics 1, 2; Creative writing club 3.

LISA BILLINGS
RONALD BLACK
19 Burton Road
"We are each the authors of our own lives. We live in what we have created. There is no way to shift the blame and no one else to accept the accolades."
Best Memory: Best times with Sal, JB, DF, JD, SR & JC.
Activities: Class secretary 2, 3; JV Cheerleading 2, (captain) 3; FOP 3, 4; Class newspaper 3, Varsity cheerleading 4; Secretary/treasurer of Student Congress 4.

JENNIFER M. BLOOM
STEPHANIE BETH BLOCK
8 Lavenham Court
"Nothing great was ever achieved without enthusiasm."
Best Memory: Friends, especially DF and family, Lel, Mellon, Wex, gang (Emma & Fordo), LC, LB and War.
Activities: Cross country 1, 2; Spring track 1, 2; Winter track 1; French Club 1, 2, 3; Student Congress rep. 2, 3; Blood Drive Chairman 3; 4, 5; FOP/Rotary Christmas party 3; Secretary/treasurer of Class 3; Blood Drive coordinator 4.

DEBRA LYN BLUTH
1881 West Point Drive
"It's fact - plain and simple. You see what you want to see."
Best Memory: CENY Beach, KW, JD, Summer of '86, JM '86-7, JS.
Activities: Courageetts 1, 2; Cheerleading 2, 3, 5; FOP Christmas Party 3; Junior Miss 4.
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IOWA BOGACKI
94D Waterton Apartments
“Your can’t do anything about the length of your life, but you can do something about its width and depth.”
Best Memory: The “Baggathon” Class, the summer of ’86.

SEAN MICHAEL BOGDA
590 Carwood Drive
“You only live once, take it easy, don’t take anything too seriously and most of all - laugh a little.”
Best Memory: California with Flesh, The Night of the Mohawk, 1st period study hall.
Activities: Winter track 1,2; Spring Track 1,2; vice-President of Class 3; Blood Drive chairperson. 4.

ELLEN BOTT
DONDI BOZZO
1608 Burnt Mill Road
“We have only one life to live so let’s share our time in giving.”
Best Memory: Friends that are special - DG, TS, DD, LS & CA.

MARK BREAD
JILL R. BRANDOLPH
1684 Blue Jay Lane
“Goodbye is not forever.”
Best Memory: Student body at 85: DG, DC & DR; Summer of ’86: SM, DG & KT at DW’s house. Twelve years of the greatest friends: JD, CK, SK, KT, ME, AM, SL & JS.
Activities: French Club 1,2,3; JV Cheerleading 2; Spring Track 2,3,4; JV Cheerleading captain 3; Student Congress 3; Powder Puff 3; Carnations 3; Candy Cane sales 3; FOP/Rotary party 4; Blood Drive 4.

JOANNE MICHELLE BRAUNSTEIN
313 Mimosa Place
“Life is short so make the best of it.”
Best Memory: Four great years with Barb in H.R., accounting, gym and Business Law. Great times with AM, AN, JL, SG, SK, RS, MB, JM, TF, TH & CA.
Activities: Choir 1; Junior Prom committee 3; Blood Drive chairman 4.

BARBARA A. BRAUT
30 Forest Hill Drive
“Dance until you drop and laugh until you cry.”
Best Memory: Jiggery weekends to C.B., P.B., K.B., JL, A.L, T.J., B.C., M.C. & S. Thanks for zooming - S.C.
Activities: German Club 1; Softball 1,2,3,4; Soccer 2; Blood Drive runner 4.

MICHELE BRENNAN
41 Kresson Road
Best Memory: Helping my mother and fun with my three good friends - Elaine, Holly and Brenda.

DAVID ROSS BRISKIN
1762 Morris Drive
“Is there life on Mars???”
Activities: Student Congress 1,2,3,4; Spanish Club 1,2; Soccer 1,2; Latin Club 3; Eastside Sports Editor 3; FOP chairman 4; Blood Drive Squad 4.

ADAM BRITCHOW
KAREN MARIA BROIKOS
1 Page Mill Road
“The fire may disappear, but the flames will live forever.”
Best Memory: The insane times with JD, TC, NM, and JD. English and Spanish with DD and Bob and sophomore chemistry 1st period.
Activities: Girls track 1,2,3,4; Color Guard 2,3,4; Model UN 2; Spanish Club 2; World Affairs Club 2; Winter track 4; Cum Laude 4.

KATHLEEN BROWN
MICHAEL D. BROWN
130 Sharrow Vale Road
“Should I try to be a straight ‘A’ student? If you are, then you think too much.”
Best Memory: Night of May 20, 1986 - Lynn, JJ, RA, RG, MM & BC.

STACY BROWN
312 Provincetown Road
“Live life to the fullest.”
Best Memory: “Kill the Easter Bunny!” Sharpee! MM, LW, SS, SF, CK, DG, LF, MB, JH and especially GG.
Activities: Field Hockey 1,2,3; Swimming 1,2,3,4; Lacrosse 1,2,3,4.

DEANNA BUSCHBORN
214 Mimosa Drive
“If you’ve got what it takes, it’s going to take all you’ve got.”
Best Memory: Driving with LF, “Q-Bert” and “PacMan”, New Year’s Eve and too much is really never enough.
Activities: Drama 1; DECA 4.

EDWARD BUCKLEY
103 Wentworth Drive
“To musicians, life is an offbeat; to mathematicians, life is a tangent.”
Best Memory: MG’s study hall with BJ, KB & DG.
Activities: Spanish Club 1,2,3 (Treasurer) 4; Orchestra 1,2,3 (principal 2nd) 4; Chemistry team 2; Spring Musical 3; Model UN 3 (chairperson) 4; Knowledge Bowl 4; World Affairs Club 3 (Publicity manager) 4.

BETH BURNETTE
RON BUSH
1118 Yardley Road
“Mister, I ain’t a boy, no, I’m a man and I believe in the Promise Land” - Bruce Springsteen
Best Memory: Meeting Gail; my senior friends, “I handled it.”
Activities: Spring Track 1,2,3,4.

MITHIRA BUSLER
“Zuh, zubu,” said the bumblebee.
Activities: Stage Band 1; Marching Band 1,2,3,4; World Affairs Club 1,2,3,4; Concert Band 1; Jazz Ensemble 2,3,4; Orchestra 2,3,4; All-south Jersey Symphonic Band 2,3,4; Chemistry League 2; Computer League 3; Mathematics League 3; Model UN 4; PAVAS 4; Cum Laude 3; Bronze Enamelle 3,4.

ATUL JANARDHAN BUTTE
102 Dalton Terrace
“Far better it is to dare mighty things than to rank with the poor timid spirits who know neither victory or defeat” - Theodore Roosevelt.
Best Memory: August 20, 1986 - Governor’s School.
Activities: Debate Team 3,4; Broadcast Team 4; Latin Club 3; Biology Science League 3; Biology Careers Club 3; Library Aid 3,4; Bio Lab Aid 3; Cum Laude Society 3,4; Cable 18 Club 4; Kennedy Scholars Program 4.

HANA BUTLER
701 Marlowe Road
“Be yourself, who else is better qualified?”
Best Memory: California, Adam’s, no yelling, Venice Beach, Las Vegas Hilton, Ocean City, Maryland - June ’86.
Activities: German Club 2; Freshman Girls Basketball team manager 4; SADD 4; Office Aid 4; “Dra-cu-la” and “Man From Mancha” ushers 4.

DEIDRE BYERLY
MARY BYRNE
7 Eggle Lane
Best Memory: Field Hockey, Lacrosse seasons, Memorial Day ‘86, Billy Joel 1 & II, Avalon, Stone Harbor, O.C. all the Scopi Bolloni’s & SH and LW.
Activities: Field Hockey 1,2,3,4; Swimming 1; Lacrosse 1,2,3,4; Student Congress 1,2; FOP 4.

OBE CALDAS
BRENDA JOYCE CAMMOK
3 Perot Avenue
“Shaky times on the horizon, shaky thoughts invade each person. Watch the red line creeping upwards, watch the sanity line weaken” - Siouxsie Sioux.
Best Memory: Seeing closest friends every day and being able to talk about anything with them.
Activities: Martial Arts Club 1,2; Electronic Music Club 2,3; Photography Club 2,3; Cosmetology 3,4.

DEREK JON CANEY
114 Gainsboro Road
“Have fun and enjoy life because if you don’t, someone else will.”
Best Memory: State Fair, hockey game, a snowedin weekend: all with that special girl.
Activities: Stage crew “Barnum” 1; Lead role “Miracle Worker” 2; Eastside 3,4; Lead role “Charley’s Aunt” 3; Stage Mgr. One Acts 3; Stage Crew “Fuzzy Gig” 3; PAVAS 4; Minie Company 4; 3M Club 4; “Dra-cula” and “Man of Mancha” 4; Thespian Society 4.

KEVIN CANUSO
JOELLE D. CAPLAN
409 Country Club Drive
To Amy: “There are three kinds of friends: those like food, with which you cannot live; like medicine which you need occasionally; and those like an illness, which you will never want.”
Best Memory: 3 mo. - 2 mo. - 1 mo. - TODAY!!!
Activities: Student Congress 1,2,3; Art Club 1,2,3; Swimming 1,2; Cheerleading 1; Prom Committee Chairman 3; DECA 4.

JOSEPH CARGEN
AMY BETH CARPENTER
1630 Prince Drive
“When the going gets tough, the tough go to sleep!”
Best Memory: All four years.
Activities: Drama 1,2,3,4; Concert Choir 1; Mine Company 1,2,3,4; French Club 1; FOP 2,3,4; Blood Drive 4.

REX CARTER
SHAWN CASAMETO

TODD CATALINI
1248 Sequoia Road
“Living well is the best revenge.”
Best Memory: Breaking the freshman track record in 400 meter Intermediate Hurdles.
Activities: Winter Track 1,2,3,4; Spring Track 1,2,3,4; Cross Country 3.

MICHAEL LEWIS Celani
314 Fort Monroe Road
“The more sand that escapes from the hourglass of life, the clearer we see through it.”
Best Memory: Senior year with JF, KBJ and SC.

DAVID CENSITS
120 Parttime Road
“Persistence and determination are omnipotent.”
Activities: Cross country 1,2,3; Track 1; Stage crew 1,2.

SHERYL ANNE CHADWICK
“Turn your head, don’t look back - just set sail for a new horizon.”
Best Memory: “Genesis” and lunch with Floyd.
Activities: Office aide 1,2,3,4; Volleyball Marathon 1; Nurse’s Aide 2; Spanish Club 3.
JENNIFER JEANNE CHANDLER  
12 Whitby Court  
Best Memory: Junior year w/Tom; Hillary’s; Chem study; Soph. year lunch; CE on Fridays; Fresh year; Senior Prom ’86  
Activities: French Club 2; Demogorgon 3; Photo Club 4; FOP 3.

CHEN FENG CHANG  
DAVID C. CHANG  
131 Saxby Terrace  
“Work hard, play hard!”  
Best Memory: Ms. Rocchio’s 4th period English III class, Mr. Kim’s Polar Bears  
Activities: Far East Society 1,2; Pres. (4); World Affairs Club 1,2,3,4; Biology Careers Club 1,2,3; String Ensemble 1,2; Science League 3; Racquetball club 3,4; Model UN 3,4; Concert Choir 3; Orchestra 4; Chamber Singers 4.

MARK CHASE  
2029 Dell Drive  
“Everybody needs somebody to love.”  
Best Memory: Exclusive parties with the guys, the “Big Chill”  
Best Memory: Mud fight during soccer practice.  
Activities: JV Soccer 1; Varsity Soccer 2,3,4 (captain) 4; Lacrosse 1,2; Varsity lacrosse 3,4; Freshman Basketball magr. 2; Varsity Basketball magr. 3; French Club 1.

DAVID RICHARD CHESNICK  
702 Heron Street  
“You only live once, but if you live right... once is enough.”  
Best Memory: Daquiris on the roof; Fantastic senior year: Amy, Dan, Skinny, Weez, Girk & Dom - the whole crew!  
Activities: “Barunu” 1; Latin Club 1,2; Gymnastics 2; Student Congress 3,4; Blood Drive 3,4; FOP 3,4; Variety Show 3,4; Sports Medicine Club 4.

TRACEY L. CHESTER  
317 Country Club Drive  
To my friends: “Will you please step on the same foot at the same time?”  
Best Memory: Mysterious escapes - Attilla in Toronto; Mrs. K. in the auditorium, diners, blinking signs, the D-Peter windshield escape.  
Activities: Marching Band 1,2,3,4; Concert Band 1; Spanish Club 1,2,3,4; Wind Ensemble 2,3,4; Bowling 2,3,3; Pit Orchestra 2,3,4; Spanish Exchange 2; Orchestra 4; Yearbook editor 4.

STEPHANIE EUJUNG CHO  
1005 Red Oak Drive  
“Ser amiga es estar siempre junto con elle en todo el tiempo y lugares.”  
Best Memory: Retreat to Castillo w/Youth group, unforgettable “Pochochin” in Bolivia.  
Activities: Korean Club 3,4.

SANDY MINAH CHO  
22 Country Walk  
“To those who refuse to take life as it is - because it wasn’t walvays - I don’t understand! I’m so confused.”  
Best Memory: “Being black mailed by Thumper in this life of lunches while caroling down the hall remembering wherever I go, there I am!”  
Activities: French Club 2; Photo Club 2; Far East Society 2; FOP 3; Track 3,4; All-South Jersey Chorus 3,4; Belles of East 4; All-State Chorus 4; PAVAS 4; Korean Club (vice-pres.).

STEPHANIE K. CHORNEY  
225 Gravel Bend Road  
“There’s so much I need to say, to so many

reasons why. You’re the only one who really knew me at all.” - Phil Collins  
Best Memory: Sharing good times with MW, EK, VS, KB, AC, CB, FL, & Patty.  
Activities: “Barunu” 1; Varsity gymnastics 1,2,3,4 (Captain) 4; Yearbook section editor, 4.

CHARLES CHOU  
JANET M. CHOW  
486 Browning Lane  
Best Memory: Makatronics with SC & LS; Bio parties with DP, JP & JP; QPS labs w/AM, SC & LS; gossiping with EH; talking over problems with PS.  
Activities: Field Hockey 1; Softball 1.2 (Varsity) 3,4; Far East Society 2; Latin Club 2; French Club 2; Science League 3,4; POF Christmas Party 3,4; SADD 3,4, Bio Careers Club 4; Yearbook staff 4.

JON CHUCAS  
HOLLY LYNN CINPELMAN  
“Hello”  
Best Memory: Engagement to Tony.  
Activities: Choir 1; Baseball 2; Cosmetology 3,4.

WILLIAM CIUFFO  
BABAFEMI O. CLAXTON  
637 Croyden Drive  
“One likes to believe in the freedom of music”  
Rush  
Best Memory: Playing guitar: “Why do anything else when you can play guitar?”  
Activities: Rock Band 1,2,3,4; Variety Show 3,4; Battle of the Bands 4.

EDWARD COBBES  
AMY SUZANNE COHEN  
4 Harrowgate Drive  
“The secret of life is enjoying the passage of time. It’s not how we age but how we age.”  
Best Memory: Margate ’86 w/RL, bсужarid to N.Y., New Year’s Eve ’87, and P.H. w/ MK.  
Activities: Class secretary 1; Student government 2,3,4; Track 1,2; FOP 1,2,3,4; Cotillion chairman 2; Prom chairman 3; Lake Plastered Ski Club 4; Powder Puff 3,4; Homecoming 1,3,4, Yearbook section editor 4.

DEBORAH COHEN  
1641 Cardinal Lake Drive  
“I can’t believe somebody as I pass along, if I can cheer somebody with a song, if I can show somebody that he is travelling wrong, then my living will not have been a vain.”  
Best Memory: CMs men, Olga’s, Dick and the ever-happy “3 on 3” gang, DRIVING! Cy the “schmacker”, little leg RF, MBS & LF, the kruds RW, AS, HB, KH & DC.  
Activities: Soccer 1,2,3,4; “Barunu” 1; Eastside (art editor) 2,3; Editor-in-chief Eastside 4; SADD artist 3,4; Cum Laude 3,4; Girls State Delegate 3; Boys Basketball mgr. 3; Band (3 on 3) 4; PAVAS 4; Junior Miss runner-up 4.

JANNA COHEN  
42 Lakeview Drive  
“Sing us a song tonight ‘Cause we’re all in the mood for a melody and you got us feeling alright!”  
Best Memory: Taking the whole feet up to Drexel for a frat never found? Who remembers? I do! SB, DK, BD, RD, LH, JC, KH.  
Activities: Basketball 1; Volleyball 2; Track 2,3; Newspaper 2; “Funny Girl” 3.

JULIAN MARC COHEN  
20 Pawtucket Road  
“Life is but a game - whoever has the most when he dies, wins!”  
Best Memory: Leaving Eastgate, Gravity, Marachino Cherries, Blow-Pops, Chem., “Cherry Cola”, “Cherry Cola”  
Activities: Tennis 1; Volleyball 1; Mock Trial Team 2,3,4; Bio Careers Club 3,4; Cable TV 3,4; Model UN 3,4; Eastside editor 3,4; Broadcast Team 3.

MARC STEVEN COHEN  
133 Uxbridge  
“You’ve got something and love it!”  
Best Memory: Moving from Forest Hill H.S. to Cherry Hill East, meeting and seeing old and new friends.  
Activities: DECA 3,4; Eastside 3,4.

BRYAN JOSEPH COLLEMACINE  
1222 Kensington Road  
“If school is liberty, then give me death.”  
Best Memory: Placing 5th in Individual Sectionals and Captain of the Gymnastics teams. Thanks to WJ, LG, DH, JC & MM. Great Ski season.  
Activities: Basketball 1; Football 1; Wrestling 2; Gymnastics 2,3,4.

EILEEN MARY CONDEFFER  
13 Blacklatch Lane  
“When in doubt - eat!”  
Best Memory: Mr. LaViole’s English class, Jeopardy Tune, Ursinus Night w/Michelle - Go Mea!  
Good times w/MJ, AM, KB, ME, KT, DK, DF, HC, EF.  
Activities: Baseball mgr. 1,2,3; FOP Christmas Party 4.

MICHAEL ANGELO CONTE  
1417 Autumn Lane  
“There’s something in love that we all should see, but there’s something in love that shouldn’t be.”  
Best Memory: Mr. Wilson’s Pre-Cal. Study class.  
Activity: “Man of La Mancha” 4.

ANTHONY CONTI  
CHRISTOPHER COOK  
JEFF COOLAHAN  
1011 Salem Road  
“Look at little ...”  
Best Memory: My long lasting love, Sharon! Ocen City with BS, nights with the guys, West Palm Beach.  
Activities: Wrestling 1,2,3,4 (co-captain) 4; DECA 2,3,4.

ALLISON COOPER  
1800 Rolling Lane  
“Get ready, it’s only the beginning!”  
Best Memory: Checking out all those 360’s with Kar and seance at Michelle’s.  
Activities: Concert Band 1; Yearbook 2; Track 2; Spanish Club 3; SADD 4.

JENNIFER LYNN COOPER  
130 Ashbrook Drive  
“May the Lord bless you and keep you.”  
Best Memory: Girl talks in Cos. Family Living with Mrs. Saltzer.  
Activities: “Barunu” 1; Electronic Music Club 2; Cosmetology 3,4; Demogorgon 3; Madrigal Singers 4; “Man of La Mancha” 4.

MICHELLE COOPER  
PETER COOPER  
JOELLE COOPERMAN  
1804 Russet Drive  
“God grant me serenity to accept the things I cannot change, courage to change the things I can and wisdom to know the difference.”  
Best Memory: Gibraltar 85, “Macaroni”, 007, Mom’s Pies and The Psychos  
Activities: Spanish Club 1,2;3; Nurse’s Aide 1,2,3; FOP Christmas Party 2,3,4; Yearbook staff 4,4; Foreign Language Exchange 2; Cum Laude 3,4; PAVAS 4; SADD 4; Homecoming 4.

SANDRA LYNN CORBAN  
322 Juniper Drive  
“Close the door, put out the lights. You know they won’t be home tonight.”  
Activities: DECA 2,3; East Fashion Show 5,3.
CHRISTIE CORDES
PATRICK BRIAN COTTER
1512 Longfellow Drive
"Have you ever noticed that the TV on top is clear-er than the one on the bottom?"
Activities: Marching Band 1, 2, 3, 4; Stage Band 1; Concert Band 1; German Club 1, 2; Gold Team 1, 2, 3, 4; Jazz Ensemble 2, 3, 4; Symphonic Band 3; Pitt Orchestra 3, 4; All-State Jersey Wind Ensemble 3, 4; All-State Symphonic Band 4; Trombone Ensemble 4.

THADEUS COULDRON
CHRISTOPHER COWAN
JACQUELINE COWLEY
642 Croyden Drive
"It's getting better all the time."
Best Memory: All the wonderful and wild times with my favorite people; especially NM, RD, KB, JD.
Activities: French Club 1, 2; Pit Orchestra 2, 3; Girls Track 2, 3; Stage Crew 4.

STACEY LINNE CRODULPH
12 Karen Drive
"Time is slipping fast. Have you helped a single brother of the many that you passed?"
Best Memory: MR, funny how time flies when we're having fun! POOH and MDC.
Activities: Broadview Band 4; Senior Prom committee 4; Afro-American Club 4; Contributor to Eastside 4.

JENNIFER CROVITZ
1916 Owl Court
Best Memory: MC, LC, EF, AF, CB, AK, & BFF.
The shore, the Comedy Works, Rutgers, Penn University, Summers at CGL.
Activities: Afro-American Club 1, 2, 3, 4.

MELISSA SUE CRVITZ
1916 Owl Court
"So it's the laughter we will remember whenever we remember, the way we were" - B-S.
Best Memory: Good times; nights in Margate, CGL, summers, the docked boat in Ventnor and the awesome Rutgers roadtrip w/JC, LC, EF, DB, AF, LB, EB & AK.
Activities: Student Council 1, 2, 3, 4; PSSV 3, 4; Afro-American Club 1, 2, 3, 4.

JOANNE CUCITTO
LEONOR CUETO
9 Stonbridge Road
"To be trusted is a greater compliment than to be loved, because love cannot live when there is not trust."
Best Memory: January 15, 1987 - Gym.
Activities: Far East Society 2, 3, 4; Spring Forward 4.

MICHAEL J. CURLEY
16 Brondesbury Road
"Do not put off 'til tomorrow what can be put off until the day after tomorrow just as well."
Best Memory: Summer '86 - Andy, Tom, Bill, Babz, Skeet, PF, and Miller.
Activities: Soccer 1, 2, 3; POF Christmas Party 4; Blood Drive 4.

SUSAN DEBORAH CURRAN
710 Kresson Road
"The race is not always to the swift, but to those who keep on running."
Best Memory: The Silver Fox II, Paula, Canada and the summer of '86.
Activities: Skiing, Careers Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Biology Lab Aide 1, 2, 3, 4.

LISA B. CUTLER
1801 Lakeland
"Before we end and then begin, we'll drink a toast to how it's been. I've loved these days!" - Billy Joel.
Best Memory: Weekends at the shore, Rutgers, Killington '87, Jr. Prom weekend, & good times w/KG, EF, M & JC, LB, RB, JB, AF, AK, DB, NB & KB.

LISA ANN D'ANDREA
116 Wincapaw Road
"Never say never."
Best Memory: "Live each day to the fullest."
Activities: Boys basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Lacrosse 1; Student Council 3, 4; Prom Committee 3; Powder Puff 3, 4; Cum Laude 4; From Chairman 4.

MICHAEL CZUZAK
1290 Crane Drive
Best Memory: Summer of '86, good times w/family, JB, JR, MW, KJ & KS.
Activities: Soccer 1; Latin Club 5; Gymnastics 3, 4, 5 (captain).

NANCY LYNN DE CLEMENTE
2 Charles Lane
"The tragedy of life is not that it ends so soon, but that we have to wait so long to begin it."
Best Memory: Seeing Killer Miller through the detention doorway; Peanut Butter; Studley Dan Doright; DF, DR, JF, MS, SA, SG, RB, DD, KK and wonderful other good friends.
Activities: French Club 1; Lacrosse 1; Red Cross volunteer 1; POF 2, 3; Blood Drive 2, 3; Demogor 3, 4; NJSA 3, 4; Teen Arts Festival 3; PAVAS 4; Organic Foods Club 4.

JOE DULFIO
113 Kilburn Drive
"There are only two kinds of people in this world: Italians and those who wish they were Italian!"

RICHARD ANDREW DE MICHELE JR.
4 Oakley Court
"You just need to smile through it all."
Best Memory: Rappin' with my "killin'" friends Ken and Glenn.
Activities: Football 1; Wrestling 1, 2; Spirit Week 1, 2, 3, 4; Latin Club (vice-Pres.) 2, 3, 4; Mock Trials 2, 3, 4; "The Nuntius" (Editor) 2, 3, 4; Swimming 3, 4; Senior Senate 4; Lip Sync 4.

DAMA SHERRI DE SIMONE
10 Lakeview Drive
"Follow u're heart."
Best Memory: Jo & Lee, 4 NY or NY 4, Dan & Al, LBCH.
Activities: Concert Choir 4.

DARREN DE SUMMA
149 Henfield Avenue
"You can't always get what you want."
Best Memory: "The Night", Denny's, Lip Sync night at John's.
Activities: JV Tennis 1, 2; Intramural basketball 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 3, 4; POF 4.

DEBORAH DE YOUNGE
55 Woodbury Court
"Whatever your mind can conceive and believe, it will achieve!"
Activities: Cross country 1; Lacrosse 1; Demogor 1, 2; Future Architects Club 1, 2 (President) 3, 4; Boys JV Soccer mgr. 2; Eastside 3, 4.

ERIDIANIA DE GREGORIO
1148 Willowdale Drive
"Some people see things as they are and say, why? I dream things that never were and say why not?"
Best Memory: Sophomore study hall, Prom, New Year's Eve at the J's.
Activities: Mime Company 1, 2, 3, 4; POF 3; Karate Club 3; Spanish Club 4.

DINA MARIE DE RENACIO
106 East Eagle Lane
"What you think about yourself is more important than what others think about you!"
Best Memory: Hockey games w/DN, MH, EZ & IL. Raccoon bites, Sophia, UP down and over, 2/14/86. Chris 4 great times.
Activities: Boys track 1, 2, 3; Student Congress rep. 2, 3, 4; SADD 2 (Chairman) 3, 4; POF/Rotary (B:NJ) 3, 4; Ballot committee 4.

DEBRA L. DE SIPIO
1614 Burnt Mill Road
"The only thing keeping you from your dreams is yourself."
Best Memory: L & D, 7/29/85 to 7 - also MP, DB.
Activity: Cum Laude Society 4.
ADAM DI VELLO
RICHARD C. DI VENIERO
19 Old Town Road
“Here I am on the road again. Here I go, turn the page” - Bob Seger 1972.
Best Memory: All night strippers, canoeing, 4x4x4 e.g. heckling, the tree, and HOW BOUT THAT GRADUATION PARTY!
Activities: Football 1; (Varsity) 2,3,4; JV Baseball 2; (Varsity) 2,3,4.

ERIC DIADORIO
310 Kresson Road
“The finer things keep shining through.”
Activities: Soccer 1,2; Photo Club 3.

RACHEL S. DIETZER
212 Sandringham Road
“The road diverged in a wood, and I - I took the one less traveled by, And that has made all the difference” - Frost
Activities: Marching Band 1,2,3; Concert Band 1; Spanish Club 1,2; Mike Company 2; Symphonic Band 2,3,4; Color Guard 4.

JOHN J. DILLENSCHNEIDER
117 White Oak Road
“If you shoot for the moon and miss, you are among the stars.”
Best Memory: Hanging out with SK, JM, MH, BS, & DS.
Activities: Swimming 1,2,3,4; Lacrosse 1; Student Congress 2.

MARYANNE DOBBS
4 Grass Road
“Just think, you’ll never be doing this again.”
Best Memory: All State Chorus
Activities: Soccer 2,3,4; SADD 2; French Club 2; Chansons 3; Winter Track 4; Spring Track 4; FOP 4; East Singers 4; Orchestra 4; Sports Medicine Club 4.

LORI JOY DOE
1202 Sequoia Road
“The journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.”
Best Memory: Daan, 4 of the best years and still going strong! Times shared w/ DL (my BF), SM, HF, RB, JD, SV, RD and especially MK.
Activities: Drama 1,2,3; Chamber Singers 3,4; Variety Show 3,4; Advanced Dance 3; One-Acts 1,3; FOP 4; Powder Puff football 4.

CHRISTINE MARIE DOLAN
12 Old Orchard Road
“Strange is your language, I have no decoder” - Peter Gabriel.
Best Memory: Surprise meeting with FP in cafeteria, Track with FH, SM, CJ, Witta, Trout & Conz.
Activities: Field Hockey 1,2; Winter Track 1,2,3,4; Spring Track 1,2,3,4; Cross Country 3,4.

JAMIE LYNEE DOLLINGER
1773 Queen Anne Road
“Lean on me when you’re not strong and I’ll be your friend and help you carry on.”
Best Memory: Glow club, Shore times with R. Shadows in purple
Activities: Girls Tennis 1; Student Congress 1,2;3,4; Freshman Baseball manager 1; SADD 1,2,3; Cougar Mascot 2,3,4; FOP 2,3,4; Powder Puff football 3,4; Varsity Baseball manager 3,4; Blood Drive 4.

JEFFREY T. DOTO
136 Fox Chase Lane
“It’s all downhill from here”
Best Memory: RADO Steamboat Springs, 12 oz. curls and skiing with all you fruitcakes.

JENNIFER PAM DUBROW
1677 Lanrik Lane
“Years go by and people change, but the times spent here will stay within my mind. Things we’ve learned together and the times we have shared are the things we will never leave behind.”
Best Memory: Good times with B.F.’s JD, SK, JK, MK, JB & SS, and all my R.F.D. mates.

Activities: SADD 1,2,3 (chairman) 4; Swim Team 1; French Club 2; Student Congress 3,4; FOP 4; Powder Puff 4; Blood Drive 4; Respect For Drugs 4; Prom Chairperson 4.

MICHELLE ERRAZURIZ
1965 Lark Lane
Best Memory: Urasinos w/Eileen; Ocean City, MD, with Alison and Kristi.

ANNABELLE MARIE ESTACIO
1498 Brick Road
“I love you forever Stephen.”
Best Memory: Florida w/Linda, great times w/ Steve Kelly, chocolate mouse! fun/singing, great times LS, JD, KE, LZ and Patrice.
Activities: Spring Track 1,2; Vocal Workshop 1,2,3,4; All-State Choir 1,2; SADD 2; Gymnastics 2; Far East Society 2; Chamber Singers 3,4; Madrigals 3,4; All-State Choir 4.

ERIC SCOTT ESTES
220 E. Evesham Lane
“Id rather laugh with the sinners than cry with the saints”
Best Memory: Partying with LG & PS at MF’s day before Christmas vacation of Junior year.
Activities: Varsity swimming 1,2,3,4.

KERRYLA JEANNE ETTER
7 West Eagle Lane
“Make a joyful noise with the Lord”
Best Memory: Texas Marching Band, Singing on bus - return trip from All South Jersey.
Activities: Madrigals 3,4; Chansons 3; All South Jersey Chorus 3,4; Concert Choir 3; Chamber Singers 4; All State Chorus 4; All Eastern Chorus 4; PAVAS 4; “Man of La Mancha” 4.

GAYLE FACTOR
LORI MICHELLE FAER
17 Partridge Lane
“Always and forever.”
Best Memory: Florida w/CB, JS, Driving w/PR (Q-Bert, PacMan), Philly w/BK, KJ, movies w/PA, crying in English ’85, Halloween ’85, N.Y. w/SP, JT, C.

JAMES FAHY
223 Mimsosa Drive
“The race is not always to the swift, but to those who keep on running.”
Activities: Varsity Track 1; Varsity Golf 3,4.

KRISTINE FARRONI
CHRISTINE FASDO
DENA FASSO

PAM FAYA
5 Paper Mill Road
“Baby does what baby please, baby must have what she sees, but now it’s time the tables turn, and baby just get burned.”
Best Memory: Shore w/ MI, Ed & Steve. Trash cans w/KF and sport w/K. Also. VG, TP, TF & BS.

CINDY BETH FEDERMAN
506 Cypress Lane
“Now hand in hand together we stand, on the threshold of a dream”
Best Memory: Summer 85, 6PM, from 85, Spain, Rutgers parties, “Yesterday’s dream”, GGCL, New Year’s Eve, Best friends.
Activities: Spanish Club 1,2,3,4 (vice-pres.) 4; Political Awareness Club 1,2; Newspaper 1,2,4; Red Cross Volunteer 1,2,4; Stage Crew 1,2; Spanish Exchange student 2; Biology Career Club 3,4; Yearbook 3,4 (Literary Editor) 4; Girls State representative 3.

LAURA ELISE FEIN
1040 Bowwhite Drive
“Better late . . .”
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Best Memory: Marakesh, Ice Cream on Cooper River, LTS. Dancing w/BooBliss, FBDO w/SP & LS, Red Blood cells at Friendly’s, CSN w/SM. Activities: French Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Lacrosse 1; FOP 1, 2, 3; Cable Anchors 1, 2, 3; Marching Band 2, 3 (captain) 4; World Affairs Club 2, 3, 4; Model UN 3, 4; Eastside 4.

JAYNE JACOVA FEILD
1013 Heartwood Drive
“To all tomorrow’s parties.”
Best Memory: Pathmark No. 1; Turkey Hill binges, wet leaves, Cornell, Dry Goods, NFB, etc. Activities: Library Aide 1; French Club 1, 2; Student Congress Rep. 2, 3, 4; Spring Track 2, SADD 2 (Chairman) 3, 4; POP 2, 3; Powder Puff 3, 4; Eastside (news Editor) 3, (co-Editor-in-Chief) 4.

REBECCA LYN FELDMAN
1020 Rymill Run
“To be what we are, and to become what we are capable of becoming, is the only end of life.” Activities: Library Aide 3; Bowling 4; Latin Club 4.

FREDERICK H. FELTZ
202 Phililquelle Road
“Life is as good as you want it to be”
Best Memory: Concert. Activities: Gymnastics 3; “Dracula” stage crew 4; “Man of LaMancha” 4.

ALISON BETH FENDRICK
113 Country Club Place
“With memories of yesterday will last a lifetime…”
Best Memory: Best of times w/AK, NB, LC, MC, JC, EF, LB & DR - A.F.F. always. Activities: Student Congress 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Baseball manager 1; Boys Basketball manager 2, 3, 4; POP 2, 3, 4; Class Treasurer 3; Basketball Cheerleader 3.

ELLEN CLAIRE FENGSTEN
512 Heartwood Road
“I love you not only for what you are, but for the way you make me feel.”
Best Memory: Rutgers, Road trips, Shore, Miss America, Xmas dinners, D&D w/JS, echo 86, and good time with best friends.
Activities: Lacrosse 1; Student Congress 1, 2, 3, 4; Boys B-ball mgr 1, 2, 3, 4; POP 1, 2, 3, 4; Powder Puff 3, 4.

JOHN FEOLA
MICHIELE LYNN FERN
1912 Country Club Place
“You must never learn to beat the system, the closest you should get is learning how it works.”
Best Memory: Party before Christmas break Junior w/IF, EG & PS (and of course, the R & C), good times w/LG.
Activities: Field Hockey 1; Basketball 1, 2; Softball 1, 2, 3.

TEMA JILL FEUER
526 Kings Drive
“I’ve seen fire and I’ve seen rain. I’ve seen sunny days that I thought would never end…”
Best Memory: Six amazing years with my “bestest” friend C., meeting men w/HAM. Megafun with my European buddy Julis. Activities: Cougarettes 1, 2; Spanish Club 2, 3, 4; Student Congress 3, 4; Latin Club 4; From Chairman 4.

CHRISTINE FIELDS
1101 Buttonwood Drive
Best Memory: 2/22/84 - MS ‘n MAYO - 14 degrees, K.V.
Activities: Rugby manager 3.

CHRISTOPHER D. FIFIS
1401 Autumn Lane
“YO, Dad, I’m from New York!”
Best Memory: Summer of ’86, Times w/PP, JK, GQ, the Z, brothers and Liza. Activities: Intramural Basketball 1, 4; P.A.L. Hockey 2, 3, 4.

ROBIN BETH FIRST
1125 Liberty Bell Drive
“The purpose of life is exploration, adventure, learning and pleasure.”
Best Memory: Front row for Billy - 1984 Tour, crazy times w/MM & MK, being raised upon at the “overnight” and nights spent on “the green thing.” Activities: Softball 1, 2; Cable TV 1, 2, 3, 4; Student Congress 1, 2, 3, 4; SADD 2, 3, 4; Powder Puff 1, 2, 3, 4; Eastside (news Editor) 3, (co-Editor-in-Chief) 4.

STEVEN FISK
KATHLEEN FLAXMAN
8 Hilton Drive
“Life is not a spectator sport”
Activities: Track 1, Latin Club 2, 3, 4; Tennis 2; Intramural Basketball 3, 4.

DAVID FLEISHER II
697 Armitage Lane
“Thank you, Big Guy for my family, friends and a terrific chance at life.”
Best Memory: Trus friends, no spleen, 2 dollars, Nic-Nac, fresh skins.
Activities: Winter Track 1, 2; Spring Track 1; Student Congress 1, 2; Class President 3; Student Congress President 4.

EDWARD FLEMMING
108 N. Valley Brook Road
“We came, we saw, we conquered!”
Best Memory: May night party zone, Killington, DECA Conference, Miller’s house, BS, FK, and other good comrades.
Activities: Football 1 (Varsity) 3, 4; SADD 3, 4.

TROY FLEMING
“It’s my turn”
Best Memory: Going crazy w/BS, MW, FK & CM; Carlos Jacuzzi, Havoc 61, Saturday Night special.
Activities: Football 1, 2, 3, 4; DECA 3, 4.

KRISTEN FUGLERACH
CLIFF FOLEY
1697 Aster Drive
“Reach out your hand if your cup is empty, if your cup is full, it may be full again.” “Ripple”, Grateful Dead.

SHARON L. FOLEY
221 Gravel Bend Road
“Real life isn’t like school, there’s some lessons that can’t be taught”
Activities: Field Hockey 1, 2, 3, 4; Swimming 1, 2; Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4; Student Council 1, 2, 4; Winter Track 2, Latin Club 3.

VENITA FORCHION
DEMETRIO A. FORD
4 Lavenham Court
“It was the best of times, it was the worst of times”
Best Memory: Awesome weekend ski trip w/T.L., K.F.-condo, hot tub and Marti.
Activities: Stage Crew 1; French Club 1; Tennis 2; Spanish Club 2, 3, 4; Swimming 3, 4.

JONATHAN FORD
SUZANNE FORMAN
4 Lavenham Court
“Time as goes by, you realize who your true friends really are.”
Best Memory: Great times w/MC, CM at CE, S.P., w/MI & RM; S.W., DF, SO 86, BK, P.A.I.; F.O.J; and T.T.L.S.W.B.K.

CYNTHIA LYNN FORREST
1144 Ann Drive
“Images of sorrow, pictures of delight - things that go to make up a life.”
Best Memory: Question w/DB, finally finding something funny w/DB, everything w/TL, New Year’s at the house, a.k.a. Marsha Brady; TF, DB, NT, E & JF.
Activities: Field Hockey 1; POP 2, 3; Eastside 3 (news editor) 4; SADD 3, (assembly chm.) 4; Latin Club 3 (Treasurer) 4; Student Congress 4.

JAMES FOX
NANCY ELIZABETH FOX
215 Gravel Bend Road
“It seems to me, that my life runs on too fast and I have to take it slowly, just to make the parts last.
Best Memory: Night of the Ball w/TM and great times w/SS, NP, MM, LW, SB, CK, SH, MB, RT, DG and especially SF.
Activities: Field Hockey 1 (varsity) 2, 3, 4; Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4; Swimming 1, 2, 3, 4; Student govt. 1, 2, 3; Latin Club 3.

ANITA FRANCESCONI
132 Thornhill Road
“Why not - you only live once.”
Best Memory: Lemon, May ’84; Summer ’86; CASA, New York; room talks w/KW; Best 4 years w/N&S & FS.

MARIE FRANCESCONI
JOSEPH F. FRASER
30 Highgate Lane
“Who wants a ‘punker’ as a best friend?”
Best Memory: Good times w/MF & RK. Being V.1.P. w/RR, KF, & GL.

JULIE SUZANNE FREED
1912 Birchwood Drive
Activity: Photography 4.

ANDREW FREEDMAN
8 Wicklow Court
“The favorites are nice to watch, but never overlook the underdog: for it’s the one with the heart, desire and emotion who wins out in the end.”
Best Memory: Craig S. & Kenny F.; stories at lunch; “Sedak”; shaving Scott’s car; 10th grade English w/KOV.
Activities: Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Tennis 1; Intramural basketball 3, 4; Racquetball 4; Lip Sync 4.

JORDAN FREEDMAN
CYNDELLE FREEMAN
235 Society Hill
“A life spent in doing good cannot be a failure.”
Sophie Freeman
Best Memory: Good times w/JD, MK, RF, my favorite sister DC and that great experience with the Band.
Activities: “Barzum” 1; One Acts 1; Football Cheerleader 2, 3, 4; “Pippin” 2; Student Congress rep. 2, 3; Chansons 3; Chamber Singers 4; Girls State Rep. 3.

HANNAH - LEE FUENTES
3 Lucretia Lane
“You never really leave your friends; you take part of them with you and you leave part of yourself behind.”
Best Memory: The WOW’s; OP, MD; Orchesis, Toronto - the 3a.m. bust; the 3rd base lift, senior prom 86 - JD.
Activities: Orchesis 2, 3; Concert Choir 2; Chamber Singers 3, 4; Cougarettes 3; “Funny Girl” 3; Bellies of East 4; PAVAS 4.

JOSEPH MICHAEL FUGARO
220 Sandringham Road
CATHERINE MARIA GAGLIARDI
20 West High Ridge Road
"Sa la vi - whatever will be, will be."
Best Memory: KW-BBF, Atl. Cty 12-6 a.m.; Munchs; Diet Coke; Russ, Joe Andre LaVan, "the key"; SP/RM & MK in BS; Florida SS & 96; TG & KA; JG/LW tontite? remember "The Brekers", BK & SG; Baby's got blue eyes - MM & JL.

MICHAEL GAH

PHILIP GAITELM

WENDY MICHELE GALL
4 Karen Drive
"Whoopeeipoo! Against all odds!"
Best Memory: Best times w/JL, WR, D & L
Activities: Couquarettes 3,4; Wrestling manager 3,4; Student Congress 3; Cheerleader 4.

JILL GALMAN

DEBORAH GAMBINO

CHARLES GENTER
124 North Woodstock Drive
Willie, Willie"
Best Memory: Showing everybody how it's done, "you couldn't get the job done themselves!"

JEFFREY S. GERDES
18 Lakeside Drive
"We're leaving together, but still it's farewell" - Europe
Best Memory: Mrs. Sindoni's English IIIR w/JB & MS; Mr. Finkbeiner's Physics R w/BC, TM, DD, SR, MG & JH.

DANA GERSTENFELD
1300 Bunker Hill Drive
Best Memory: Great times w/RT, MB, SH, LW, NP, MM, JB, SF, LF, CK, DF, PS, & 11 editorial; Lumpy-bumply, "D" the Blue Dot, spinning wheels.
Activities: Field Hockey 1,2; Latin Club 3,4; FOP 4; Football concessions 3.

VICKI LYNN GERVASO
7 Poorhouse Road
"The key to happiness is having dreams; the key to success is making them come true."
Activities: Drama 1,2,3,4.

MELISSA SHARON GILDERBERG
728 Sandringham Road
"No dream is impossible if you believe in yourself."
Best Memory: Best times w/WW; you taught me the meaning of friendship; 'crusie' w/ Jack & CC - LBI 85-SS, Florida 86-MK and 87.
Activities: Distributive Education 2,3,4.

JAMES ANDREW GITTENS
1123 Yardley Road
Best Memory: To Mike G. & Mark M. - Watch out for parked cars; Uncle Gahm's cabin and Great Gorge 1987.
Activities: DECA 2,3,4.

RICHARD N. GLADSTONE
26 North Riding Drive
Best Memory: Golf course, the blood scene; Audubon 86 & 87; Mrs. T's patio during the summer.
Activities: Basketball 1,2 (Intramurals); 4; Baseball 1,2; Latin Club 3,4; Rock Band 3,4; Variety Show 4; Battle of the Bands 4.

LESLIE HOPE GLICK
1036 Cardinal Lane
"It is a fun thing to do, but never lose an eye!"
Best Memory: Mrs. Brodeur's 6th period "Peanut Gallery" w/SR, JH & MP.

VINITA G. GOEL
516 Burriam Road
"You won't accomplish anything unless you try."
Best Memory: 2,25 bell
Activities: Latin Club 1,2,4; German Club 1,2; Library Aide 1,2,3; Bowling 3,4; Guidance Aide 4; Biology Club 4; Vocal Workshop 4; Cum Laude Society 4.

KIMBERLY GOL

BARRY GLENN GOLDBERG
1404 Autumn Lane
"It is a fun thing to do, but never lose an eye!"
Best Memory: Drezel, Genesis, Billy Joel, JC's tent, lost in West Philly, Lip Sync, the igloos, the girls lockerroom, tennis at 1 a.m. Ocean City.
Activities: Spring Track 1,2,3, Winter Track 2,3,4; 3M Club 3,4; Blood Drive 4; Food Drive 4.

GARY DAVID GOLDBLATT
1127 Harpel Place
"I may grow old but I'll never grow up!"
Best Memory: Trip to Carmel, Beach Boys and Homeyowm with LG & BG.
Activities: Football 1,2; Wrestling 1,2 (Varsity) 3,4.

SHERYL GOLDENBERG
205 Monterey Avenue
"After all is said and done, there is usually more said than done."
Best Memory: Summer '85 w/RS; Billy Joel w/JB, English 3 w/MS.
Activity: SADD 4.

LEE BENJAMIN GOLDINGER
230 Sandringham Road
"When you want the dream to last, take a chance, forget the past."
Best Memory: The last day of school.

STUART GOLDRANTZ
6 Paper Mill Road
"It ain't over until it's over!"
Activities: Soccer 1,2; Spring Track 1,2,3,4; Symphonic Band 1,2; Cross Country 3; Wind Ensemble 3,4.

ANDY GOLDMAN
5 Tunbridge Road
He who passes through life without having pondered the infinite is as one who never lived.
Best Memory: Taking Mr. Simon's mug.
Activity: World Affairs Club 1,2,3 (President) 4; Eastside 1,2,3 (managing editor) 4.

SHARI GOLDSTEIN
1103 Greenbriar Road
"Do you know? Do you Care?"
Best Memory: Senior year with best friends KW, BK & CG.

JUAN GONZALEZ - CASTELAO
4 Candlewicck Way
"One man is a real one, the other wants to hide. One man has his mind made up, the other can't decide."
Best Memory: English w/Mr. Dwyer; lunch w/JP, JC, DG, CP & LS.
Activities: Exchange student from Spain; Orchestra 4.

SUSAN GOODWIN

DAVID E. GORDON
503 Birch Drive
"Hang onto your plans, try as they might, they cannot steal your dreams."
Best Memory: Trip to Marboro w/Goob & Rascal (Richard Ileakly). Thanks to everyone who made my only year at East, a memorable one.

RHEA GORDON

LAWRENCE FOSTER GOTTLEB
1919 Rolling Lane
"Get, Getting, GOTT, Gone!"
Best Memory: Spain, Cruzemamp, The Fort, Kov's class, the Golf course.
Activities: JV Wrestling; 2 Spanish Exchange programs 2.

ROBYN GRAHAM

NICOLE R. GREEN
"Time went by so fast. Remember the good and let the bad pass by."
Best Memory: CP & JA; remember J.C. and our favorite "honey" of the years.
Activities: Afro-American Club 1,2,3,4; Girls Track Team (manager) 2, DECA 2,3,4.

GARRETT MICHAEL GREGA
1116 Heartwood Drive
Monday morning advice: "Catch up with YESTERDAY so that by TOMORROW you'll be ready for TODAY.
Best Memory: Last days in Madrid.
Activities: Football 1,2; Symphonic Band 1,2; Lab Band 1,2; Marching Band 3,4, Wind Ensemble 3,4; Jazz Ensemble 3,4; Physics League 3,4; Racquetball 3,4; Orchestra 4; Brass Ensemble 4; Pit Orchestra 4.

LISA GRIESE

ROBERT GRIFFENBERG JR.
1106 So. Bowling Green Drive
"This is the time to remember 'cause it will not last forever, these are the days to hold onto, 'cause we won't, although we'll want to."
Best Memory: Two years at Heritage, Mac's class w/LH, ER & DL. Times w/GG.
Activities: Spring Track 3,4.

PAIGE GRIFFIN

DEBORAH JOY GRIKA
215 Philhellen Road
"I am not afraid of tomorrow for I have seen yesterday and I love today."
Best Memory: 1986 New Year's Eve w/SK. Good times w/SM, JB, NS, JP, CK, KT, KS, SV, SK, SB,
DC, DR, ME, JD, MK, LG, KK, SE, JH & DM.
Activities: Orchestra 1,2,3,4; POF/Rotary Party 1,2,3,4; French Club 1,2,3,4; Student Congress 1,2,3; Spring Track 1,2,3; SADD 3,4; Soccer (varsity) 4.

DEVIN A. GROSS
1917 Owl Court
“Your only live once, but if you live right, once is enough.”
Best Memory: Steps Nickasham 2/22/86; Lip Sync Night, our special exclusive parties with the guys.
Activities: Soccer 1,2; Student Congress 2,3,4; Intramural basketball 3,4,5; POF 3,4.

JOHN M. GROSS
3 Dorset Road
“Inch your way through dead dreams to another land.”
Activity: Rugby 4.

SAMY GROSS
1908 Lark Lane
“Who needs a lawyer?”
Best Memory: Summer ’84; Lip Sync. Killington ’87; Buffalo w/SP; fun with DH, SP, KB & MC.

HERB GROSSMAN
27 Lafayette Lane
“School is like an ocean; it’s dangerous and has waves and we are the people of the ocean.”
Best Memory: Last day of school.
Activities: Tennis 2,3,4; Spanish Club 2,3,4; Intramural Bowling 3,4; Junior Achievement 3; Blood Drive 4.

JILL SUSAN GROSSMAN
118 Sandringham Road
“Tramps like us, baby, were born to run.”
Best Memory: CF’s New Year’s party with JB, BH, MF, JD, and the H.D. Taxi.
Activities: Volleyball 1; Spanish Club 4; Racquetball 2; Yearbook staff 3.

MILAN GUPTA
209 Nathaniel Avenue
“The time is right, and you are right, to do what is right.”
Activities: Chorus 1; Drama 1,2,3; Vignettes 3,4; World Affairs Club 4; Demogorph 4; Yearbook staff 4; Chess Club 4.

TANYA GUREVICH
715 Crescent Drive
“The best part of breaking up is when you’re making up.”
Best Memory: Party w/PO, KJ, JR! Ski time w/KJ & VP; Party at Moree’s w/KJ & JR. Long lasting memories w/ES.
Activities: Basketball 1; Field Hockey 1; Latin Club 3,4; Library Aide 3.

LYNN HAGUE
KRISTIN JANE HAINES
12 Lamp Post Lane
“Can’t handle the answers, don’t ask any questions.”
Best Memory: Summer ’84 & ’86; coffee at Country Club, college-hopping, Mt. Snow & Killington; Georgetown, MD.
Activities: Student Congress 1,2,3,4; Drama 1,2,3; FOP 1,2; Newspaper 3,4.

AMY HALLOWELL
ERIN MICHELE HALPINE
130 Barlow Drive
“Maryanne, our high school days together are through, but that won’t separate me from you. I’ll treasure our friendship forever.”
Activities: Soccer 1,2,3,4; Spring Track 1,2,3,4.

Winter Track 3,4; Guidance Aide 1; Sports Medicine Club 4.

BRIAN DAVID HAMILTON
104 Gainsboro Road
“This is the time to remember because it will not last forever.”
Best Memory: Winning the Intramural Basketball championship (junior year) with Sean, Chip, Tom, and the rest.
Activities: Spanish Club 1; Intramural basketball 2,3,4; Cum Laude Society 4; Broadcast Team 4.

PAUL ANTHONY HANLEY
1405 Chanticleer
“I was feeling part of the scenery; I walked right out of the machinery.”

PATRICE HARGIS
116 Fenwick Road
“Still waters run deep.”
Best Memory: “No, Miracle Whip? I can handle it!” Pizza and library trips w/AE; running at cars w/LK, KWW, 576.
Activities: Concert Choir 1,2; Yearbook section editor 3; Spanish Club 3; Chansons 3,4; BioCareers Club 3; Cum Laude 3,4; Spanish Club secretary 4.

CHERYL HARRIS
DOUGLAS TODD HARRIS
543 Edison Road
“You’ve just got to keep on keeping on.”
Activities: Newspaper 1; Student Congress 1; Racquetball 2,3; Intramural Basketball 3,4; World Affairs Club 2; “Dracula” 4.

RICHARD G. HARRIS
8 Crestview Drive
“Life is a B-movie, then you change the channel.”
Best Memory: Uno’s pizza, Toronto trip.

RONDAL HARRISON
127 W. Valleyview Road
“Tempus Fugit.”
Activities: Football 1; Baseball 1,2 (varsity) 3.

STEVE HARTZ
“Watch the world argue, argue with yourselves — who’s going to teach me peace and happiness?”
Best Memory: SO, MZ, AL, JM, DO, LC, and fun w/KK.

JAMES HASSALL
DAVID MARC HATOFF
102 East Eagle Lane
“Skiing isn’t everything, it’s the only thing!”
Best Memory: Powder hunting at Steamboat Springs, Skiing on Eastern Ice, being with closest friends, partying.
Activities: Baseball 1; Tennis 2; Latin Club 3,4; Photo Club 3; Intramural Basketball 3,4; DECA 4.

LYNNE J. HATOFF
1506 S. 70th
“Our memories of yesterday will last a lifetime. We’ll take the best, forget the rest...”
Best Memory: Great times w/RD, SB, MW, JC, CB, JB, TP, FK. Skiing w/th gang (MS), the “nothing frats”.
Activities: gymnastics 1; Lacrosse 1,2,3; Yearbook 1,2; Spring Track 2.

MICHIEL HEMPSTAD
GARRETT HENDRICKS
ROBERT HENDRICKSON
WILLIAM R. HENDRICKSON
9 Regent Lane
Best Memory: New Year’s Eve ’86 w/CF, Linda, Bill & GCC friends. Two years w/Gigi.

ANDREW SCOTT HENNIG
104 Longstone Drive
“Some day we’ll look back on this and it will all seem funny.”
Best Memory: Soccer Jammers w/MK, WP, YK, KW, Florida w/EM, Sluggin’ at Jl’s, Pocono Cup, Saracac Summer ’85, D.E. w/WY.
Activities: Soccer 1,2; Basketball 2,3,4; Softball 1; Basketball 2, (Varsity) 3,4.

STEVE E. HODGES
460 N. Burnt Mill Road
“I think we’re in a video...”
Best Memory: Meeting Janet, Crazy times w/DK, CM, AM, JM, OBBE, Emmy, Skinny.
Activities: Football 1,2,3,4; Baseball 1,2,3,4; Student Government 1,2; POF 1,2,3,4; Cottleion Ch. 4; Class Treasurer 3, Prom Co-Chairman 3,4.

DAVID LEES HOEGEL
119 Rockingham Road
“Nothing left to do but smile, smile smile...”
Best Memory: Grateful Dead shows, Jerry Garcia shows, Aiko.
Activities: Baseball (JV) 1; Basketball (Fr.) 3; Varsity baseball 2,3,4; Basketball (JV) 2.

JASON HOFFMAN
17 Strathmore Drive
“If it is not meant to be, it will happen. Patience is a virtue.”
Best Memory: Killington ski weekends, Mrs. Melbody’s classes, English w/ND, DF, SH, MP, Shish-
kabob Shane, Bubba, Newt, Laura.
Activities: Biology Club 2,4; Spanish Club 2; Intramural Basketball 3,4; Tennis 3,4; French Club 4; Sports Medicine Club 4.

KERRI HOFFMAN
MARK HOLDER
DANIEL ROBERT HORTON
700 Kresson Road
"If you make it to the top, and you want to stay alive, don’t lose your head."
Best Memory: Making Chamber Singers.
Activities: Concert Choir 1,2,3; Broadcast team 2,3,4; 3-M Club 4; Library Assistant 2; Respect For Drugs 4; Chamber Singers 4.

JODI BETH HORWITZ
1621 Prince Drive
"Is a dream alive if it doesn’t come true, or is it something worse?"
Best Memory: All those wild times w/Bocki.

THEODORE STILES HOWE
1212 Sea Gull Lane
"But, where is the ambiguity? ... Over there in a box."
- John Chion
Best Memory: Either it was Robin’s Law of Probability ... or not.
Activities: Racquetball 2; World Affairs Club 2,3,4; German Club 2,3; New Jersey Bowl 4; Model UN 4; Cum Laude Society 4.

INGA N. HUFF
3 Circle Lane
Best Memory: Summer school Freshman year-meeting Troy Piazza, Tiffany Roberts, Maria, Lisa, Kim, Nicole and especially my Mom.
Activities: Afro-American Club 1,2,3,4; Chorus 2.

ANTHONY HUGEE
REBECCA HUMPHREYS
331 Society Hill Lane
"So before we end and then begin, we’ll drink a toast to how it’s been ... I’ve loved these days."
Best Memory: Homecoming in the morgue; cupcakes w/ice cream, blowing the blamabke w/Floyd.
Activities: JV Baseball manager 2.

ROBERT ALAN HUNT JR.
856 Ironwood Drive, Carmel Indiana
"Never take anything for granted."
Best Memory: My three years at East. Had to move my senior year, but it will always be my high school.
I’ll miss you all.
Activities: Cross country 1,2; Winter Track 1; Spring Track 1,2,3.

ELLEN JOYCE HURWITZ
147 Henfield Avenue
"Try to enjoy the here and now, the future will take care of itself, somehow."
- B.J.
Best Memory: Summer ’86 in Israel, “soul-searching” w/NA, weekends with best buddies RR & HR.
Activities: JV Boys Baseball Mgr. 2; Marching Band 2,3; Wind Ensemble 3,4; SADD 3,4; PAVAS 4; Pit Orchestra 4; Color Guard 4.

LUCINDA ANN HYDE
200 Pearcroft Road
"Give the world the best you’ve got and the best will come back to you."
Best Memory: Bear crawls, leap-frog in the mud and rain of the soccer field.
Activities: Soccer 2,3,4.

ROBERT RICHARD MICHAEL
INGELIDE
216 Highgate Lane

"Achieve what you can now, because it’s your only chance."
Best Memory: Second & Vine w/SL, ML, & AM;
"Betsy;"
L.F, KJ, RM at KP.
Activities: Cross Country 1,2,3,4; Winter Track 1,2,3,4; Track 3,4; Baseball 1,2, H.R. rep. 1; Drama 4.

ANDREW WILLIAM IREDALE
121 Ashford Road
... and loving it!
Best Memory: Shore ’86 - BC, TJ, MC, SKEET, CB, PM. "Only in a Jeep."

DEBORAH L. JACKSON
946 Pineland Road
"Have a happy life!"
Best Memory: Good times w/Liz & Karen & Chris. The Proms w/best friends

CHRISTINA JACKYRA
114 Kingsdale Avenue
"I hope I never get too old to make wishes in fountains or write my name in frosty windows."
Best Memory: Good-bye and good luck to everyone who’s been a part of this strange experience.
Activity: Photo Club 4; Creative Writing Club 3; Eildon section editor 4.

CAROL JACOBSEN
THOMAS JADLO
ANDREW TODD JAFFE
503 Fireside Lane
"So much time, so little to do; strike that - reverse it.
Activities: Varsity tennis 1,2,3,4; Stage Band 1; Newspaper 3 (editor); Cum Laude 3,4.

NINA BETH JAFFE
1511 Hillside Drive
"Life is like a big highway. If you get off at the wrong exit, don’t panic. There is always another ‘on’ ramp."
Best Memory: Four great years w/MM & OSC.
Activities: Concert Choir 1; Drama 1,2,3,4; One-Act 1,2,3,4; French Club 2; Student Congress Rep. 3,4; POP/Rotary 3,4; Chairman Big Brother/Big Sister 4; Thespian Society 4.

JOHN JAKOMINICH
608 Old Orchard Road
"Mom Denny, don’t knock Papa!"
Best Memory: Mrs. Genovese’s class, frosh year.
Activities: German Club 1,2; Wrestling 2; Future Architects Club 3,4.

KIMBERLY JAMES
MARK JAMES
116 Walt Whitman Blvd.
"Value your friendships; they are an essential of life."
Best Memory: Good times with friends; Prom Night.
Activities: Intramurals 1,2,3,4; Track 4.

NILS KRISTIAN JANNENHESSEN
1215 Windmore Road
"It’s been fun, it’s been great; I’m glad I’m ready to graduate."
Best Memory: Ralph Earl.
Activities: JV Baseball 1,2, Rec. Basketball 3,4; SADD 4.

JENNIFER ANN JOHANSEN
39 Regent Road
"Creative minds are rarely tidy?"
Best Memory: “Clueless” and the bat.
Activities: Marching Band 1,3,4; Choir 1; French

Club 2;3; Symphonic Band 4.

ARTHUR JOHNSON
KELLY ANN JOHNSON
1104 Willowdale Drive
Best Memory: Party w/PO, TG, JR; Ski trip w/PO, TG.
Activities: Swim Team 3; Varsity Cheerleader 3,4.

JODI JULIO
JEAN MARIE KALATA
229 Sawmill Road
"He who talks learns nothing, but who he listens, knows all."
Best Memory: Physics notes, A.T.N.B. Senate meetings, JF Fan Club.
Activities: Drama 1,2,3,4; Marching Band 1,2,9; Tag Captain 3,4; Mime Company 1; Regiment East 1; Chansons 2,3; Belles of East 3,4; Thespian Society 3 (vice Pres.) 4; Chamber Singers 4; PAVAS 4.

KATHRYN JOAN KALLEN
137 Barcroft Drive
"Nof! I’m not having a party!"
Best Memory: Summers in O.C. w/Cuz; Spain; Green M&M’s, “party house” & nasty boys!
Activities: Field Hockey 1; Lacrosse 1; FOP Christmass Party 2,3; Spanish Club 2,3; Spanish Exchange Program 2; FBIAl 4.

DANA ELYSE KAPLAN
822 Marlowe Road
"I decided long ago never to walk anyone’s shadow. If I fail, if I succeed at least I live as I believe."
Best Memory: Wonderful days spent with my love David.
Activities: Student Congress 1,2,3,4; Cotillion Chairman 2; Prom Chairman 3,4; Powder Puff 3,4; POP 3,4.

KENNETH N. KAPLAN
27 W. Split Rock Drive
"If at first you don’t succeed, destroy all evidence that you even tried."
Best Memory: Ski Trip ’87; Trip to Florida ’84; KP; New Years ’86
Activities: Tennis 1,2,3,4; Intramural Basketball 2,3,4; Math & Science League 2,3,4; Biology Careers Club 3,4.

RICHARD KAPLAN
IWONA TERESA KARPINSKA
2 Cropwell Road
"If you love something, let it go free. If it doesn’t return, it wasn’t meant to be yours; if it does, love it forever."
Best Memory: Meeting Chuck (87); weekend at Alliance.
Activities: Concert Choir 3; Choir 4; Chansons 4.

JUSTYNA KARPINSKA
SHARON KARPO
MELISSA WENDY KATZ
1145 Winding Drive
"I’d rather laugh with the sinners than cry with the saints - the sinners have much more fun!"
B.J.
Best Memory: Times w/AC, DP & EW; Lake Plassen Ski Club; Puerto Rico w/AC.
Activities: Track 1,2; FOP 2,3,4; Powder Puff 4.

MICHAEL KATZ
117 Sandringham Road
"Imagination is like a great journey; and it’s much cheaper than traveling."
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Best Memory: Graduation; Dissection of pig in Bio Lab (passed out)!
Activities: Tennis 1; Intramural Bowling 2; JV Bowling 3; Newspaper 3; World Affairs Club 3; German Club 3; Model UN 3; Stage Crew & Usheer 4.

MARGOT ANNE KAUFMAN
31 Leith Hill
"Believe in yourself and the world is yours."
Best Memory: 5 years of great memories w/BF, CF, AB, JD & MR; the best 2 years w/MS.
Activities: Student Congress 1,2,3; Spirit Week 1,2; Lacrosse 1; Spring Track 2,4; Newspaper 3; SADD 4; PAVAS 4; Creative Writing Club 4; Yearbook section editor 4.

MONICA MICHELLE KELLER
23 Woodbury Court
"Some of us die young, some will live forever; memories last a lifetime."
Best Memory: GB Club, KIWI parties, Friendly’s, Flyers, Fromobiles, Sweetarts.
Activities: Field Hockey 1,2,3,4; Softball 1,2,3,4.

WENDY S. KELLER
1044 Swallow Drive
"If I can just make it through this week..."
Best Memory: 1986 Senior Prom
Activities: Soccer manager 1; Baseball manager 1.

ELIZABETH LYNN KELLY
368 Borton Mill Road
"Get a grip on life."
Best Memory: Kiddy parties, winning the tricycle race, painting Flamingos and OH God!
Activities: Cross country 1,2; Track 1,2; Student Congress 3,4; SADD 4; FOP 3,4; PAVAS 4.

STEVE R. KELLY
14 Cohasset Lane
"I love you forever, Annabelle."
Best Memory: Four great years at East; Islanders rule; scoring the winning goal in the Flyers cup (1985).
Activities: Ice Hockey 1,2,3,4.

JENNIFER KERPOK
SCOTT R. KESSLER
1990 Greentree Road
"Always put off today what you can do tomorrow."
Best Memory: Laughing so hard in Spanish class that I fell on the ground.
Activities: Racquetball 1; JV Tennis 2.

BRUCE KIM
HOWE D. KIM
5 No. Branch Court
"I shall return"
Activities: Intramural Lacrosse 1; Intramural Tennis 1; JV Soccer 2; Varsity Track 2, Winter Track 3; Rugby 3,4.

PAUL KIM
109 Dalton Terrace
"To be a senior is everything!"
Best Memory: Summer of ’85 - the summer spent in Korea.
Activities: Racquetball Club 2; Martial Arts Club 3; Korean Club 3,4.

EDITH KING
GREG KINKER
“Night and Day: I scan horizon, sea and sky: my spirit wanders aimlessly.”

ELLEN NATELIE KLEIN
404 Queen Anne Road
“Evry year’s a souvenir that slowly fades away.”
Best Memory: Great times shared w/Michelle, Stephanie, Valerie and Kenny
Activities: Stage Band 1; Cross Country 2; Winter Track 2,3,4; Spring Track 2,3,4; Cum Laude Society 3,4; FOP 4; Gymnastics manager 4.

LANCE BUDD KLEIN
8 East Riding Drive
“Live one day at a time.”
Best Memory: Brigantine Beach, Summer of ’85.
Activities: JV Soccer 2; Track 2, Martlar Arts Club 3.

PAMELA KLEIN
WILLIAM KLEIN
318 Society Hill
“Those crazy nights, I do remember in my youth, I do recall those were the times most of all.
Best Memory: Moments shared w/Dave; express w/ DD & LF.
Activities: Latin Club 1,2; Spirit Week 1,2,3,4; DECA 3,4; Field Hockey 1; PAVAS 3,4.

ERIK KOFF
1144 Seacliff Lane
“Don’t look back; you’ll never know what is in front of you.”
Best Memory: Uncovering the secret of ETCH.
Activities: Marching Band 1,2,3,4; Lab Band 3; Demogorgon 3; Jazz Ensemble 4; Percussion Ensemble 4.

MICHIEL KOWEN
22 Mimosa Drive
“To have ideas is to gather flowers, to use those ideas is to create a garden.”
Best Memory: Bingers with my buddies! I need a miracle every day.

SUZETTE KOKOLIS
1781 Hillside Drive
“As we wind down the road, our shadows taller than our souls, climbing and falling over the obstacles of life, we must always remember we had a blast.”
Best Memory: Drexel Frats; insanity w/JC, EB, JJ, SB, FM, BG & CB.

JUDY KOTCH
1004 Owl Place
“This is not the end, but a beginning of new friends and experiences. Not to replace, but to add to the great times to be remembered.”
Best Memory: Rach and every weekend!
Activities: Lacrosse 1; Track 2,3,4; Student Government 2; Spanish Club 2,3; FOP 3,4; SADD 3,4; Concessions Football games 3; Respect for Drugs 4; Homecoming Queen 4.

JONATHAN BRETT KOUTCHER
415 Country Club Drive
“Never look back, someone might be watching you on Lynn Sync.”
Activities: Intramural Volleyball 1; Spanish Club 1,2,3; Student Congress 1,2,3; Bio Careers Club 3.

ALANNA KRAMER
940 Francine Drive
“Life is a series of bells and goodbyes - I’m afraid it’s goodbyes, again!”
Best Memory: AF, NR, MC, JC, LB, LC, EF & DB.
Great high school years. AFF for ever.
Activities: Basketball 1,4; Tennis 1,2,3 (captain) 4; FOP 2 (Chairman) 4; Student Congress 2,3,4.

LINDA JANE KRAZT
336 Kresdon Road
“IT’s an experience, it hasn’t gone to waste.”
Best Memory: Weekends & classes w/CP, JG & PH X-pians w/PH; talking w/MB by the Jll phone.
Activities: Cheer (2,3,4 (faculty editor) 4; Spring Track 2,3,4; Bio Careers Club 3; Spanish Club 4; Cum Laude 4.

BETH KRAUS
MICHAEL SCOTT KRESLOFF
1708 Lark Lane
“The harder you work, the more glorious the triumph.”
Best Memory: Mr. Smyth’s "wave of abuse."
Activities: Soccer 1; Winter Track 1,2,3,4; Spring Track 1,2,3,4; Cross Country 3,4.

Freddie Krouse
203 Phillelnea Road
“Party ‘til it hurts, then a little more.”
Best Memory: Jr. Prom, Killington 86-87, buddies BS, TT, BKC.
Activities: Football 1; DECA 3,4.

DAVID MATTHEW KRUZE
112 Sharrow Vale
“If you keep looking back, you won’t be able to see what is ahead of you.”
Best Memory: Young Life and Campaigners, Saranac & Harvey Cedars, Skiing w/DB, Biff & Stretch.
Activities: Cross Country 2; Weightlifting 2,3,4; Gymnastics 3,4; Racquetball 3,4; Cum Laude 4; Bio Careers Club 4.

RICHARD KRUZE
MARGIE KRZEMINSKI
9 Rymill Terrace
“All changes, even the most longed for, have their melancholy, for what we leave behind is a part of ourselves... (Anatole France)
Best Memory: Soccer w/JP, HH, KK, YY; "Rampages" pointless.
Activities: Varsity soccer 1,2,3 (co-captain) 4; Basketball 1 (varsity) 2,3, Lacrosse 3; Junior newsletter staff 3; Spirit Week 1,2,3,4; Broadcast Team 4; Senior newsletter editor 4.

JOEL KUINGSKIE
KATHIE KUNKEL
103 Sonnybrook Road
“Take a walk on the wild side.”
Best Memories: Soccer w/Trott & buddies; lunch w/AF & JL; Step 4 the Pongor; 27/84; “Cool" GL.
Activities: Varsity Soccer 1,2,3,4; Lacrosse 1; (varsity) 2,3,4; Student Congress rep. 1,2; Senior Newsletter 4.

PATRICK JOHN KURLEJ
16 Whitby Road
“Help me laugh at myself will never cease to be amused.”
Best Memory: Seagulls & pizza crusts, Saranac’ 85; Killington 86-87; Swimming and Poker parties.
Activities: Student government 1,2,3,4; Track 1,4; Swimming 1, varsity, captain 4; Class government 1,2,3,4; SADD 2,3; Publicity Manager 2; FOP 3,4; Member of N.J. State Assoc. of Student Council Executives 3, Student government President 4.

CAROLINE KURZ
415 Downs Drive
Best Memory: Field hockey, Lacrosse friends & JP, SM, DG, JB - winning seasons. Soroity, Pathmark w/MB, Lehigh w/tp, the chase in Betzy, talks w/DEB and best friend and sister SK.
Activities: Field Hockey 1,2,3,4; Lacrosse 1,2,3,4, (co-captain) 4; Swimming 1,2,3,4; PAVAS 4; Cum Laude 4.

SHARON KURZ
414 Down Drive
“The friendship comes when silence between two people is comfortable.”
Best Memory: Spending time with closest friends - JD, JK, JB, LL, DD, SM, JB, MK, SM & CK.
Activities: Swimming 1,2; Field Hockey 1; Spanish Club 2,3; Track 3; FOP 4; SADD 4; Powder Puff Football 4.
IRA LA VOE
126 Sandringham Road
"The woods are lovely, dark and deep. But I have promises to keep and miles to go before I sleep." Best Memories: Loftert cocktails with Chez, surprise parties, Killington, summer friends ‘86, a Palmyra waterbed, good times with the jew Crew & special friendships. Activities: Soccer 1.2; Newspaper Sports Editor 3; Bio-Careers Club 3; Yearbook Sports Editor 4; Sports-Medicine Club President 4; SAAD Chairman 4; Respect for Drugs 4

LAURA LACHMAN
12 Roland Court

JEANNINE TERESE LACOVARA
13 Darien Drive
"If he’s Italian ... hook me up! It’s good to be a princess" Best Memories: Wembler forever CT. Lip Sync. MB AHRMKRCZ28. Baha Crew 1-30-86 Activities: Student Congress 3; Cougarete Manager 4; Powder Puff Football 4; Blood Drive 4

BOBBY S. LAL
304 Philmar Avenue
"Short are the best memories of life." Best Memories: My Sweet Sixteen Party, Winter Concert, Soccer Games, Track Party Activities: French Club 1.2.4; Track 3.4; Soccer 3; Library Aide 4; Bio Aid 4; Vocal Workshop 4; Bio Careers Club 4

JACQUELINE THERESA LAMBOY
11 Brookville Drive
"Look at those who’s Yodaaaaal Best Memories: Best Adventures with B/F Yoda, Whoopi Goldberg on South St., Fugge, Shirely, Nancy, Brother Ray, etc. Activities: Photography Club 2.4; Spanish Club 2.3.4

RAREYM LOWIS LABOY
11 Brookville Drive
"Oh well..." Best Memory: When Mark and Jodi met fain on Jan. 10, 1986 Activities: Marching Band 2; DECA 3.4

MICHAEL LANCASTER
503 Old Orchard Road
"Anything’s possible" Best Memory: A Domino pizza over Raymond’s Activities: Computer Club 1; Latin Club 3.4; Photo Club 4; Lacrosse 4

NICOLE LANG
1928 N. Birchwood Park Drive
Best Memories with EH, CG, SS, SA, NA, RB, LL, TA, LS Activities: Marching Band 1.2; Lacrosse 2; Racquetball 2; All South Jersey Orchestra & Band 3.4; Holiday Ensemble 4; PAVAS 4; Pit Orchestra 4

SANDRA LANG
203 Granville Drive
A true friend is the best possession." Best Memories: 858 St. Charles Place, The Dark Side, G. Collecting, Nokema low riders, phonix, Pizza Hut, "sevening", with Sean Activities: Field Hockey 1; Lacrosse 1; FOP 3.4; SADD 4

JOHN RICHMOND LANZA
1232 Forge Road
"I used to rule my world from a pay phone"-Jimmy Buffett

Best Times: Florida road trip with MB, MF, bootlegging with JA; Buffet concert with SKi; slugging with MB, BM, MM, CP, KS Activities: Baseball 1.2; Basketball 1

JESSICA LASS
1309 Markress Lane
"Succes is everywhere but so hard to find" Best Memories: LAW, 4 of the DEPT 3.2, and still going strong... YUM! Times with Linda MF, JD, PM, DS, LF, CA, SR, MS, MB, JL Activities: Varsity Cheerleading 3; Captain 4; Advanced Dance 3; FOP 4; Powder Puff 4

JASON LAWIT
1953 West Cliff Drive
"I want an Easter Egg. I want an Easter Egg." Best Memories with AT, ST, JH, at VH with AT Activities: Wrestling 1; Spanish Club 1.2.3; Ice Hockey 3.4; Latin Club 3.4

MICHAEL JEFFREY LAWRENCE
16 Cohasset Lane
"Path of glory take me out of here." Best Memory: Summer vacation Activities: Model UN 3.4; World Affairs Club 3.4

IVAN LEIBOWITZ
102 The Woods
"Music is my kind of life, don’t take it away". -Frankenstein Best Memories: weekends with friends, practicing my guitar, working all week Activities: Variety Show 2; DECA 3, president 4; 3M Club 3; Battle of the Bands 3.4

ERIC DAVID LEMONT
29 Magnolia Lane
Best Memory: Playin’ ball with the guys-DH, CT, MM Activities: Basketball Intramurals 1.2.3.4; World Affairs Club 2.3; Racquetball 2.3.4

DEREK MICHAEL LENAHAN
"Choose your friends carefully, your enemies will choose you: remember our actions are our epochs." Best Memory: The summer of ’86 and the beautiful girl I spent it with. I love you Kris. Activities: Weightlifting 2.3.4; Football 4

ROCHELLE LEVENBERG
STACIE LEVINSON
GIL LEVY
401 Cranford Road
"The more I see, the less I know for sure." -John Lennon
Best Memories: Stephanie’s parties, hanging out with Kris, MS, SA, KH, AF, JF, CB, NJ, JA, KK, and SG, a cool sister Sharon, and a cool dog Snoopy Activities: Racquetball 3

JOHN LEWES
204 Rabbit Run Road
"It’s not over, until it’s over" Best Memory: A hoagie from WAWA Activities: Latin Club 1.2; Tennis 1; Lacrosse 3.4; Korean Club 3.4; Bio careers Club 3; Photo Club 4

IAN LIEBGOTT
116 Henfield Avenue
"Yo guy, now it’s the big time." Best Memories: Biffing and banging, Broad Street, Killington, King Virgil Parties Activities: PAL Hockey 1.2.3.4; Football 3.4; DECA 3.4; Sports Medicine Club 4

SRIKISH LINGAREDDY
12 Saint Anthony Court
"Dootin’ doo-doo, feelin’ groovy ... Life, I love you, all is groovy.” -SGW
Best Memories: Marakesh, Cooper River Park, and all the times spent with LP, SA, SZ, NY, LS, SR Activities: French Club 1.2, president 3; Tennis 1.2

Computer Club 1; Track 2.3; Math League 2.3.4; Political Awareness Club 2; Yearbook 3, Editor-in-Chief 4; Cum Laude 3, secretary 4; Model UN 3.4; Student Congress 4

SUSAN MACHHAR
227 Killburn Court
"You may fall a few times because the ice is slippery, but if you get up and keep skating, you’ll eventually get from one end of the rink to the other." Best Memories: JC & QPS, battles, DW & Hello, "M" Bumming with Red Activities: French Club 1; Martial Arts Club 1; Girls’ Swim Team Manager 2; Track 2.4; Colorguard 3.4; Play 3; Cum Laude 3.4; Yearbook Editor 4; Costume Coordinator 4

JOHN MAIDA
MALINI MAJUMDAR
1224 Cardinal Lake Drive
"Life is a series of surprises"-Emerson
Best Memory: Good times with good friends Activities: Concert Choir 1; Spanish Club 1,2, vice-president 3; Cougarette 1.2; Pippin 2; Debate Team 3.4; Yearbook Activities Editor 3, Editor-in-Chief 4; World Affairs Club 3; Model UN 3.4; Bio Careers Club 3; SADD 3.4; Student Congress 4

JOANNE MANINO
2 Country Walk
Dawson “Our memories together, may they never end; if not always together forever friends” Best Memory: Mr. Boulden’s English class Sophomore year! Activities: FBLA 4; Eastside 4
AMANY MANSOUR
520 Country Club Drive
“Society always frowns upon the smiling individual.”
Best Memory: The best times spent with WK, NN, DV, TS

SCOTT MARAD

ADAM MARANO
MARIBETH MARCELLI
103 Henfield Avenue
“Highschool... no, but, seriously!”
Best Memory: All the times with N.J. OSC!
Activities: Student Congress 1, 2, 3, 4; Spanish Club 1, 2, 3, 4; PO P 1, 2, 3, 4, chairman 4; SADD 4

ERIKA SIRENA MARCH
41 Charles Lane
“Exhilaration is that feeling you get just after a great idea hits you and just before you realize what’s wrong with it.”
Best Memories: D’Lites with the girls, Dunkin’ Doughnut-Morning, Noon, or Night
Activities: Spring Musicals 1, 2, 3, 4; French Club 1;
Library Aide 1; Student Congress 2, 3, Fall Show 3;
Oscar 5; Thames Society 2, vice-president 4,
Concert Choir 3; Advanced Acting 4; PAVAS 4;
Champions 4

JEFFREY MARULIS
NANCY ANN MARKWIEZ
604 Guilford Road
“There have been good times and bad times and we’d never change the things we’ve done. But just remember: the best is yet to come.”
Best Memory: All those unforgettable times with RD, JC, KB, JD
Activities: Lacrosse 1; Newspaper 1, 2; French Club 1, 2; Track 1, 2; Color Guard 2, 3, 4; POP 4

TINA J. MARKOE
413 Lavender Hill Drive
“He who can no longer stop to wonder and stand rapt in awe is as good as dead; his eyes are closed.”
Best Memory: BA who has kept me sane through it all. ILU.

MICHAEL MARKOFF
PARCIA JANE MARRACHELLO
6 Glenpark Lane
“You got your passion, you got your pride, but don’t know that only fools are satisfied. Dream on, but don’t imagine they’ll all come true.”
Best Memory: The shore, best friends
Activities: French Club; marching band; Cum Laude

JOE MASAPOLLO
3 West High Ridge Road
“To do as I please and not be told”
Activities: DECA 1, 2, 3, 4

SONDRA MASINO
109 Benue Drive
“Tomorrow is another day, full of happiness and joy; never look back at what was, but what will be.”
Best Memory: Junior Prom, Summer of ’86
Activities: Tennis 1, 2, 3; Lacrosse 1; Powder Puff 3, 4; POP 3, 4; Cheerleading 4; Student Congress 4;
Blood Drive 4

MELLISA MATTHIENESS
12 Locust Grove Road
“Before we end then begin again, we’ll drink a toast to how it’s been.”
Best Memory: Great times with friends
Activities: Field Hockey 1, 2, 3, 4; Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4;
Swimming 1; Office Aide 2, 3, 4; FOP 3; PAVAS 4

JAMES MAYFIELD
CARMEN MAZZAGATTI
104 Tarlton Court
Best Memory: May 28

MICHAEL MATTHEW MCEACHERN
1201 Oakwood Drive
“Nothing’s going to change my world.”
Best Memory: Special times spent with ER
Activities: Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Wrestling 1, 2, 3, co-capt 4; Baseball 1; DECA 2

PAUL MCBRIDE
KRISTY MCCANN
12 Boxton Road
“RH who you are, nobody should expect any different”
Best Memory: Shore ’84, Weekend parties
Activities: Swimming 1; DECA 4

EANN McCARTHY
23 McPhalen Avenue
“Life is a bowl of egg fu-yung you never know what’s in it.”
Best Memory: MB Trips, email
Activities: Color Guard 1, 2, Drum Major 3, 4; Concert Band 1; Symphonic Band 2, 3; Mock Trial 2, 3;
Model UN 3, 4; Orchestra 3, 4; Wind Ensemble 4; Holiday Ensemble 4; Jazz Ensemble manager 4;
Cum Laude 4; Pit Orchestra 4; All S. Jersey Symphonic Band 4

SEAN McCLEARY
RON MCCORD
30 Morris Drive
“The mind is its own place and in itself can make a heaven of hell, and a hell of heaven.”
Best Memory: Golf Courts, Beach, Fun with Friends, Prom
Activities: Rugby 1, 2, 3, 4

HEATHER MCDONOUGH
JAMES McGRAW
SEAN JOSEPH McILHINNIE
15 Tendor Road
“Let it be.”
Best Memory: Sandy, Pit Bonfire
Activities: Cross Country 1, 2, 3, 4; Basketball 1;
Track 1, 2, 3, 4, Winter Track 4

MARK MCNAMEE
KATHRYN J. MEAD
122 Weston Drive
Activities: Swimming 1, 2, 3, 4

ALISON SUSAN MEAGH
230 Hadleigh Drive
“Being the victim of procrastination; my life is one long emergency”
Best Memory: Good times with friends, post Cotillion & Prom
Activities: Lacrosse 1, 2; Swimming 1; French Club 1,
Tennis 2; Latin Club 3, 4; Powder Puff 3, 4; POP 3, 4;
Blood Drive 4; Photography Club 4

MICHAEL J. MEDINGER
318 Portmouth Road
“Id rather be fishing for white marlin with a seven strand jet head on a 50 International”
Best Memory: Summer ’86, 4X4Xing
Activities: Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Basketball 2, Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4

CHARLES HAROLD MEGGINSON III
1205 Winston Way
“They call me Up-Chuck Korea”
Best Memory: A.M.A. 1985 Europe Trip
Activities: Swimming 1, 3, 4; Symphonic Band 1, 2, 3;
Marching Band 1, 2, 3, 4; Lab Band 2, 3, 4

MARC MELIK
1142 Winding Drive
“When I think back on all the crap I learned in High School, it’s a wonder I can think at all!”
Best Memory: weekends with friends; English with Mr. K.
Activities: Gymnastics 1, 2, 3; Student Congress 4;
SADD 4; Broadcasting 4

MICHAEL JAMES MENDELSON
403 Country Club Drive
“To boldly go where no man has gone before.”
Gene Roddenberry
Activities: Spanish Club 1, 2, 3; Computers Club 1, 2;
D&D Club 1; String Ensemble 1, 2; World Affairs Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Model UN 2, chairman 3, secretary 4;
Orchestra 3, 4; All S. Jersey Orchestra 3, 4; Chess Club 3, 4; Cum Laude 4

HELEN B. MENOR
13 Lamp Post Lane
“In youth we learn; in age we understand”
Best Memory: Summer ’86
Activities: Creative Writing Club 2; Far East Society 2, 3, 4; Library Aide 4; Yearbook Advertising Staff 4

FREDERICK MOLLI
CARLA J. MERCER
1914 Olney Avenue
“People tell you that you can’t... But dreams are made by those who chance”
Activities: Library Aide 1; Prom Committee 3

BRETT MILGRIM
616 Society Hill
“Sometimes you can get shown one light on one of the strangest of places if you look at it right”
Best Memory: Letterman in NY

DEBRA MILLER
71 Stanwood Road
Best Memory: Senior year w/ Eags!

DENNIS MILLER
17 Wexford Court
“Purity you can see, quality you can taste.”
Best Memory: The shore, skiing, H.C. and M.B.

RICHARD P. MILLER
44 E. Ridge Road
“you must of heard it from my best friend. She’s always talking when she should be listening.”
Best Memory: TS, KO, CA, TW, JM, CF, BFF-
Train dodges, BG (Ass), Pour it on me, bash, New Year’s Eve, T.S. Sibs each’, TAC 84, the window.
Activities: Yearbook 11; Rugby Manager 1, 2; Rifle Captain 2, 3, SADD 3, 4; FOP 3

NICOLE MILLS
NICOLE MINNITI

AMY ELIZABETH MOORE
1101 W. Valleybrook Road
“Always look over your shoulder for you never know who might be there.”
Best Memory: C’St 2 and Best times with my friends KB, RS, KH, MC, EC, JB, DM, BS, MV,
SF, TM, AM, most of all my best friend PA.
Activities: Concert band 1, 2, 3, 4; Marching band 1;
Nurses aide 2; Spanish club 3; Basketball manager 3.

CHRISTOPHER MOORE
8 Cooper Run Drive
“Life is skiing!”
Best Memory: Slugging “O.M.” from the ice chest over the summer in the back of the Blazer, Tailgating.
Activities: Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Track 1, 2, 3, 4; Wrestling 1.

TINA MONTIEL
MICHAEL MARK MORGAN
225 Sharrowvale Road
“I like the way your sparkling earrings lay, against your skin so brown.”
Best Memory: DW & MF exaggerations; Hitting Admiral in the Buckey seat w/ CM, DM, JD, slugging in JL’s basement, Anti Group Rap Sessions w/ DW, JS, MF.
Activities: Soccer 1; Basketball 1, 2, 4; FOP 4; Sports Medicine club 4.
DEBORAH LYNN MORRICA
108 Bentwood Drive
"The only trouble with being punctual is that no one's there to appreciate it."
Best Memory: Freshman English where I met DD school lunches are perfectly okay with her ... '86 trip to Baltimore ... BM3-7TJ
Activities: Spanish Club 1, Future Architect club 1,2,3,4, Student congress 1,2,3,4, Wastaside 2,3,4, POP 3, POP 3, SADD 3,4, Cable TV 3.

HEATHER LEIGH MORRISON
113 Lamp Post Lane
"If you feel it, do it!"
Best Memory: Summer 85, JP, TF.

CHRISTINA RENEE MULLEN
1836 West Point Drive
"The less you talk, the more you are listened to."
A real friend never gets in your way, unless you're on your way down.
Best Memory: DC - Where’s Olga’s? BY, LB, (HEB)
Activities: Girl’s Basketball 1, Manager Soccer 3, Co-Art Editor Eastside 4.

MARK MURDOCK

MARIANNE MUSCELLA

HONG JIN NA

CRAG CHARLES NAGLER
304 Highgate Lane
"A young man is the king of every kingdom that he sees."
Best Memory: Gallagher’s office, Guidance passes, Branch’s keys, moot questions.

YUKA NAKANO
7 Brompton Court
"They can never take what is in your soul, they can never break what makes you whole."
Best Memory: Meeting my best friend, Stephanie.
Activities: POP 3, SADD 4.

ANNEMARIE NANA
1352 Bunker Hill Drive
"In the long run, fate will turn the key to tomorrow."
Best Memory: Having my guardian angel sent down to me. Wash. D.C. friends.
Activities: AVAYAS 4.

NANCY ANN NASUTI
642 Guilford Road
"Sleep, sleep tonight and may your dreams be realized."
Best Memory: Jackie’s 18th birthday, Jodi’s 17th birthday in South Philly, and skiing Activities: Color Guard 2, Spanish Club 2,3, POP 3, SADD 4.

LOAN NGO

JOHN S. NIGRELLI
522 Brian Drive
"Women are like wine; some age sweetly while others turn sour.
Best Memory: Step’s Nikathon 2-22-86, Hanging out with the guys, Many exclusive parties, Lip Sync split-kick-cuss
Activities: Soccer 1,2, Intramural Volleyball 1,2, Intramural Basketball 1,2,3,4, Latin Club 3, Spanish Club 3.

MICHAEL SHAWN O’DONNELL
12 North Branch Drive
"Polo, by Ralph Lauren."
Best Memory: Mrs. Lavoie’s English class and my experiences with Hoeve, especially when he lost his keys in the snow.
Activities: Basketball 1,2, Intramural Basketball 2,3,4, POP 3,4, SADD 4.

DEBRA DEAN O’NEILL
1004 Red Oak Drive
"You only live once, but if done right, once is enough!"
Best Memory: Being with S.O., S.S., S.C., P.K., K.S. and the rest of you who made this “best of times”
Activities: Softball Manager 1, Baseball Manager 2, Varsity Football Cheerleader 3, Captain 4.

TIMOTHY OAKLEY

DENNIS MICHAEL OBER
609 North Burnt Mill Road
"Good, better, never let rest until your good is better and your better is best."
Best Memory: Hangin’ with the Ashland boys, Reena’s Spanish with Vogel, doing Hooters before JV games, going out with D.K., M.G.
Activities: Basketball 2,4, Football 2, Intramural Volleyball 3,4, Intramural Basketball 3,4.

MARSHALL ALAN OGEN
1614 South Bowling Green Drive
"In the game of life it doesn’t matter which cards you’re dealt, all that counts is how you play your hand."
Best Memory: Great times with friends.
Activities: French Club 1,2, POP 4.

KIMBERLY BETH OKIE
229 Chariot Circle
"Know-how doesn’t do any good unless you know when."
Best Memory: Train dodos, the bush, the window, New Year’s Eve, ski trips, times with R.O., T.S., B.S., Chippy, S.C., T.W., and A.H.
Activities: Mount Misery Aid 1, Concert Band 1,2, Marching Band 1,2, Dance 1,2,3,4, BGC 3,4, Student Congress 3, Symphonic Band 3, Cougarette 3, Captain 4, Variety Show 3,4, POP 4, Varsity Basketball Cheerleader 4, Powder Puff Football 4.

BRENT OWENS
16 Harrowgate Drive
"Some of it’s magic, some of it’s tragic, but I had a great time all the way."
Best Memory: Walk a straight tree, Paul A.’s waterbed, crashing at Andy H.’s the day before finals after hard day’s “lifting”.
Activities: Football 1,2,3,4, Track 1,2,3,4.

JOHN S. OWENS, JR.
1228 West Kay Drive
"If it doesn’t matter if you win or lose but how to play the game, then why do they keep score?"
Best Memory: Lip Sync, D.D. and the Hobogs, Slug Fest, Butter Straight Tress, Bit Shi Fu with Flesh and Booger.
Activities: Football 1,3,4, Basketball 1,2, Golf 1,2,3,4, Student Congress 1,2,3,4, POP 4, Lip Sync 4.

NICOLE PAGE
110 North Brookfield Road

“Hey Babes!”
Best Memory: Puds, Fridays, Bradless, eggs, Pizza Hut, Just Shirts, nickels and dimes, a bite to eat.

CAROL PAK
1016 Morris Drive
"I regret often that I have spoken; never that I have been silent."
Activities: Cheerleading 2,3, Captain 4, Korean Club Sec/res 3, President 4, Newspaper editor 4.

JOAN HELEN PALMUNEN
126 Thornhill Road
"If you can’t laugh at yourself, who can you laugh at? everybody else."
Best Memory: Orchesis with the W.O.W.’s, Senior Prom ’86, Toronto, 40’s, Victory and Run, bus with Phil, Snork, R.J.’s.
Activities: Cougarettes 1,2, Captain 3,4; Orchesis 2,3, Spring Musical 3, Basketball Cheerleader Cheerleader 2, Captain 3.

JOSEPH PANAI

MARIA PAOLOGIN
126 Carolina Avenue
"If you love someone, set them free! If they come back, they’re yours. If they don’t, they never were."
Best Memory: 4/18/86 - 10/17/86, Summer of ’85.

ELIZABETH PAPALEO

ROBERT PAPPAS
42 Edgewood Drive
"And the forest will echo with laughter!"
Activities: Golf 1,2,3,4.

JOHN SUNG PARK
154 Weston Drive
"You never plumb the oriental mind, and if you did, it isn’t worth the toll."
Rudyard Kipling
Best Memory: Mr. Kim’s slides, Pinzur’s tape, Gordon’s Porsche, Bio parties for Vlad, and of course J.C.
Activities: Orchestra 1,2,3,4, All South Orchestra 1,2,3,4, Pit Orchestra 2,3, All State Orchestra 4, Intramural Tennis 1, JY Tennis 2,3,4, French Club 2,3, Biology Careers Club 3,4, Cum laude Society 3,4, Student Congress 4, Cable TV 4, Broadcasting 4, Mock Trials 4.

JON PARKER

5 Thornhill Road
"We were timeless dreams of another day. We were in a dawning age. We had so much to say."
Best Memory: Meeting Sting
Activities: Soccer 1, Winter Track 2,3, Spring Track 2,3,4.

CRYSTAL RENEE PARKS
8 Fairmont Road
Best Memory: Friday nights at THE EAST
Activities: Afro-American Club 1,2,3,President 4; Stage Crew 1, Broadcasting 3,4, Eastside 4, COE 4, PBLA 4, Girl’s Track manager 2.

JULIA H. PARSONS
5 Rymall Terrace
"Yesterday is not ours to recover, but tomorrow is ours to win or to lose."
Best Memory: Great times with the soccer gang, Genesis J.H., Nova M.K., October 25 1986.
Activities: Lacrosse 1,2,3,4, Soccer 3,4, POP 2,3,4; French Club 2,3, Big Brother/Big Sister 4.

SCOTT PASTOR
1112 Seagull Lane
"Nothing is permanent except change."
Best Memory: All the girls, my love M.L., shots with J.L., sleeping with the dog, B-cases, E.S. partying, Killington, Lip Sync champions
Activities: Basketball 2,3,4, Ice Hockey 3,4, POP 2,3, Lip Sync 4.

PARAG P. PATEL
623 Old Orchard Road
“It’s been a JAMMER!” “Get the test”
Best Memory: Long live the underground test agency, “condo” nights, good old IVA days
Activities: Tennis 1.2,3; French Club 1,2; N.J. Math League 1,2,3,4; N.J. Science League 3,4; Biology
Careers Club 3,4; Model U.N. 4; Newspaper 1,2; Lacrosse 4
KRISTA MARIE PATRICK
“It doesn’t matter if you win or lose - it’s how good you looked.”
Best Memory: El Toro, California, A.H. and K.T. who made moving easier and leaving harder, friends who were always there, cotillion
Activities: Girls Varsity Swimming 1,2,3; Coliseum Swimming 1,2,3; Girl’s League 4

PATRICIA LYNN PATRICK
“When I stepped off the plane for what I thought I lost. Now that I’m back, I know I never lost anything. True friends are forever.”
Best Memory: Moving to California, “Baby Day” in El Toro, summer of ’86, away swim meets

TIMOTHY PATRICK
ROBYN PATRYLO
BRIAN G. PAUL
508 Balsam Road
“I’ll be stretching my mouth to let those big words just come right out.” - Peter Gabriel
Best Memory: 3:30 AM call from Mr. Schoeffer, loaning
Activities: Spanish Club 1,2; JV Soccer 2

SCOTT PEDRICK
DONNA LEE PKEALA
46 East Riding Drive
“But why?”
Best Memory: The entire crewed-up, wild, wacky drama department, Bio parties, Florida ’92, Pension
Activities: Concert Band 1, Symphonic Band 2, Orchestra 3,4; Drama 3,4; PAVS 4

DAN PEPPER
32 East Riding Drive
“A four years of high school, I have learned to live for life, liberty, and the pursuit of bouffous.”
Best Memory: Lawvills, successfully cutting 70 days of gym in a row, Jason and Mike in English class, destroying creative writing
Activities: Spanish Club 1, Marching Band 1, Band 3,3; Jazz Ensemble 4, Symphonic Band 2,3,4; Electronic Music Club 3

RICHARD JAY PERR
501 Cranford Road
“Better to reign in hell than to serve in heaven.”
Best Memory: Having English 2A with Mr. Kova-
levich
Activities: German Club 1,2,3; Dugeons and Dragons Club 1, Intramural Bowling 1, Chess Team 1, Science Fiction Club 2, Math League 2,3,4; Computer Team 3,4; Martial Arts Club 4, World Affairs Club 4, Model UN 4

DAVID COLIN PERRO
1802 Rolling Lane
“Hey Garry, you were THAT close?” “That’s great, but I gotta go”
Best Memory: 10:35 PM - Montreal trip ’87, Nope Mom, Blazing Trails
Activities: Winter Track 1, Jazz Ensemble 2,3,4; Karate Club 2,3; Rugby Club 3, Marching Band 4

CASSANDRA L. PETERS
3 Cooper Run Drive
“Two roads diverged in a wood, and I took the one less traveled by, and that has made all the difference.” - Robert Frost
Best Memory: Returning home after long Saturdays with the Marching Band
Activities: Marching 1,3; Concert Band 1,2,3; Symphonic Band 4, Library Aide 1,4; Biology Aide 3, Spanish Club 2, Officer 4; Bowling 4

WILLIAM PICKERING
DAVID PIERCE
367 Portsmouth Road
“... and if you get a strong urge to fly ... but I got nowhere to fly to.”
Best Memory: Bruce’s room, New Years ’87, Ozzies Band, Semi-Marriott

LEANNE CLAIRE PIKE
104 West Riding Drive
Activities: Cross Country 1,2,3; Spring Track 1,2,3; Student Congress 3,4; FOP 3,4; SADD 4

ROBERT PILCHIK
1816 Lark Lane
“Without love in a dream it will never come true.”
Greatful Dead
“The secret to dead shows in Hampton Va, Philly, D.C., East Rutherford NJ ... etc., HILLMAN, IKO, IKO
NANCY DIANN PIOTROWSKI
43 Plymouth Drive
“If you love something, set it free. If it comes back, it’s yours. If it doesn’t, it never was.” “Best friends never part.”
Best Memory: Michelin Man, Lub, For Sale sign, Kidnapping Santa
Activities: Field Hockey 1,2,3, Captain 4; Lacrosse 1,2,3,4; Swimming 1,2

DAVID PISCHKE
DANIELLE PLETZER
MOLLY PLUMB
JEFFREY SCOTT POLLACK
1008 Annapolis Lane
“Nothing left to do but smile, smile, smile.”

GLEN POLYN
134 Thornhill Road

MATTHEW VINCENT PORTELLA
26 Fox Hollow Drive
“We are the music makers, and we are the dreamers of the dreams.” - Willy Wonka
Best Memory: Times spent with Jon G., hanging around with the theatre gang, meeting and being with Janet
Activities: Drama 1,2,3,4; Chamber Singers 3,4; Thespian Society 3, Treasurer 4; PAVS 4

JEFFREY B. PRATT
1312 Drew Court
“Never do today what you can put until tomorrow.” “Let’s give ourselves back to England.”
Best Memory: The auditorium incident with T.C., S.T., with R.S., on the hunt with D.B., blinking signs, diners
Activities: Marching Band 1,2,3,4; Concert Band 1, Symphonic Band 2, Wind Ensemble 3,4; All South Jersey Band 2,3,4; All State Band 3,4; Concert Band 2, Marching Band 3,4; Piano 4, Orchestra 1,2,3,4; Alpha Nu Alpha Club 4; PAVS 4, Spanish Club 1,2; Model UN 1,3,4,5

KELLEY PRINCE
414 Society Hill Drive

PAVAN PURI
217 Ocean Avenue
“Listen to the man that really believes that maybe his father was right.”
Best Memory: Mr. Gordon’s M&M TAB Wars
Activities: Marching 1,4; Chemistry League 2, German Club 2, Symphonic Band 2, Chess Club 3,4; Physics League 3,4; World Affairs Club 3,4; Biology 4

CAREERS CLUB 3, BIOLOGY LEAGUE 3, WIND EMBLE 3,4; CUM LAUDE SOCIETY 3,4; DEMOGORPHON 4, ALL SOUTH JERSEY SYMPHONIC BAND 4

ERIK S. RADBELL
218 Unbridge Drive
“What is life, but living to die.”
Best Memory: Winter of ’87 with P.M. D.S., Evergreens Irish with D.P. Whiteface Mt. with C.B.
Activities: Football 1,2,3,4; Baseball 1,2,3,4; Student congress 1,2,3

HOLLY RAPFER
28 Staffordshire Road
“It is only with the heart that one can see rightly; what is essential is invisible to the eye.”
Best Memory: Times with HB.

MUKUND RAGHAVACHARI
1200 E. Martin Pike
“By the hair of my chinny-chin-chin! C’est n’est pas how vous payer les game. C’est comment je gagne.”
Best Memory: “Chalk Wars” in Mr. Pinzu’s Laa class: starring Darrh Krusier, Musk Skylarker, Stephen Solo, etc.
Activities: Chemistry Science League 2,4; World Affairs Club 3,4; Chess Club 3,4; Computer Club 3; Knowledge Bowl 4; Model UN 4.

KEVIN RAGONESE
8 Tending Road
“Who’s Next? Guess who passed out? Herbal Ger-
abil. Rag. The Deal.”

HAYLEY ERICA RAMBER
5 Judi Court
“If you lose your golden shields, there will always be a bronze one right behind you.”
Best Memory: Killingdon ’87, can I have a tour ... a little piece of amsterdam, hi les gogles, trust-
ees, who’s on stage ... best times with the girls.
Activities: Lacrosse 1; Swimming 1,2; Student congress 1,2,3,4; French Club 1,2,3,4; Track 2; FOP 2,3,4; chairman 4; Blood Drive 2,3; Newspaper 3; Chess Club 4; Spanish Club.

AGNES RANCES
SCOTT EVAN RASKAS
523 Brian Drive
“If we’re end and then we’ll drink a toast to how it’s been. I’ve loved these days.” B.J.
Best Memory: February ’87, Dan’s, Chet’s, Pian-
tooning with the Jew Crew, Booking to Rucker’s with Wes, Ken and H.K. at A.R.’s.
Activities: Soccer 1; Tennis 1,2,3,4; Eastside 2,3,4; FOP 3,4; French Club 3,4.

DAVID REAVES
23 Jonathan Road
MARLA REICH
6 North Wooldeleigh Drive
“Girls don’t forget to always live life like you’re on vacation.”
Best Memory: M.K. in F.S., Great times with all the girls, R.G. and S.S. fried Eggs forever!!!

LISA ANN REID
144 Ashbrook Road
“Remember Maria is not my twin sister! Good luck in the near future.”
Best Memory: Best of times with B.K.W., Good Friends - H., L.S., E.C., K.J., V.P., A.H.
Activities: Afro-American Club 1,2,3,4; Spanish Club 2; Marching Band, Flags 3; Deca Conference 4.
Activities: "Pippin" 2; "Funny Girl" 3; One Act 3; Concert Choir 3; Advanced Acting 3; "Man of La Mancha" 4; P.A.V.A.S. 4

THOMAS ROMANO
CHRISTOPHER KEITH ROSE 512 Clover Avenue
"Reality is fantasy's fantasy." Best Memory: Summar' 96. Activities: Bowling Intramurals 3; Basketball Intramurals 3,4; Architecture Club 3; Varsity Bowling 4.

ELIZABETH ROSE 106 Kenwood Drive
"You can always get what you want but if you try, sometime you just might find, you get what you need." YDABOM" Best Memory: Parties at C.M.'s; Chasing J.S.; Quicksand. I'll never forget the times I shared with K.E., D.J., and especially M.M. (my best friends). Activities: Mt. Misery Aide 2; Office Aide 3; Wrestling Manager 3; Photo Club 3; Photo Aide 3; Demagorun 4; PAVAS 4.

GIL AD D. ROSEN 508 Heartwood Road
"My dreams, they aren't as empty as my conscience seems to be" - The Who. Best Memory: Breaking the world's record for most broken bones. Activities: Concert Band 1,2; Symphonic Band 3,4; Jazz Ensemble 4.

JONATHAN ROSENBLUM 1802 Fireside Lane
"We are, all of us, in the gutter. Some of us are looking at the stars ..." Best Memory: Being a senior, Teaching lessons, BBYO, Skiing with K.K., J.C., S.T. Activities: Soccer 1,2; Chem-League 2,3; Bio- Chemistry Club 3, Cum Laude Society 3.4.

LEAH J. ROSS 111 Mt. Pleasant Way
"Change is the nature of genius" - James Dean. Best Memory: Best times with B.H., T.W., C.F., M.F., GC and the D.L. esp. No tank loan, Nell, Erica, and A.H. Activities: Marching Band 2,3,4; Concert Band 2,3; Spanish Club 2,4; SADD 2; Library Aide 3,4; Symphonic Band 4; Percussion Ensemble 4.

DIANA ELIZABETH ROSSI 7 Summersdale Place
"Try to enjoy the here and now; the future will take care of itself somehow" - Howard Jones. Best Memory: "Nobody's home." The quest, "I'm Mr. Little with the Supremes. The Twilight Zone", Ms. CF, TS, SA, SG, CA, ND, DF, DD, SR, JH. Activities: Field Hockey, 1,2; Lacrosse 1,2; French Club 1,2,3,4; French Exchange Program 2; SADD 2,3,4, FOP 2,3; Spring Track 3,4; Powder Puff 3,4; Student congress 3; Balloon-a-grain chairman 4; Cum Laude 4.

DANIEL M. ROTHBERG 1708 Country Club Drive
"What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us." Best Memory: Great times with my friends. Cornell acceptance; All senior year; Thanks AF, JS, DC, AR, DB, Mom and Dad. Activities: Eastside 1,2,3,4; Spanish Club 1,2; Student Congress 1,4; Science League 2,3; Lacrosse 2,4; Big Brother/Big Sister 3, Chairman 4; Cum Laude Society 3; Broadcasting Cable TV 3,4; Bio- Careers Club 3,4; FOP 4; Blood Drive 4; Spirit Week Chairman 4.

JENNIFER AMY ROTHMAN 520 Balsam Road
"Even though you only live once, if you live it right, you can become it. Best Memory: Memorial Day weekend '86 with DP, MS, AM; Great times with TG, KJ, HJ, DS.

Activities: Office Aide 1,2,3; FOP 3; Latin Club 4.

SHERRI LYNN ROTHMAN 505 Heartwood Road
"If you can imagine it, you can achieve it. If you can dream it, you can become it." Best Memory: The best of times: with: J.L., JD, CF, SB, and the good ol' times with Coon-RL. Activities: Student Congress 1,2,3,4; "Barnum" 1,2,3; Orchestra 2; Basketball Cheerleading (jv) 2; Varsity Football Cheerleading 3,4; Cable News Team 3,4.

VANCE RUBENSTEIN
WENDY SUE RUDERMAN 7 Niamos Drive
"The woods are lovely dark and deep, and I have miles to go before I sleep ... ." Best Memory: Fire Drills in the Green Machine. Winning the tricycle race. Struggling through Chemistry with Lisa Wood. Hitting Ronny Cohen's car. Activities: Racquetball 2; Newspaper 4.

SCOTT RUDNICK
SUZANNE MARIE RUPPEL 24 Scattergood Road
"What's so good about goodbye is the best is yet to come" - Brian Adams. Best Memory: Physics with Feij and Icram, Bud, Ki Club, Cousins, Shoulders, Notes with Benk. Diet Rite. Activities: Swimming 1,2,3; Captain 4; Field Hockey 2; Track 2.

LAWRENCE RUTAN
SUSAN MICHELLE SAMPLE 126 Willowbrook Road
"When all else fails, be yourself." Best Memory: Sophomore Cotillion, Sophomore Year, Volleyball with W.R., L.K., J.K., Mudfight with D.D.O. Activities: Freshman Softball Manager 1; Concert Choir 2; Chansons 2, J.V. Softball Manager 2; J.V. Football Cheerleader 2; Cotillion Dec. Comm. 2; Chamber Singers 3; Varsity Football Cheerleader 3,4; "Funny Girl" 3; East Singers 4; Varsity Football Cheerleader Captain 4; Varsity Softball Manager 4.

LISA MARIA SANTIAGO 632 Guilford Road
"This is finally it! Thanks Mom and Dad for the support. No, I'm not Lucy! I'm Lisa!" Best Memory: Sophomore Cotillion, Junior Prom, Senior Prom, Spirit Week dances, and Best Wishes to L.R., M.R., E.A., L.S., and C.P. Activities: Photo Club 1,2,3; Spanish Club 1,2,3; Usherette 1; Tennis 1; FBLA - Secretary 4; Library Aide 4.

LUCY MARIA SANTIAGO 632 Guilford Road
"I made it and I am proud. Congratulations to my good friends L.R. and M.R., and especially my sis, Lisa. Thanks Mom and Dad." Best Memory: The Sophomore Cotillion and the Proms. Activities: Usherette 1, Spanish Club 1,2, Photo Club 1,2; Nurses Aide 1; Practice Tennis Team 1; FBLA - Treasurer 4.

SEAN SARKEES
ERIC SCOTT SASS 1920 Chalet Drive
"I hope it is the cherished one, you must move on. Follow your dreams." Best Memory: Taking over Dad's car payments for
GUYA SEEPERSAUD
KENNITH L. SVERRIS
1321 Bunker Hill Drive
“A massey room is a sign of a genius.”
Best memory: Shopping Cart night.
Activities: Gymnastics J.V. 1,2,3; “Pippin” 2; “Funny
Girl” 3; Vari-ty Gymnastics Captain 4.
MARK JOHN SEVER JR.
1123 Arbor Road
“In the end, on dreams we’ll depend, because that
is what life is made of.”
Best Memory: 5 minutes, M.W. at D.R.’s Party, Sept.
87; Billy Joel, The Crew
Activities: Soccer 1,2,3; Spanish Club 2,3; Swimming
3,4; Bio-Careers Club 3,4.
SUKEN A. SHAH
49 Lafayette Lane
“Most people cannot chart their own destinies, but
doctors can write their own prescriptions.”
Best Memory: All night festivals, condono-nites, Fla.
Class Trip, “objection your honor”, the Vips.
Activities: Medical Scholars Pgm., 4; Debate Team
Varsity 2,3,4; Bio-careers Club 3,4; Tennis 1,2,3;
Senior Class Officer, Mock Trial Team 2,3,4,5; Sci-
ence League 2,3,4.
LINDA ANN SHASHOUA
1994 Lark Road
“Procrastination is time-consuming.”
Best Memory: Florida with Ann
Activities: Newspaper 1,2; Spanish Club 1,2; Con-
cert Choir 1,2; Orchestra 1,2; Chamber Singers
3,4; Pit Orchestra 1,2; All S. Jersey Chorus 1,2,3,4;
All S. Jersey O-chestra 1,2,3; Broadcast Team 2,3;
Math League 2,3; All S. Jersey Orchestra 1,2,3; Broad-
cast Team 2,3; Math League 2,3; Madrigal Singers
2,3,4; All State Chorus 2,3; Electronic Music
Club 3,4,5; PVAS 4
RENEE BETH SHATZ
201 Juniiper Drive
“Our memories of yesterday will last a lifetime... but
the best is yet to come”
Best Memories: 9th per. lunch, Jr. Prom, Demogor-
mon, summer ’85
Activities: Band 1,2; Lacsrosse 1, Library Aide 2,3;
SADD 3,4; Demogormon 4; Creative Writing Club 4;
Blood Drive 4
KATHRYN L. SHAW
9 Buxton Road
“You’re horrid... be nice... I’m sorry”
Best Memory: Demogormon’86
Activities: Marching Band 1; Color Guard 2; Mime
Co. 2,3,4; Lab Theater 2; Fall Play 3,4; Spring Play
3,4; Advanced Acting 3,4; One Acts 3,4; Concert
Choir 3, Thespian Society 4
NYLA SHEIKH
1025 Rymill Run
“Ooh baby baby it’s a wild world - It’s hard to get
by just upon a smile”
Best Memory: Cal: East, Wildwood ’86; South St.
BRET DAVID SHERRK
3 Cropwell Ct.
“It’s not a cut unless you get caught!”
Best Memory: Lip Sync, 9th pd. Jr year, Bio Lab
Parties
Activities: Football 1,2,3,4; Baseball 1; Track 2;
Intramural Basketball 3,4; Food Drive 4
DAVID PETER SHEPPY
416 South Cranford Road
“A silence that which comes nearest to express-
ing the inexpressible is music.”
Activities: Concert Choir 1,2; Lab Band 1; One-
Acts 1; Madrigal Singers 2,3,4; Symphonic Band 2;
All S. Jersey Chorus 2,3,4; Pippin 2; Chamber Singers
3,4; All State Chorus 3,4; Wind Ensemble 3,4;
Chamber Winds 3,4; Pit Orchestra 3,4; Orchestra
3,4; 1A; All S. Jersey Orchestra & Band 2,4; All Eastern
Chorus 4; Broadcasting 4; PVAS 4; All State
Wind Ensemble 4
JOHN C. SHIPLEY JR.
58 Harrowgate Drive
“Just when you think you know the answer, I change
the question.”
Best Memory: Mr. Carr’s Eng. classes; Tennis sea-
son, summer.
Activities: Tennis 1,2,3,4; Mock Trials 3,4,5; Cable
Club 2,3,4; Broadcast Team 2,3,4, Model UN 3,4;
Cum Laude 3, president 4
KAY E. SICKLES
153 Westover Drive
“May your spirit stay unbroken, may you not be de-
ferred.”
Best Memory: Dave, Soph yr SH, Beach day trips
Activities: Tennis 1,2,3,4; Lacrosse 1,2; SADD 3,4;
FOF 4; Cum Laude 4
VALERIE G. SILLS
1753 Larkspur Road
“Happiness is not having what you want, but want-
ing what you have.”
Best Memory: My family, good times w/ friends
Activities: Usherings 1,2,3; Latin Club 1,2; Cheer-
leading 3, captain 4; Gymnastics 2, mgr 4; FOF 3;
SADD 3
RICHARD CRAWFORD SIMMONS III
64 Harrowgate Drive
“Live a Simms lifestyle”
Best Memory: weekends, Brats, great times w/ friends
Activities: Cross Country 1,2,3; Winter Track 1,2;
Spring Track 2,3; Broadcasting 3,4; Cable TV 3,4;
Latin Club 4
CHARLES SIMMONS
18 Cohasset Lane
“Put the silver wings upon my chest; let me be
America’s best”
Best Memory: shore, friends
Activities: Swimming 1; Football 2,3,4
MINI SINGAL
112 Kergodale Avenue
“You think you know just how you want to live, but
you don’t even know what life’s got to give.”
Best Memory: NYE’s Eve ‘94; Journey
Activities: Soccer mgr 1,2; Photo Club 3,4; French
Club 3,4
SWARNIMA SINHA
503 Longstone Drive
“Being yourself and being true to yourself—what’s
what?”
Activities: Concert Band 1; Volleyball 1; Tennis
1,2; Spring Track 2,3,4; Winter Track 3,4; Bio Lab
Aide 4; Cum Laude 4
TIMOTHY SKEEHAN
SUZAN ELLLEN SKINNER
104 Ashford Road
“Don’t wait for your ship to come in—swim after it”
Best Memory: Fridays, trips, Chem labs, proms, friends
Activities: Concert Band 1; Raquetball 1; Color
Guard 2,3,4,5; French Club 2; SADD 3,4; Student
Congress 4
BRIAN SLEET
BRIAN SLOAN
25 Highgate Lane
“Let’s do it”
Best Memory: Ski Trip, Shore, Spanish, New Year’s
Activities: Cross Country 1; Wrestling 1,2,3,4,5; Track
1,2,3
MASHA SLUTSKER
2 Evans Lane
“This above all—to thine own self be true; And it
must follow, as the night the day, Thou cannot
then be false to any man.”
Best Memory: Neil Simon’s FOOLS
Activities: Demogormon 3,4; Model UN 3; Chess
Team 3; Photo Club 4
CRAIG ANTHONY SMITH 6 Anvil Court
"It’s the puppet who pull the strings"

KARL J. SMITH 154 Wilt Whitney Blvd.
“Life is full of doors that don’t open when you knock, equally not real and those that open when you don’t want them to”
Activities: Chess Club 2;3; Intramural Bowling 2;3;4; Science League 2;3;4; Math League 2;3; Cum Laude 4

MELISSA SMITH 1325 N. Bowling Green Drive
“Be happy with what you have because there are those who aren’t as fortunate”
Best Memory: Jr. Prom Activities: FBHA president 4

NADINE SNOOK

DAVID ERIC SNYDER 1520 Brick Road
“It is worth it to drive 10 miles to save a dollar”
Best Memory: ski trips Activities: Lacrosse 1,2,3; Raquetball 1,2; Intramural Basketball 1,2,3,4; Student Congress 1,2, SADD 4

PAUL ANTHONY SOCHANKA 28 Falmouth Avenue
“Don’t put anything down until you’ve tried it at least once”
Best Memory: shore, Lifeguarding, golfing, Jr. Prom, friends Activities: Swimming 1,2,3, captian 4; Track 1,2,3,4

JEFFREY R. SOLETZ 1527 Charleston Road
“I am what I am, and that’s all that I am”
Best Memory: the crew, graduation
Activities: Ice Hockey 3; Cum Laude 3,4

LARA NICOLE SOUWAL 1600 Plymouth Rock Drive
“Laugh and the world laughs with you”
Best Memory: Cooper River Park, Maraske, New Year’s w/ the “big 7”
Activities: French Club 1,2,3; Color Guard 2,3, captian 4; Mock Trials 3,4; Bio Careers Club 3; Yearbook 3, editor 4; Model UN 3; Cum Laude 3,4

SHARON SOPRANO 368 Kresson Rd.
“Just how many licks does it take to get to the center of a tootsie roll pop?”
Best Memory: Jeff, West Palm Beach, friends Activities: Field Hockey 1,2, Student Congress 4; POP 4; Blood Drive 4; Prom Committee 4

LISA CAROL SOROKIN 1813 Fireside Court
“Nothing is waste that makes a memory”
Best Memory: Israel ’85-’86, Sweet 16, 280-ZX, Pika Activities: Nurse’s Aide 1,2,3,4; Newspaper 1,2; Usberette 1,2; Basketball mgr 2,3,4; Bio Aide 1,4; Model UN 3,4; World Affairs 3,4; Bio Careers Club 3,4; Bio Science League 3,4; Yearbook Literary Edtor

WILLIAM SPADEA

FRANCIS SPAGNOLIA 659 Stonehenge Road
Best Memory: Summer ’84, ’86, Anita

MARY SPAGNOLIA

JEFFREY DONALD SPOENLEIN 114 Courtland Road
“I don’t know”
Best Memory: Good times w/ friends Activities: Cross Country 1,2; Spring Track 1,2,3

GLENN STALLOP

ROBERT STAVOLA

1019 Lower Drive
“Let the festivities begin”
Best Memories w/ TFTCMD Activities: Football 1

AMY STEIN 212 Monterey Avenue
“If you can dream it, you can achieve it. If you can dream it, you can become it”
Best Memory: friends, summers at NAM, shore ’86 Activities: Lacrosse 1,2,3; Raquetball 1; Cheer leading 1,2,3; Spanish Club 2; Student Government 3; POP 3, chairman 4; Latin Club 2; Powder Puff 3; Respect for Drugs 4; From committee 11

NEIL STEIN 10 Anvil Court
“Ode to a small lump of green putty I found in my armpit one midsummer’s morning”
Best Memory: New York, Egyptian Driving Activities: Symphonic Band 1,2; Marching Band 1,2,3,4; World Affairs Club 1,2,3; Wind Ensemble 3,4; Pit Orchestra 3; Holiday Ensemble 4

SHARI STEINFEILD

MIKE STELTZ 1200 Fargo Road
“Turn and face the strange”
Best Memory: Hillary’s, Bowling Alley Activities: Intramural Basketball 1,2; Marching Band 1; Concert Band 1; One Acts 2,3; Lab Theater 2,3, stage mgr 4; Fall show 3, backstage mgr 4; spring show 3,4; Rugby 4

ELLYSA ANNE STERN 8 Henfield Terrace
“Corn girls never die, they just get stuckled.”
Best Memory: Dracula Activities: Drama 1,2,3,4; French Club 1; Model UN 2; Mime Co 3,4; Nurse’s Aide 3; 3-M Club 3; Vocal Workshop 4

TRICIA LEE STOLL 1112 Winding Drive
“Three may keep a secret, if two of them are dead.”
Best Memory: hanging out w/ friends, ski trips, New Year’s Activities: Rugby mgr 1,2,3; POP 2,3; French Club 2,3; SADD 3, chairma 4

RAQUEL SUZANNE STOTTE 126 Barcroft Drive
“If you wish there were more good people in the world, start by being one yourself”
Best Memory: Philly w/ brimal Susan, RTM, Audubon plays Activities: World Affairs Club 1,2,3,4; officer 4; Model UN 1,2,3, chairman 4; Political Awareness Club 1,2; Marching Band 1,2,3,4; French Club 1; Symphonic Band 2; Mock Trials 2,3,4; Speech Team 2,3; Broadcast Team 2,3,4; Eastside 2,3; Student Congress 2; SADD 2; Cable 2,3,4; Wind Ensemble 3,4; Yearbook Editor 3, Cum Laude 3,4; All S. Jersey Symphonic Band 4

JEFFREY STRAUSS

MEG STRICKLER 107 Weston Drive
“This place is finally lettered”
Best Memory: shore, jammin’ times w/ friends, Mr. Shepard

ADAM STROSBERG 16 Southwood Drive
“But after all it’s what we’ve done that makes us what we are”
Best Memory: summers, Gymnastics meets, friends Activities: Gymnastics 1,2, Lacrosse 1,2,3,4, SADD 3,4; Latin Club 3; Blood Drive 4

DIANNA LYNNE SULETA 308 Highgate Lane
“Who asked her?”
Best Memory: cheerleading ’87, Ron Activities: Field Hockey 1; French Club 2; Cheerleading 3, captain 4

DAVE SUNICO 24 Black Latch Lane
“Go to Coney Island Joe’s for the best picture”
Best Memory: winter ’87, car wars

LORE YVONNE SUNSHINE 423 Queen Anne Road
“My name is sunshine”
Best Memory: the AM Gang Activities: Spanish Club 1; Usberette 2, Lab Theater 2, Chorus 1,2,3,4; Stringer Play Chorus 3,4; FOP 3; EASTSIDE Art Editor 4, Dracula Prop mgr 4

SUSAN ELIZABETH SABO 3 Anvil Court
Best Memory: friends Activities: FOP 1,2; Raquetball 1,2; DECA 2,3,4; Powder Puff 3,4

DAVID SZARZYNLI

KIMBERLY TAMBASCIA

STEVEN TELL 30 Hilltop Drive
“So close, yet so far”
Best Memory: Summer ’86 w/ conv. TA, News Years Eve, Auto Mecanics, Starmann, Junior year Activities: Concert Band 1; Latin Club 1,2

MATTHEW TENNENBAUM 1774 Queen Anne Road
“I don’t remember. I don’t recall, I got no memory of anything at all.”
Best Memory: there is no best memory because they keep getting better. Activities: DECA 3,4.

AL TENUTO 2 Westbrook Drive
“I just want to go home”
Best Memory: Bookin Johnny Bads in the face with an orange and weekends with D.L., S.T., and J.H.
Activities: Wrestling 1,2,3, Eastside 2,3, Bio-Careers Club 1,4; Latin Club 3,4

CHRISTOPHER JOHN THOMAS 102 Collins Drive
“Don’t go away mad, just go away”
Best Memory: Kev’10th grade class, Nebish, Strot, Mook, Drac, Ferris, Doug-get off the phone! Activities: Raquetball 1,2,3, Intramural Basketball 2,3,4

CANDACE ANN THOMPSON 1410 Longfellow Drive
“You look like Sophia Loren! You looks so beautiful! Maurice, You got any money?, Dode”-Bill
Best Memory: Brian in the woods, Tedpiles in the swimming pool, Rhonda, TSS, Diet Rite, StopGo!, L.D. please, REO, land shark, Fudge, BM, RW, inch by inch, WA, AF, English. Activities: Girls Track 1,2,3,4; Cojugarettes 3,4

JEFFREY THOMPSON

LAWRENCE TIMMINS

ROBY EVELYNAY HAYNE TOMLIN Justa Lane
“Don’t try to live your life in one day- pretend the water is champagne and fill your glass again and again.”
Best Memory: BJ w/ DMS 2, MS 86, Make a U-Turn DG, the green blanket, Robey, Field Hockey, Lacrosse, UVM w/ J.B., Killington 87, Quick stick the pizza, BSF, Rugby in the snow. Activities: Field Hockey 1,2,3,4; Lacrosse 1,2,3,4; FOP 2,4; Winter Track 2; Swimming 1.
ELLIE TONG
JASON ADAM TORAN
130 Society Hill
"If you hate Van Halen, you're wrong!"
Best Memory: My 4 month vacation junior year, BHCA: SH, MC, CM, TNT, KS, LC. My love, see you in states!
Activities: DECA 3.4

ELAINA MARGARITA TOVAR
24 East Split Rock Drive
"I thank BC, MB, HC for being best friends with me."
Best Memory: Going steady with my wonderful boyfriend Paul Kinney.
Activities: Choir 1; Softball 1; Swimming 2; Volleyball 2.

JEREMY S. TRINIDAD
1239 Old Carriage Road
"I'm never to love new at all than love to love and lose."
Best Memory: Freshman year with J.R., Soph with Andy and all the fun we had in the last three years, MK, Puerto Rico, Bermuda, Jamaica, Worchester. Summer of 1986 in W.W., Summer of 1987 with Monica and of course GOLD'S GYM! Good times with Sherry and the gang (Calc). Activities: French Club 2; Track 2; FOP 3; Yearbook-Senior-Section Editor 4.

JASON B. TUCKER
1968 N. Birchwood Drive
Best Memory: All the days off school.

SPENCER ROSS TURER
1815 Russet Drive
"We're absolute beginners with eyes completely open, but nervous all the same."
David Bowie Activities: Football 1; Track 1,2,3,4; Gymnastics 2,3, Captain 4; Model U.N. 4; Eastside staff 4.

GRETHEAN G. TURNER
1906 Huntington Drive
"Man is the master of his own emotions and actions."
Best Memory: Keller's Chem., Carr's anarchy, Prom, Lights out my feds. Seven hours stranded on a sand bar, and all my friends.
Activities: Basketball 1; Track 1; Demorgon 3,4; Yearbook-Senior Editor 4.

KENNETH M. TURNER
206 Monterey Road
"You can lose your friends yet you can't lose your memories. But what good are the memories without the friends?"
Best Memory: Prom, Skiing, New Years, Bonni with Stormin', Elian, Superbowl, Each and every day with the crew.
Activities: Racquetball 1,2,3,4; Basketball Intramurals 1,2,3,4; FOP 4; Blood Drive 4; Respect for Drugs 4.

KRISTY ELIZABETH TYNDALL
290 Sawmill Road
"I can do all things through Him who strengthens me."
Philippians 4:13
Activities: JV Soccer 1,2; "Barnum" (chorus) 1; Student Congress Representative 1; "Pippin" (chorus 1); Channos Choir 2; Spring Track 3,4,5; Varsity Soccer 3,4; Channos Choir 3,4; Winter Track 3; Photo Aide 4; PAVAS 4.

KRISTI TYRELL
280 Sawmill Road
"I can't make up my mind. Let's Eat!"
Best Memory: Hurricane Charlie with Alison and Michelle. Mr. DeLuca's class with Slima; Great times with S.M., S.V., A.M., M.E., E.C., K.T., D.G., S.H.; Majors Meet with B.P. and L.F.
Activities: Tennis 1,2,3,4; Lacrosse 1; Swimming 1,2,3; SADD 3,4; FOP 4.

DOUGLAS C. UBBEN
104 Old Carriage Road
"Well I've been waiting, waiting here so long."
Activities: Computer Club 1; Racquetball 2,3,4; Physics League 3; Cum Laude Society 4.

MIA PATRICHE VAN LINGEN
122 Ashley Court
"Pinch, poke, you owe me a coke."
Best Memory: Times spent with the girls.
Activities: Winter Track 1; Powder Puff Football 3,4; FOP 3.

DIANA VANN
1518 Brink Road
"I never let school stand in the way of my education."
Best Memory: QPS peanut lab, Mr. Kof's English class, Gordon's monkey lab.
Activities: Track 1,2,3,4; Racquetball 2,3,4; Activity 2,3,4; Physics League 3; Cum Laude 4.

JULIA LYNEE VARBOW
135 Keate Place
"Remain a romantic-it may break your heart but at least you'll know you have one."
Best Memory: Brickell, P's b'wine, #1-5.
Activities: Mime Co. 1,2,3,4; Production Crew 1,2,3,4; Asst. Designer 4; Ushering 1,2; "La Mancha" chorus 4.

SIMA VASA
227 Hawthorne Street
"Life is uncertain-eat dessert first!"
Best Memory: Senior Year! Activities: Winter Track 1,2; Tennis 1,2,3,4, 4; Choir 1; Channos 2; Lacrosse 1,2,3; SADD 3,4; FOP 3; Photo Club 4; PAVAS 4.

ANTHONY VENELLA
LARA VERDERRER
RANDY VOGEL
505 Kings Drive
Best Memory: Lip Sync, Study Hall Breakfast, Snow Football Activities: Baseball 1,2; Intramural Basketball 1,2,3,4; Spanish Club 3; Latin Club 3,4.

JAMES JOHN PAUL VOLPI I
1542 Hillside Drive
"Mental balance is the key to health and happiness in the long run." Activities: Intramural Basketball 1,2,3,4; German Club 2,3; Weightlifting Club 2,3,4.

MANISH WADIA
46 Lakeway Drive
"10:44 is for those who can encounter turbulence and enjoy it."
Best Memory: C-Wing intersection, Chem II class goons.
Activities: Cum Laude 3,4; Biotech 3; German Club 3; Broadcast Team 4; Bio Lab Aide 4; Yearbook Business Editor 4.

MICHELLE RHONDA WAITZ
1948 N. Birchwood Park Drive
"You can't do anything about the length of your life, but you can do something about its width and depth."
Best Memory: Great times with friends.
Activities: Marching Band 1; Student Congress 2,3; Symphonic Band 2,3; FOP 2,3; Advanced Dance 3,4; Joggers 4; Wind Ensemble 4.

KIM WALKER
JAMES THOMAS WALLACE III
28 East Split Rock Drive
"Sure don't know what I'm going for, but I'm gonna go for it for sure!"
Best Memory: Seeing the G. Dead Activities: Golf 1,2,3,4; Mt. Misery counselor 2,3.

JENNIFER MARIE WALLAUER
813 Marlows Road
"Never stop until you reach the top."
Best Memory: Sea Isle, Missy.

DANA MARIE WALTON
408 Lavender Hill Drive
"Kindness pours into a day like the sun and fills every corner with light."
Best Memory: Star Spangled Banner, Oh Well Activities: Concert Band 1; Symphonic Band 2,3; Marching Band 2,3; Drum Major 4; Alpha New Years Brigade 4.

CHUNG-SUN WANG
524 Kings Drive
"Forsan et haec olim meminisse juvat"
Best Memory: Senior Year! Activities: Soccer 1; World Affairs Club 1,4; Track 2,4; German Club 3; Model UN 4.

JOHN WANG
"So many adventures could happen today, so many songs we forgot to play, so many dreams swinging out of the blue ... well they'll come true."
F.Y.
Best Memory: NYC '86. Mr. Nehring's classes Activities: Winter/Spring Track 1,2,3,4, Latin Club 1,2,3; Far East Society 2,3,4; Gymnastics 3; Lacrosse 3.

DENISE MARIE WASILEWSKI
85 Partridge Lane
"Everything that limits us we have to put aside."
JLS
Best Memory: my family, Eng H.W's Activities: Swimming 1,2; Track 1,2; String Ensemble 1; Cheerleading 2,3,4; Orchestra 3,4; Concert Choir 3; Bio Science League 3; Joggers 4; Channos 4; Bells of East 4.

NATASHA YVETTE WATERMAN
1224 Crane Drive
"Friends are those rare people who ask how we are then wait to hear the answer."
Best Memory: Days with friends. Disney World Activities: Marching Band 1,2,3; Wind Ensemble 4; Creative Writing Club 2,3,4.

STEVE WATSON
46 Partridge Lane
"No matter where you go ... there you are!"
SHERRY LYNN WEAVER
1908 Rolling Lane
"Nothing more precious than time, yet less valued."
Best Memory: Calc class, Powder Puff, Times with friends
Activities: Class Treasurer 1,2; Softball 1,2,3,4; Student Congress 3

TODD ERIC WEBER
521 Country Club Drive
"And these children that you spit on as they try to change their world are immune to your consolations, they're quite aware of what they're going through...‖—David Bowie
Best Memory: Europe Trip
Activities: Swimming 1; Symphonic Band 1,2,3,4; Electronic Music Club 3,4; Marching Band 3; Stage Crew 4; SM Club 4

MARC BENJAMIN WEINTRAUB
1301 Heartwood Drive
Best Memory: Canadians, Bucknell
Activities: Soccer 1,2; Tennis 1,2,3,4

ERIC MICHAEL WEISSMAN
410 Castle Drive
Best Memory: Ski Trips, February '87, New Years, Billy Joel
Activities: Soccer 1,2; Intramural Basketball 1,2,3,4; Latin Club 3; Tennis 3,4; Eastside 3,4; Lacrosse 3,4; FOP 4; Blood Drive Chairman 4

LISA ROBIN WEITZMAN
1917 Cardinal Lake Drive
"Creativity has no script; it is inspired ad libbing."
Best Memory: These years with friends
Activities: Color Guard 1,2,3, captain 4; Concert Band 1,2; Spanish Club 1,2,secretary 3; Symphonic Band 3,4; World Affairs Club 3; Model UN 3,4; International Banquet Chairperson 3; Physics League 4

EDWARD JAMES WELCH
310 N. Woodstock Drive
"Some say we're way off track...but we're ahead of schedule!"
Best Memory: Beaver, Marriot
Activities: Football 1,2,3,4; Basketball 1; Track 1,2; Baseball 4

JULIE MICHELE WERRITT
102 Lane of Trees
"If you believe in all that is yourself, then all which you touch will turn to gold."
Best Memory: Chem Class
Activities: Tennis 1; Student Congress 2,3,4; FOP 2; Prom Chairman 3; SADD chairman 3; Demagorgon 4

KRISTI WEST
912 Cropwell Road
"Life is not life without life."
Best Memory: summer '86, good times with friends
Activities: Soccer 1,2,3,4; Lacrosse 1; Softball 2

MARIANNE WESTERFIELD
MICHELLE WIEN
6 Roland Court
"Tomorrow is another day.‖—M. Mitchell
Best Memory: NJSGirls w/ EK, Gym w/ SC, JR, good friends
Activities: Gymnastics 1,2,3; captain 4; Softball mgr. 1,2; Governor's school 3; Cum Laude 4

MICHAEL JAY WIENER
Pleasant Drive
"Always and forever loving Ellen."
Best Memory: 8-16-86 EB, fun w/ friends, New Year's '86-'87
Activities: Student Congress 1; PAL Hockey 2,3,4

COURTNEY WILLIAMS
CURTIS WILLIAMS
MICHAEL WISHAM
KATHLEEN M. WONG
1904 West Point Drive
"Kinds sorts...whatever!"
Best Memory: Junior year w/ SA& FW, Milton Hall 513

LISA WOOD
DAVID ANDREW WOOLLEY
11 Farnell Drive
"When I say 100, it is really 5."
Activities: Soccer 1,2,3,4; Golf 1,2,3,4; DECA 1,2; Broadcasting Club 1; Spanish Club 2; FOP 3; Respect For Drugs 4

JOEL WORRELL
ROSEMARY WRIGHT
31 Harrowgate Drive
"If you've ever called a rose by any other name, the prick from its thorn was probably to blame."
Best Memory: Wildwood, Rhonda, ski
Activities: Stage Crew 1; Spanish Club 1; Tennis Mgr. 2,3; Softball 2,3; Swimming mgr. 2; Photo Club 2,3; Tennis 3

EILEEN M. YANNUL
1034 Berlin Road
"Life is too important to be taken seriously."
Best Memory: Transformers, He-Man, Cabbage Patch & Flaminos

EVELYN RACHAEL YECIES
2 Willow Court
"Why worry, there should be laughter after pain, sunshine after rain, these things have always been the same, so why worry now."
Best Memory: Ocean City, PSU, friends
Activities: SADD 4; Office Aide 4

SUZANNE MARIE YOCUS
1014 Lawver Drive
"We are the music makers and we are the dreamers of the dreams."
Best Memory: Hawaii, Florida, Senior From '86, friendships
Activities: Concert Choir 1; Fall Plays 1,2,3; Spring Plays 1,2,3,4; One Acts 1,2,3; Stage Crew 1,2,3,4; Chansons 2; Chamber Singers 3,4; PAVAS 4

NANCY ANN YORINKS
10 Tunbridge Road
"Want to buy some band candy?‖?‖Why was it banned?‖
Best Memory: Chem 2 demos, Israel, WE & MB trips, RTM, Cooper River Park, diners, Bad Appl, Marakesh
Activities: Symphonic Band 1,2; Marching Band 1,2,3; Wind Ensemble 3,4; Model UN 3,4; Pit Orchestra 4; Orchestra 4; Holiday Ensemble 4; S. Jersy Orchestra & Wind Ensemble 3,4; All State Symphonic Band 3,4

KEVIN YOUNG
WENDY ELIZABETH YOUNG
613 Cropwell Drive
"For time is a river rolling into nowhere, we must live while we can and we'll drink our cup of laughter."
Best Memory: good times w/ friends, summer '85, soccer parties
Activities: Soccer 1,2,3,4; Basketball 1,2,3,4; Lacrosse 1,2,3,4; Tien Li Yu

STEFAN MARK ZECHOWY
708 Crestbrook Avenue
"The human spirit is like a tea bag; you don't really know how strong it is until you put it in hot water."
Best Memory: Marakesh, the stage, New Year's Activities: Debate Team 1,2,3,4; Soccer 1; Model UN 1,2,3,4; World Affairs 1,2,3,4; Wrestling 3; Drama 3,4; Physics League 4

JOSEPH STEVEN ZELLNIK
327 Provincetown Road
"Once you've seen, you can't stay blind"
Best Memory: One-Acts, Shows w/ TB, Dress Rehearsals till 1; Adv. Acting '85-'86
Activities: Drama 1,2,3,4; Showcase Crew 1,2,3,4; Chamber Singers 2,3,4; Adv. Acting 3,4; Thespian Society 3,4; PAVAS 4

ADRIENNE HOLLY ZIMMERMANN
1520 Hillside Drive
"I never worry about what today may bring...I just hang in there 'til tomorrow and see how it turned out."
Activities: Broadcasting Team 4; Eastside writer 4; Cable TV 4

KRISTA ZIPPOLI
1928 Lark Lane
"These are the times to remember, for they will not last forever."
Best Memory: Jeff, Poconos, Nice
Activities: Basketball mgr 1; Lacrosse 1; Student Congress 2; FOP 2; Cheerleading 2,3,4; Blood Drive 3; Respect For Drugs 4

DAVID ZMIJEWSKI
1119 Yardley Road
"A smashed rigger, two marlin on line and the mate was in the cabin."
Best Memory: Buffett, Boat Show, Glintair
Activities: Football 1,2,3,4
SPS desires lasting relationship with SMS at least until after the prom. Must be handsome, popular and drives a red Porsche. Reply HR C108.

To the Big 7 - never forget the river, 2 a.m. and ice cream! Love, S.L.

To my Booohlish - friends forever! Do it up at Harvard! Love always, S.L.

HR: Always remember Israel, USY, DC, SR, TJ, CB, LL, EL, KS, DT - First times, Lov, EH.

Humphreys, Rebecca Leigh - You've made home-room lively, you GP! Love, Hur.

Sheila A. - It's over at this place! I could never lose you. Love ya. S.L.

To N.Y. - I love N.Y. The city and you. Love always - S.L.

Lara - It's been special! Keep N.Y. straight at Penn! Love always, S.L.

To all of you - Good Luck in the future and in New School #3SHANDAM.

S.Z. - Let's all have college and become werewolves in London! Nah! Love, S.L.


BFF's - Remember train dodge prom night. Banana gang. Ski trips Brus house.

To the guys - This is the time. Good Luck in your personal endeavors. Weez.

Skinny and Cook - Thanks for the memories. Good Luck in the future. Weez.

Lorri Blatik - Learn how to drive before you talk to me. I'm a bicycle man.

To Kay - Thanks for always being there. You deserve the best! Love, Sondra.


Mom, Dad and Terry - I love you. Thank you for everything. JAB - JAP.

Mar - Thank you for being you and one of the best things in my life these past four years. Don't panic, the future is ours! Fak.

To the friendly crew. It works Jim, Andy? Your fellow worker, E.C.

Cindy - Sorry that JR & SR yrs couldn't be as perfect as SOPH, but who can beat Kell and the green room. Thanks for hanging in your best. If Upstairs exist, Tom and Rich will be upstairs in a blackout. Still, there is tomorrow, the summer, funnel cakes and new year parties. Gretchen.

Leanbean - Hon, what did I tell you? They're not human. They've animals, 8.


Alex - Let's go shopping for shoes. Thanks, your pal, ALL.

Sharon, Caroline, Lisa and Betty - Don't throw eggs at cats. Love, L.F.

Foleygerstein - Thanks for always being there! Best friends! Love, L.F.

Sal - Thanks for all the good times and I can't wait for more. Love U2 - L.

LC, EF, Mag, AF, AK, etc. I hope life brings you guys all the best. Love, LB.

JB - We have been through alot! Keep in touch because I love you! Prince.

Respect for Drugs '86-87? Good luck always! Special snowflakes! Love, L.

Jen Dubrow - We'll keep working buddy, good luck always. Keep in touch, LB.


Sheel, Hi Babe. Bruce W. is mine. Wanna share a locker at college? Stili.

Julie - we made it through four years. Don't forget musicals & Nautucott. PM.

To the gang - Remember New Year's at Lori's? It's finally here. I love you all Lara.

Sheila, I'll always love the cutest girl in the world. Lara.

Nancy, I'll see you in September. I'm glad we'll be together. Love, Lara.

Lori, It's been a long time, but every moment has been great.

Cuise, never forget real green, chocolate eclairs, England or T for F.L.


Grika, you're messed up like me but I still love ya. Love, Julie.

Carr-Well, This is it! I'll miss you in college next year. Love ya, Shar.

Jen & Judy - my two best friends! I will never forget you. Love, Sharon.

Sondra, Deb, Jill - we made it! Thanks for the memories! Will miss you always.

Jen - don't forget me or do anything you'll regret next year. I won't be there! Love U - SK.

Heather, hey buddy! I owe you alot, you know that, don't ya? Love, Tash.

Scott - It's been great this year. I'll always remember it. Love is forever, Tash.

AMC road trips, Sudan of Swing, Jay and the Swimmer Dudes. Cruisin' the Chesapeake,ailing. I've got a Caribbean soul I can barely control - Jim, Brian, Josh, Maxi, Floridays '86 with Martin and Lanz. Ira, my boy, the fer fun. Fern.

Robin, did you ever have a dog you didn't know what to name? Thanks for being such a great friend. I know we'll stay friends forever, Malini.

Nancy, do you believe we finally made it! Thanks for always being there when I needed you. Remember all the good times we had. Love ya, Malini.


Linda, Good luck at Tufts! We are very proud to have you as a daughter. Have fun, love you - Mom & Dad.

Lisa, Good luck at Tufts! RockBlok! Congratulations! Love always, Lauren.

Stephanie & Lori - thanks for all the great memories! See forever, Amy.


Wendy, we've made it through 6 yrs of "If I can just make it through ..." AM.

Timmy - Does she know? ... The Chaplain, with affection.

Nancy, "Do you like my blazer?" Lotsa luck. The other end of the phone. AM.

To Karen, Michelle and Christie: you are the best! Love, Allison.

To my morning gang or Breakfast Club: I'll never forget you, Love, Anom.

Southern Front: We did it! I'll never forget U! Love U much! N.F. XOXOXO.

Fay: you've made life for me & Shan-gri-la! I won't waste always. Annie.

Tommy B. well, I've been walking down the street and what do I see ...!!! Shore bus trip, how 'bout some cheese - hihi! Buddy - Pat.


Chris Poker parties, ski trips. Saramac '85, friends. Pat.

Debbie O. - You're - pretty decent I must say! Friends for life, Love, Pat.

B. - Yes, I'm free for dinner! Thanks for great years! Pat.

Eve: Thanks for all the help in QFS, Chem and Physics, D.C.

K.C. - You are the best preCalc buddy anyone could have. D.C.

J.C. - A piece of my heart will always be lost to you. D.C.

Nicki - from college to the shore to car accidents - we've done it all. I hope next year won't change our friendship of the past two years. I don't think it will. Keep doing me cool! Love, Cindy.

To D.M. - my other half. Thanks for being such a great friend! Love, Deb.

To D.M., C.D., MK, no matter what happens we'll be friends forever. D.D.

"So Deb," said Deb, "Where do you want to go for dinner tonight?"

Dave C. - The only way to sum it up is, "best friends forever!" - Dan.

Jeff - I have more admiration and respect for you than anyone else. Dan.

To the guys - Thanks for making things great. Good Luck in college. Dan.

Alison - A special friendship such as ours is a friendship for life! Dan.


Nina - Thank you for everything. This is only the beginning. Love, Nina.

Pooch - we've made it ORC forever. Home CRP. Home - Love, Bear.

Lisa, Good luck next year! Remember our Saturday dinners, long talks and trips to Olgas. Never forget that I'm always here for you. Love, Nancy.

Malini, you are a really special person. I'm so glad that we are friends. Good luck next year! Remember Sophomore year. Keep in touch, Nancy.

In these halls echo the dreams yesterday's, today's, tomorrow's. Can you hear them?

Joys and sorrows blend together.
but something does stand out
love, support, understanding
As I leave the highschool's halls
thank you with all my heart.
Mom, Dad, Evan, Lauren
I love you
To my best friend, Rich B. I still care about you.
Please forgive me. Rose.
To my Pai Pai family... your food has been rough, but no more! Wanna play tennis B.O.G.
Bud Thanks for the good times: KIWI, Steven Caden,
Sweetarts, etc. BUD
To the GB members - Sweetarts are a must - where's the KIWI? LOVE HD HO.
To Sue - you forgot the tea ice. I have my faygo for dessert. Have a Ho Ho.
Mon, where is my wig? The reindeer lost his antler?
Don't hit my car! Ho Ho.
It's party time! Good Luck Class of '87. I salute you.
Time to say Goodbye, Bandies and those who strut their stuff. Hoorah for Cousins! Don't forget the M and M days, an endless showcase of fun lies ahead.
True love, marriage, kids and fortune - go for it! It's now the big time. See ya in the future, Stacie Levinson.
Somebody warn the world they are about to set me free. Even at last.
To Kix: Love always. Best wishes to Ron, Ken, Mike, Karrie and the family.
Fredo lives! Remember to leave the cloudless without a cloud! Hang loose!
Lisa S. - it's been really great times - remember forever, Alex.
Pat M. - I'll never forget you, it would not have been the same without you, Alex.
The Duran/Duran Gang - for all those morning reports - Springsteen ruled J.H.
Rocki - Thanks for being there. Good luck always! Best friend! Yoda.
Jackie: Tell Daddy I WANT THAT! Jodi
R.S. - Don't forget the Wacka-wacks of the Grump-Man Machine - Good Luck C.T.
C.T. - No smoking in the lava - ride in the blue caddy!
Let's work on the car. Rae.
Brian: my thanks for all the love and kindness in the past four years. C.T.
Bryan C. - Good luck in the future, don't forget the prom and the good times. C.T.
Ro W. - You looks like Sophia Loren! Can I offer you a ride? C.T.
Grika: Always follow your whims and dreams (and cranky) Friends always.
Sonora - always stay as sweet as you are and know that what iain your heart is right. How many pairs of Beshon pants do you have? Friends forever, KA.
Solera - you (and I) know that we'll always be friends no matter how much we bug each other. Ps no Penn, we'll be in touch. Ahh Epiral. LUVK.
Kris: we'll never be generic again! I love you, always, Steph.
Six-it-See you at the end of the line. Love, Steph.
3 March "Mall" Sechlin - U know how I feel - 2 much Leslie "Lethal" - Noacky.
Yo Pittman! Sorry 'bout your car. Much love Leslie "Lethal" - Noacky.
2 the spudbull - donuts, snak & BJ kites rule. Forever friends, Stef.
S.M. - do you want an ore-gea J&G freezes with pizza? Love you, JB.
D.G. - Iai ovalai ouya! Ouyai reinai heati sehau? JB.
J.D. - Thanks for being there always! You're a great friend, I love you. JB.
Judy - Nothing matters in this whole wide world when you're in love with a Jersey girl. Love, Jeff.
Dan - everytime I lock down I see new holes in old shoes. Take care of yourself and your dreams - Solie.
Kay - May all your dreams of grandeur someday come true. Jeff.
R.B. D.B. E.H. N.A. N.L. - thank you for all the great times! Love your SES.
DB - I love you! - K.W. (Hee, Hee - Mandy).
Hey Lemen! We'll jam in summer of '87 Snickers! Yum! Remember what we did on the cloudy nights when we want out! Listen - you're AK in my ledger! Love, Ya-Kat.
Pecan Pie! Don't ever forget the buggy, Bull and the boat! Charlie, Ashahh! Remember to hold the Guac at the fluffy bottoms! Love ya - Horsie.
Matchmaker - Thanks for our tall friend! Those Tufts men had better watch out for you! I'm sure you won't 4-pam BSR and Container! Ha! J.J. too! For that matter! Good luck with everything you do! Love, Willie.
Anne: In bad times look to the past 5 years and then to the next 10!! Love, Panamy. Never forget WBCD, ND, SH, BB and me! Love ya and thanks - Panamy.
Morning crew! Thanks for the best 5 years! Good Luck, Love ya - Froogie.
To Jayne: Fellow rebel and girl with my other show. We sure made some heads turn! You're a great editor and a great friend. Love, Cindy.
Diana - You made FAM LIV and PSYCH quite fun. From Slinky to LSEE/TSE.
To MRN - You were there laughing with me. Also the balls and those balls - Yes, Yes! Our future's bright - Love ya and China.
Junior Miss - Here's to showing everyone where they belong! Rebel! Love, Me.
Dan R. - Thru the years we've grown together, laughed, cried and always cared. Thanks for always being there and for being my best friend. Love, All.
MC, GC, UC, EP, AK, NB - Thanks for all the amazing times! I love you BFF - AF.
Ninbee - I'm glad we've stayed so close through the years. Love, Albee.
C.D. - P.G. was awesome! I'll never forget you musclewoman! Keep running! D.M.
M.K.- Your friendship is never limited. Won't forget Fraggley Love, Deb.
ALP: I have seen the light! Black? White? Grey? 5 minutes! I love you now and always - you are mine! I wonder what the kids will look like? Lav, LUVK.
Alia - never forget garlic gathering or summer of '86 US AS BFS LaV, K.
Krinkel-Roll Sena-Dona-Don't forget to send those wedding invitations! K.
Dear Lisa, Lisa, Peach, Rtc. Good luck at Tufts! You are a great friend and sister and never anyone tell you differently. Thanks for everything. You will be finished there before you know it. Love, Evan.
Meg: Life is but a treadmill and we are running to keep up with time.
Andy: I'm going to miss the way we are. Old habits are hard to break.
Jim H. - Without you I wouldn't be here. Thanks. I love you! Holly.
Monica: Glad that I had the honor of being in your presence this year. Holly.
Jim R. - Thanks for making the memories I have now - '83, 84, & '85! Holly.
Lone - The best times - Never forget - Good Luck always - I'll be a friend again.
To my fellow G.B. members; Don't forget to eat your Sweetarts and Kiwis. To C.D. and D.M. - aww! Lunch without a GB just won't be the same - M.K.
To L.K. - doggie, doggie! Negative 13? Comp. & Geometry were great.
To Jill: Black, orange, white and brown Monica.
Eileen, moo! Moo! There's no place like Friendly's! Right Monica.
Deb - my rebel buddy and close friend. Years have passed and we've only gotten closer. That makes me happy! I'm glad I could be there to experience a lot of your life. Thank you for the past 10 years! I'll be there always, believe me. I could never give up weekend talks! Love you lots - Me.
To D.B. - We're out! Everything is funny now, huh? C.F.
To Snugglemister-meister-burger - you know who you are! Love, Natasia.
To the guys of the J-Crew - you all know who you are. Thanks for the good times - always remember them.
JR-Clemm, Red Sox, Canes, Creon did it and confused Populism - Me. 
K.K. - Thanks 4 being my best friend. Be careful and avoid Spanish J.C. 
To all my friends: Thanks for the memories. ESP, Jayne and Sue J.D. Skank, wet leaves, krods, E.M.S. Pennies, Joanie and food! Gil, (food), Hair and one month! DTR, Liz - years of friendship and 3 of soccer. Sieva (talks about life) Evan (Kerry N.) Diana (Lig Sync with Dolly & no bone) Nina, (Gill) Mari Beth, (Student Congress Holiday Party), Dave R. (Raymond). Thanks for putting up with me. I love you guys. "Don't drink and drive!" Love, Marc S.
Best Memory: The night starring Mohawk, Denny's Delimune.
Jan-Each happening of yesterday is a memory of tomorrow. With love, Alison.
Eric, Iris and Scott - Friends are forever. Good Luck, Alison and Amy.
Dan: Best of everything always. Much luck at Cor- nell! Love, Amy.
David: Thanks 4 the memories & just being you. With love always, Amy.
Eric: Whether apart or together, we'll always be best friends forever. Love, Amy.
Thanks for the best of times. Best wishes for a happy and successful future to Cindy, Pam, Linda and Rebecca. Good times and good friends are never forgotten.
Cindy, remember the fun we had in anatomy. Don't forget Freda, Petunia & Felix.
EF, MC, & JC - "You just call out my name and you know wherever I am I'm coming running." Thanks for the greatest four years - where would I be without you? You're the best! I love you. Lee.
AK & AF - Thanks for all the memories you made happen. The times are almost as special as you! I love you, Lee.
L.B. - No one makes me laugh like you two! Do! Let's keep having the great, great, great times. I love you, Lee.
Tasha - I'll miss you babe! Have a great time! Love, Marci.
EVT: Always carry a quarter for the Loop! So-o-o MJ - Fire infrabulfsire.
"I thought graduation meant goodbye to books, re- search, homework, and all that junk. But I think I was wrong ... was I really?????"
Becky: Congratulations! The best is yet to come. Love, Howard.
Becky: We are so proud of you. May all your tomor- rows be bright. Mom & Dad.
Becky: You didn't turn out so bad after all! You are the best above all the rest. I do not know what I would do without you! Love, Stephanie.
Sal: You guys are the greatest! Together forever, OK? Love always, S.
DP: Thanks for everything! Love you! SB.
SB: Best of luck in the future. I'll always be "cheering" For you, Love, SB.
JB - 11 years is a long time. You've helped make each one special. RBFF - SB.
JD - We've had (and will have) some great times together. Love, your J.CLEBF.
JC I love you forever! S.
Kristy: Thanks for the best 4 years! You'll always be my MTV J.D.L.
Kunk & Amy: Can we do lunch? I promise I'll be on my best behavior! J.
Pat & Chris: Hey, flamin'! Be cool. Saron! Brothers forever - Jim.

Pattie: Woodstock, Snooky, LMK, Red-n-Crimson Clap! Lanny, Barbers, Bob, Dylan, Flam settle, tearose - No! We did it! Forever, Agent S.

Renee: The years have had their moments; Sophia/Prin forever - JB.

Alex: Stolen carkeys, Chinese food, Chess notes; Vernon, beast - Forever, Lise.


C: from Bakersfield to now you've been my best friend! Only certain people we'll keep in touch with gotta be in love, well, gotta be in the mood; Bakersfield and Schaeffer loved us! Rich, Sean, Matt, John, David. No, Olga & Wade! I don't give a ****.

Fly, the hill at dinners, Friday's, Beach, Syria, Hum, one million hockey games, Dino, Billions of hours on the phone! You've been there through it all. I love you T.

Dear Shar & Jen: Thanks for everything! You guys are great! Liv, Judy.

JD, SR, JB, SM. You all made my senior year one I will always remember! JC.

Dear Jeff: Thanks for making this year the best ever! I love you JC.

Banana gang forever! RC, VTD, TJ.

TW: don't forget your underwear! - KD

TS, TJ, TW, KS, KO, CA - We made it four years as friends. The best. K.O.

Tema: My best friend! You know what I'm thinking without me even having to open my mouth. We have a bond that will be broken - ever! From Georgia to Georgetown and everything in between - there's been so much. I'll love you forever. Me, Sharon and Judy: Thanks for being the greatest friends ever. I love you both! Love, Jen.

Amy C: Scrubbing bedspreads, shore times '86. I've loved these days, Erika.

JH: Thank you "at sea" for all the memories. BFS, Fried in Florida - Erika.

KN: Letterary, anyone? All you can eat - pasta sounds better! Smile. Love, Erika.

Boo-Boo: Can I jump your car? Sunbird, there is no substitute! Love, Erika.

John Park - a friend who will never be forgotten. Thank you. Love, Boys.

Florida roomies EM, KS, AC, VY: Those are the times we'll remember. Love, EM

Remember: New Year's Eve parties, Flyers games, photography, yearbook deadlines. MKr's models, dollars, cruising, thinking clergy, double dates, 6th period, lunch in the library. Going list of loves, ungoing crosses, crossman, 9:30, Vilo's, Gayle's amazing parties. Yellow cowboy hat, study hall, summer of '85 & '86. Rufie-baby, 23 year old guys with two first names - Linda, Cindy, Jim and Gretch.

May the Glows Club live forever! JERDSMKJL.

Jersey: You summed up physics with your liss. "None of this would matter if there was no gravity!" Best of Luck, Jamie.

Rochelle: What a year! We have some stories to tell of our grandkids! You are an exceptional friend! Love in friendship, Jamie.

Jennifer: You are my soul friend. Here's to 14 years and more. Jamie.

Kathy: Here's to another 5 years with love always - Bega.

Good luck at Penn, Dave dude! Love always, you friend. Richard.

Floyd: As we pack and leave - give a smile - it's the only way.

BUREP - thank you for your shoulder! Love, Beak.

Ira: To my lovely locker partner. I'll miss you. Good luck, Love, Terry.

Hey Minims! It's been great 4 years Babe. Can't wait to see you again at PSU. R.U. up for a game of football? Love ya P.E.K.

Hana: We'll made it dear! I remember everything! I'll send you a sweetie from PSU like you've always wanted. Take it easy. Love, Evy.

To NF: Good Luck in everything! Keep in touch Pebbles! Love always, Evy.

To a great friend - Bri: Keep your spirits high! Love, Evy.

To Deb & C & Jill B. - my best friends always. I couldn't have done it without you guys! Love always and forever, Sondra.

To Grika: We have gone through so much, don't ever lose touch. Friends forever, Sherry.

Jill R. - remember all the great times we had together.

Good Luck in whatever you do. Sondra.


Sherry C. - You work too much! Beware, I may kidnap the kid again - Monica.

S. R. - Kiwis are the only fruit! Unsuccessful Camden rums! Driving! M.K.

Julia: Friendly's forever! Olga's for grilled cheese and potatoes! - M.K.

R.W. - Florida, lunch, diet Paygo, Ho-Ho's, and Flyers and working. Love, M.K.

Deb D. - Moving again! Biscuit the superboss! Mar- das and Frogs mobiles - M.K.

To: SR, JD, TL, EM, JT, TS Q. & JP. The Frogsmobile may be visited, M.K.

Fleshies' favorites: Calic. w/Bo, DD's, Mohawk, driving Mikey to school, and anything with JB. From Fresh year the yearbook, jockeys and regulars. To all... thanks and have a good one!

Skinny, always remember AA's with BJ, KH, and AR. - Cook.

To the J-Crew Thanks for all the great times. Best of luck, Rat-Man.

Gill: you are steamin' stack sexy. Love, Jayne.

Marc: Turbo boost! U R KROD Dry Goods, what's up? Nobody's home! U have been my friend for a long time. I hope it lasts. L.T.C. To my Supremes and SAURALL. The best to you guys R gonna be my friends forever.

C.P. R quite the awesome person! My "shades" R getting repaired! George N7 DR.

Ngo and Marc: Fourlusionsomecausess! Ualbulo people remember.

Diana R: It's Diana. Diana R. It's been great knowing you for four years. I'll miss that boy.

John - Paul's lady Di is going to miss you so much next year. 5 years and counting! Love, W.

Let's blow this caimblake, Floyd! - Scuffed - Top Gun Guns? Up U? U know! U know who you are. Feeling friendly, yeah!

You know we own this place! Yeah! Isn't this great. G-D squad.

May Phil ride on the roof of your dashboard! Things to do to a car...

Object of the game - The one who graduates having the most fun wins! Floyd. Ready. Floyd. O.K. Watch out world, here we come!

Tanya & Kim: Thanks for always being there for me. I love you guys. T.S.

To all my friends for good times and bad times, I'll be on your side forever. That's what friends are for. I'll never forget ya! Love, Tricia.

Tanya: Camp, shore, Spinacker train, Dodgers, skiing, boy friends, four years of more and come to. I'm gonna miss you best friend. Love ya, Tricia.

Best times: "It's the unknown" Billy Joel, ice skating. 85.11. better off dead. Genetic, glue, Memorial Day weekend, African dancing and MR, DG, RT, LF, SF, NP, CK, MM, LW, SS, DF, JO, SR, DD, JD, CF, MK - Thanks for the memories. Love, Susie.

Melena: You are so-o cute! I am simply lost without you. E.B.

L Cutler: You might try to impress me; match your socks and sweaters. D.B.

M. Sechlin: Raymond lives forever! Good times on the beach - Dave.

A. Stein: Let us never have to live through another FOP (15 footer)!! Dave.

L. Blank: I could never get any work done with you next to me. Dave.

Cin, Pat, Jill - Thanks for all the good times and for your friendship. Lin

Lee & Jill: I couldn't have asked for better friends. Thanks, Cindy.

Gretchen - For all the times I didn't say it - thanks for being my friend. C.P.

Eric: Consumption, Rutgers, double-dates, Boston and one-nighters - a toast. Feds.

William: Remember GCC and Danny's, Gayle's party and New Year's. Thanks. The Fedster.

Favors BY: Hey, buddy - good luck at PSU! You'll have a "tough" time with Brian (Smyrna), not Rambo and Ben? 87 Dude, Love Miki... what?

Kimmi: Happy baby New Year! Little Ed, big Ed, Dr. Todd! How do we get to the bridge? NC take off your coat? JR-yo Dude! Love Marni.

Evan - Peach, peach, we meeet! I'll miss having you around, kiddo. Be good, have fun. Your turn will come. Tuffa is #1. Love, Lisa Carol.

Nancy: Proms, New Years, Springthing, cars, ISL, '86 dreams are forever. LS.

Congratulations! You're the best! May your every dream be fulfilled and this be the first of many successes. You have made us! We love you. Mom & Dad.

To Cheryl: Congratulations! You're the greatest. Love, Patty & Brian.

To Cheryl: Now you can't complain about school anymore. Love always, Mike.

Congratulations Cheryl! You made it! Love, The CCH.

SS, DW, JC, SC, MS, PH, JP, SL, GT, SR, LR, DP, BB, SH - It's been the best 4 yrs, I'll remember you forever, but thank God we're graduating! Love Anita M.

Dear Line: We could not be more proud: Good luck at Tuffal We wish you all of the wonderful things you could wish yourself. Love, Mom + Dad.

SR, Les. Thanks for everything! You are the best RBPF? Good luck at F&M Jr.

LN Mellon I love you! Thanks for our memories. RDF, Math, breakfasts, I know we will keep in touch. Good luck next year. Love JR.

DF - Although both of us are not flawless, we are perfect together. Thanks for the best memories and your caring. I appreciate you. Love, forever, JR.

The lights are on, but you're not here? Love ya home! Love ya Lake.

Lake Plastered, New York, Dec. '86. It can only get better! Pretty as a postcard.

Best of times ever with DP, MK, RW-Driving with the top down (1.3-37) A.C.

Hey Ed, that ain't air in there? Who's dumber?!

End D. I wish I was all... all things are cool. T.O.P. Club lives!
It's a funny thing...

Advertising

...a man wakes up in the morning after sleeping under an advertised blanket on an advertised mattress and pulls off advertised pajamas. He takes a shower with advertised soap, dries off with an advertised towel, finishing off with an advertised cologne. He sits down to a breakfast of an advertised cereal with a muffin buttered with an advertised spread and drinks an advertised cup of coffee. He puts on an advertised jacket, picks up his advertised brief case and drives to work in his advertised car. At the office, he uses an advertised pen, types on an advertised word processor and makes copies on his advertised copy machine... Then he says advertising doesn't pay and if his business isn't good enough to advertise... he advertises it for sale.

THE EIDOLON staff gratefully acknowledges the support of our advertising community and urges our readers to patronize these businesses.
Lamberti Restaurant & Pizzeria
Fashion Square Shopping Center
Cherry Hill, New Jersey
354-1157

DOUG COLLINS
SNEAKS 'N' SEATS
Echelon Village Plaza
White Horse Road
Voorhees, N.J. 08043
609-772-2021

Jane's DIET SHOP
Springdale Plaza
Springdale & Green Tree Roads
Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08034
Phone: (609) 424-0424

Compliments of the Invitation
Candy • Cards • Gifts
Clover Shopping Center
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003
Telephone: 424-0333

Tropical, Marine & Brackish Aquariaums, Pools and Ponds
TANKS ALOT
Professional Aquarium Service
Maintenance & Set-up

By Appointment Only:
(609) 696-6648

Chemical & Maintenance Products
P.O. Box 595
Richboro, PA 18084
(215) 322-2628

MIKE SANDMAN
Director of Operations

BEST-PHOTO
FASHION SQUARE CENTER
(Near Dry Goods)
Haddonfield-Berni & Brace Road
Cherry Hill, New Jersey
(609) 354-9144

DISKEN'S DANCE STUDIO
All Types of Dancing
1809 Aster Drive
Woodcrest, Cherry Hill
New Jersey

Tender Treasures Emporium
A Unique Gift Shoppe
Eagle Plaza
Voorhees, N.J. 08043
(609) 783-1445
wishes
Wendy
well!
ALLIANCE ELECTRIC, INC.

Electrical Contractors and Engineers

a friend to Cherry Hill East

(215) 671-8100

11631 Caroline Road
Philadelphia, Penna. 19154
Cherish Today.
It’s the first step
to your future.
Remember,
Princeton Bank
is banking on
your success.

HORIZON

PRINCETON BANK
MORE THAN EVER TO CHERISH

Our SILVER Year

TWENTY FIVE YEARS

25th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION!

..... with MACY'S,
JC PENNEY,
STRAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER
and 208 Fine
Stores, Restaurants and
Professional Center.
Open Monday through Saturday
10:00 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Sunday 12:00 noon - 5:00 p.m.

Cherry Hill Mall
Route 38 & Haddonfield Road
Cherry Hill, N.J. 08002
Di Vello's
DELI

Party
Specialists

☆ Six Foot Hoagies
☆ Hot Roast Beef — in Gravy
☆ Meatballs w/Tomato Sauce
☆ Cold Cut Trays
☆ Sandwich Trays
☆ Hoagie Trays

15 Kresson Road
Cherry Hill, N.J.
428-6561

The Chocolate Factory

CANDY • NUTS
GIFT PACKAGES • CANDY MAKING SUPPLIES

SPRINGDALE PLAZA
SPRINGDALE & GREENTREE RDS.
CHERRY HILL, NJ 08003
(609) 424-5858

SUE FOLEY

Congratulations
Class of '87
from

HOLLY RAVINE FARMS

(609) 546-0803

Associated Business Careers

203 Black Horse Pike
Haddon Heights, N.J. 08035

Approved by State of N.J.
Department of Education

Accredited by the Accrediting Commission
of the Association of Independent
Colleges and Schools.

Thoirs
FLOWERS

Cherry Hill Mall
Phone 663-4560
Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08002

A Full Service Florist
BEST WISHES TO

Maribeth Marcelli

Mom & Dad

"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams."

Mark -

We are all so very proud of you!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Mike,
Andrew, Steven,
Grandma — and Grandpa

CINDY FEDERMAN
Daughter and Sister

There can be none better!

Our Love,
My and Rich
Our baby ... our graduate!
How very proud you have
made us
through the years!
All our love and best wishes,
Mom and Dad

Joe, you are the music-maker.
you are the dreamer of dreams.
May they all come true!
Love,
Mom and Dad

- ENTRAGUARD—Telephone Access Control Systems
- ENTRAKEY—Digital Access Systems
- Card Access Systems
- Life/Safety Security Systems—
  Fire / Emergency / Intrusion Protection
- ELCON Elevator Control Systems
- Closed Circuit Television Systems
- Complete Multiplex Systems
- Automatic Parking Controls
- Edwards Apartment/High Rise
  Fire Systems
- Central Station Monitoring
  24 hours, 7 days a week

THE HOLLOWAY SECURITY CO.
Residential, Commercial, and Industrial Applications
Front & Porter Streets • Philadelphia, PA 19148 • 215-878-8000
To my Granddaughter, CINDY FEDERMAN
You make me so proud!

Love,
Mom Lasky

SHERRI LYNN -
To our shining star!
May all your dreams come true.

Love always,
Mom, Dad, Lauren and Marissa

Dear Todd,
You light up our lives.
Best of Luck and Success.

Love,
Dad, Mom and Lisa

GLENN -
You've made us so proud and happy. We are very grateful that God blessed us with you for a son.
Good Luck, Good Health & Happiness Always

All Our Love,
Daddy, Mom, Keith and Beth

To Amy,

All our love and Congratulations!

Mom, Sam, Ron, and Stu

CONGRATULATIONS!!
Nina Beth Jaffe

Love - Mom, Dad, Lauren & Steven
Congratulations KEVIN M. YOUNG

Best wishes for a happy and successful future.

Love,
Your family:
Rev. & Mrs. Ronald L. Young
Ronald L. Young II
Kimberly M. Young
Rev. & Mrs. Horace M. Young, Sr.
Mr. & Mrs. Horace M. Young, Jr.
Rev. & Mrs. Richard E. Young
Rev. & Mrs. David Sanders
Sharon Daniels
Denise Cunningham
Mr. & Mrs. Calvin Johnson
Mr. & Mrs. William Hawkins
Doris Clemons
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Manns
Mr. & Mrs. Fred Clemons
Mr. & Mrs. Clarence Clemons
Fred Clemons
Darryl Clemons
Emily Essex
CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF '87
GOOD LUCK AND SUCCESS IN THE YEARS AHEAD

HORIZON
HORIZON TRUST COMPANY

700 East Gate Drive
Suite 320
P.O. Box 460
Mooresstown, N.J. 08057
(609) 755-5422

To Debbie -

The future is yours.
May all your dreams come true.
Wishing you happiness and success
with your architectural career.

Felicidades y mucho exito!

Love, Mom, Dad, Sandy &
GOOD LUCK to RICK PERR
and the CLASS of 1987
May your future be filled
with much success!!!
You leave the scene  
Of high school glories; 
Ahead lie your 
Unwritten stories.

One thing we know,  
As high school ends; 
We are your parents ... 
And your friends

One wish we have,  
That life may bring 
For you — the best 
Of everything!

Congratulations, with love and pride,  
to the Class of 1987, from the 
Cherry Hill East Home & School Association

Jeanette Torrisi, President
Dear Leslie,

You've come a long way since this picture was taken - with miles yet to go. May you travel your route with as much happiness and pleasure as you have given us.

*Congratulations upon your graduation!*

All our love,
Mom, Dad, Laura & "Kitties"

*Congratulations to Karen - a very special person!*

All our love, Mom, Dad and the Gang

**HAPPY 18th**

NONNIE

---

Jason -
We wish for you what you wish for yourself.

Love,
Mom and Alan
Wishing the CLASS OF 1987
New Horizons to explore
New joys to experience.
Fred and Elaine Fleisher & family

Best of Everything
to
JEFFREY S. POLLACK
Love,
Mom, Dad, Ilyse and Bev
Congratulations

KRASSAN / KOVNAT
PHOTOGRAPHY INC.

(609) 424-6555

SPRINGDALE PLAZA
CHERRY HILL, N.J. 08003

Class Of 1987
CONGRATULATIONS
CHRISTOPHER!

You've actually made it.
Can you believe it?

We're very proud of you.

Good Luck in all your
future endeavors

We love you very much.

Mom, Dad, Tanya and Nana

DOUG -
You are and always will
be so very special to us.
We love you and wish
you the best.

Congratulations!
Mom and Dad

Kelly Johnson -
We LOVE YOU and are
SO PROUD of you!

Much love,
Mom and Dad

To CHRISTOPHER:
"Best wishes NOW and
ALWAYS"

Love,
Mother, Dad
Billy and David

CONGRATULATIONS
MARGIE!

Love from Mom, Dad, Steve,
Tom
Chris, Zach and Krizzy
To ERIKA —

FROM KINDERGARTEN TO CLASS OF "87" -
YOU'VE ALWAYS MADE US PROUD!

CONGRATULATIONS ON A JOB WELL DONE.

WE LOVE YOU!
Mom and Dad

GOOD LUCK

CLASS OF '87

GSE

609-751-0077

GARDEN STATE ELECTRIC
SUPPLY CO., INC.

Dear DAN,

Congratulations to a fine young man!

We are very proud of you and wish you a future filled with happiness.

Love,
Mom, Dad,
Jeremy, Grandma Mickey,
Grandpa Morris and Grandma Pearl
INGA HUFF

Step One is always the most difficult

We'll be there as you embark upon
the stairway to SUCCESS AND
HAPPINESS !!!

Love,
Mom and Dad
To - WENDY M. GALL

Congratulations!

WE LOVE YOU -

Mom and Dad
To our wonderful WENDY and her classmates of 1987

We wish health, happiness and success throughout your life.

May all your dreams come true.

Love,
Dad, Mom,
Mike and Buster

Di Vello's DELI

☆ Cold Cut Trays
☆ Sandwich Trays
☆ Hoagie Trays
☆ Antipasto Trays
☆ Pepperoni & Cheese Trays
☆ Hot Roast Beef — in Gravy ★
☆ Meatballs w/Tomato Sauce ★
☆ Six Foot Hoagies ★

Potato Salad ☆ Pickles ☆ Macaroni Salad
Olives ☆ Artichoke Hearts ☆ Cole Stau
Mushroom Salad ☆ Pasta Salad ☆ Antipasto Salad
Cannolis

ROLLS ★ BREAD ★ CHIPS ★ SODA
15 Kresson Road
Cherry Hill, N.J.
428-6561

Congratulations
ROSEMARIE NICOLE
BECKMAN!

From: Dad, Mom, Richard, Marisa, Grandmom, Opa,
Aunt Sadie, Uncle Ed, Aunt Gloria, Uncle Tony,
Maria, Chris, Uncle Phil, Aunt Lil, Greg, Anne,
Aunt Jo, Uncle Frank, Mark, Laura, Steven,
Frankie, Aunt Romaine, Uncle Hart, Uncle Tony,
Uncle Gary, Uncle Paul, Nanny and Omi and Willy.

THE BALLOON FACTORY
Haddonfield Rd. & Martin Ave.
Cherry Hill, N.J. 08002
609-665-7621
Evenings: 609-665-1921

DENNIS FORTUNA
OPTICIAN

CLOVER SHOPPING CENTER
2081 ROUTE 70
CHERRY HILL, N.J. 08003
609-424-5227

WITH BEST WISHES
from

DR. & MRS. J. B.
BENEGAL
CONGRATULATIONS
DEREK
and to the Class of 1987!

Mr. & Mrs. Michael Lenahan

BEST OF LUCK
GRADUATES!

Henry D. Bean & Sons
INSURANCE

- HOME
- AUTO
- LIFE
- BONDS
- COMMERCIAL

Est. 1932
247 King's Highway East
Haddonfield, New Jersey
429-7500

To SCOTT SCHULMAN,
With all our love,
Mom and Dad

CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS OF '87

Cheryl, Alan, Scott & Wendy
Raskas

To our dearest "JULEE AMY BABY" -

We love you and are so very
proud of you and your
accomplishments.

Just remember, Sweetheart -
"Above all else - to thine own
self be true . . ."

We know you will be!
Stay sweet!

Those who love you the most,
Mom, Dad, Gary and Danny

"Bon Chance, GABRIELLE"
ROLAND ET JUDY
Congratulations
class of 1987

accomplish your dreams

Rollie,
The Wild Cats,
AND JON -
PROVEN WINNERS!

Best of Luck,
Mom, Dad, Melissa & Nancy

THE CHOICE OF A NEW
GENERATION.

PEPSI COLA and NATIONAL
BRAND
BEVERAGE, LTD.

8191 U.S. Route 130
Pennsauken, N.J. 08110
ACE
PLUMBING
HEATING & ELECTRICAL
SUPPLIES
ONE OF THE MOST COMPLETE
BATH SHOWROOMS IN SOUTH JERSEY

COME VISIT OUR SHOWROOM FOR ALL
YOUR PLUMBING, HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING NEEDS

692-9374

601 South Delsea Drive - Vineland, N.J.
CONGRATULATIONS TO ALANNA

We’re so proud of you!

All our love,
Mom, Dad, Greg and Kara

MEREDITH BUS CO.
Brick Road
CHERRY HILL, N. J. 08003

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
BROADLEY'S
FUEL OIL - PLUMBING - COOLING

The only oil dealer who installs and services heating, plumbing and air conditioning equipment too!

1300 Stagecoach Road
Marmora, New Jersey

Call: (609) 390-3981

THE PROVIDENT
SAVINGS BANK

wishes you great success in all you do in the future.

Offices throughout New Jersey
Member FDIC

LORRI  STEPHANIE  AMY

We wish you a future that is as bright and cheery as you are B.F.F.

Your proud parents,

THE BLANKS  THE BLOCKS  THE STEINS

Tracy, Billy, Tod, Elisa and Lori
To our very special son and brother

ADAM STROSBERG

We are so very proud of you and wish to congratulate you and the rest of the Class of 1987 on a job well done.

Best wishes for a life filled with much happiness, good health and continued success.

We love you Adam.

Mom, Dad and Randi

Foschi
FINE PHOTOGRAPHY

CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS

Cherry Hill, New Jersey

Wilmington, Delaware

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Rob -

Health, happiness and success always.

Lots of love from

Mom, Dad, Sue, Rich, Penny, Taffy, Muffin and Noshi
SAFE International Inc.  
800 S. Burnt Mill Road  
Voorhees, N.J. 08043  
(609) 429 - 1221  
President: Dalim K. Majumdar,  
Ph.D., P.E.  
Consulting Services to:  
Government & Industry  
Public & Private Clients since 1967  
on  
Civil/Structural,  
Geotechnical/Environmental,  
Transportation/Roads &  
Bridges, Support Services  
on Energy and Construction  
Management.  
(MBE with 8A Certification)

To my shining star, TIM  
From Mom  
“You’ll always be my  
Music Man!”

CONGRATULATIONS  
MARK

BEST OF LUCK  
AND  
CONGRATULATIONS  
SRINU

Love from Mom, Dad  
and Vasudha

Love,  
Mom, Dad  
Jodi & Jeff

1722 N. DELAWARE AVE. • PHILADELPHIA, PA 19125
MARNI -

Don’t pick a school too far from home. I’ll miss you!

Dad
CHERRY HILL EAST ICE HOCKEY

Seniors:  
Mark Chase*  
Sammy Gross  
Steve Kelly*  
Dan Lawler  
Scott Pastor

Juniors:  
Craig Deringer  
Mike  
Diamondstein  
Jeremy Litwack  
Adam Steinberg

Freshmen:  
Todd Bogda  
Todd Renfrey

*CAPTAINS
Time it was and what a time it was.  
It was a time of innocence,  
A time of confidences.  
Long ago it must be,  
I have a photograph,  
Preserve your memories,  
They're all that's left you.

- BOOKENDS by Paul Simon